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NEEDS OF ™E NEEDY

Christmas Food Gifts
Christmas Candies, Chocolate Novel
ties and Favors, Fruits, Basket-, of De
licious Dainties, Nuts plaip and salted,
Figs, Stuffed Dates and many other
delightful foods that make Christmas'
a joy to those who receive

family this Christmas season but do
••• $p not know just exactly how to go
.«.
about it. Miss Corbett the city ma
•••
He Is free from danger, who, even •••
tron will gladly solve that problem,
••• when safe, Is on his guard.—Syrus.
•••
•••
.a. j There are babies here in dire need
la
•••
.«.,e, M of milk. Miss Corbett will supply !
names and addresses if you tell your
milk man to leave it. A quart of milk
TWO RIVAL MIDDIES
a day for two months, costing $7.20
is a real Christmas gift. Then there
Play Important Part In Big are old people who need blankets and
Picture Annapolis, Com fuel even more than a basket. So
much is being done at Christmas that
nothing is left for the colder months ,
ing Here
of January and February.
Give :
Everybody is talking—or soon will something to last longer than a meal, i
be-about the great picture "AnnanThis time of the year a man with i
,..Ui , .
a family has a hard time. So don’t
oils. uhleh is conung to Strand , 8tore ,hings awRJ. where moths wllI
J heat re Dec. 17 and 18 as a benefit destroy ^t hem, but place them where I
for the Rockland Baseball Associa- ■ they will do the most good. More
tion.
i mittens, warm stockings, quilts and
Screened almost wholly at and ln i blankets are needed. Old toys may
the vicinity of the United Stales be aent t0 Miss Corbett s °“lce "
Naval Academy at Annapolis, “An-1 the Clty bul“‘"« where they will
nap.,Ils,- featuring John Mack Brow n,
dis" ibutpd in famllites where
Hugh Allan, Jeannette Loft and Wil- • there ,s no money f"r Wy*' pi" d“1' i
liam Bakewell, is a production that is !‘es are needed for ten llttle B‘rlS *h°
*
as sure to delight fans and pack have none.
Helen Corbett, City Matron
theatres everywhere as that two and
Because of an injury to her right
two make four. It is not packed
with parades of battleships, smoke wrist Miss Corbett is unable to col
screens and naval manouvers, hut it lect, donated articles in person, and
deals with the daily lives of naval she trusts that the givers will deliver
midshipmen and is a human interest them at the City Building where her
office is located. Telephone to her
story all the way through
The picture was directed with in , about donations (6€3-W) between 9
telligence and taste by Christy i »<»d 10 “• m- and 2 and 3 p' mCabtnne, himself a graduate of the I
_
'
United States Naval Academy and I DURWARD BURCHELL
a director of exceptional ability. He
—__
directed “The Midshipman" In which p
iJent
Fisheries ComKamon Navarro was starred and its
success wis responsible for his se
pany At Vinalhaven Dies
lection as the director of "Annapolis ’
In Cambridge
The story of “Annapolis” is dra
matic, thrilling and has that grip
Duryvard E. Burchell, president of
ping quality which holds the atten
tion from start to finish.
the Libby-'Burchell Fisheries Com
Four screen players of popularity pany of Vinalhaven died last week in
and reputation are, featured in the
leading roles. They tire John Mack Cambridge, Mass. A Boston paper
Brown. Hugh lAllan, iJeannette Loff says:
and William Bakewell. The support
Funeral services were held at Mt.
ing players Include Maurice Ryan. Auburn Crematory chapel for DurByron Munson, Charlotte Walker and
ward Earle Burchell, 59. president of
Hobart Bosworth, all players of
the Libby-Burchell Fisheries Com
achievemment and nation-wide pop
pany of Maine and- of Burchell, “Bart
ularity
lett & Gaudette, management enThe story deals with Bill and Her- ,
u
l hert. two naval midshipmen who are ,
37 Dana street, Cambridge,
rivals for the hand of a charming
girl. The two have disputes which Monday.
Several years ago he was a prothreaten to ruin the careers of both. ,
Herbert, craze.l by jealousy, assaults
at »be Harvard Kradu*'?
..ssnmes I school of business administration. He
, a.......................
guard...............
—and Hill
Bill h,-..vutv
hravely assumes
! responsibllity.
----- He
He is
is about
about to
to face , "as born at Clayton, N -Y-. Feb ...
He was graduated from Coa naval hoard of inquiry when but I 1869.
we are not going to tell you the lumbia University in 1904 and in
whole of the story now. iSec it for 1906 he received his A. M. from his
alma mater. He was director of the
yourself.
' school of commerce and .professor of
i commerce at the Agricultural College
* of Utah in 1902-1903. For the next
five years he was professor of busi
ness administration at the University
of Wisconsin? He was lecturer on
business administration at Columbia'
University in 1909 to 1913.
From 1913 to 1918 he was comp
troller of the Eastern Manufacturing
Company. Bangor and of the Clinton
Wire Cloth Company of Boston. He
lectured in 1919 and from 1920 to
1923 was professor at the Harvard
graduate school of business adminis
tration. He was New England part
ner of .Stevenson-Harrison and Jor
dan-Industrial Engineers from 1923
I to 1924.
Since 1926 he had been president
1 of the Libby-Burchell Fisheries Com
pany of Vinalhaven, and also head of
' Burchell. Bartlett & Gaudette, man
agement engineers of Boston.
M ••• ••• *•* *•• ••• ••• ••• ••• •«. •••

CARINI’S
Fruit and Candy Shoppe
ROCKLAND, ME.
Mail Orders FilleJ

Christmas Club
of the

Rockland Savings Bank
Rockland, Me.

5 W AY S
To Have

MONEY FOR CHRISTMAS
Select one of the following Clubs

F1VE-DOLLAR CLASS
Requires a deposit of $5.00 each week for the next 50 weeks. In
December, 1929, you will receive a check for $250.00, plus interest,

g
p

1WO-DOLLAR CLASS
Requires a deposit of $2.00 each week for the next 50 weeks. In
December* 1929, you will receive a check for $100.00, plus interest.

g

ONE-DOLLAR CLASS
Requires a deposit of $1.00 each week for the next 50 weeks. In
December, 1929, you will receive a check for $50.00, plus interest.

FIFTY-CENT CLASS
Requir,, a deposit of 50 cents each week for the next 50 weeks. In
December, 1929, you will receive a check for $25.00, plus interest.

ga

TWENTY-F1VE-CENT CLASS
Requires a deposit of 25 cents each week for the next 50 weeks. In
December, 1929. you will receivp a check for $12.50, plus interest,

CLUB STARTS DECEMBER 10

♦Join now and make your first payment
145-tf

■■nr

•••

Beauty and Spirit Poems
By Beulah Sylvester Oxton
A beautiful Chrlitmat ,1ft—copies ob
tained from Clara B. Emery at 230 Limerock street. Tel. 421-M. Sent any ad
dress upon receipt of price. 32.00 per espy.

143-150

When You Think of
Christmas Giving
Think of Giving

PHOTOGRAPHS

Set Your Sails

The Moat Appreciated Gift

to the Winds of Thrift

320 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Evenings By Appointment

Pillsbury Studio
139-tf

Enroll now in our

1029
CHEIJTMAr CLUB

MMIRKM
ft A D I 0
AUTHORIZED DEALER

"Your ship will conic in” next December bringing
you extra cash when it is needed at holiday time.

All Electric Sets

You can become a member of the 1929 Club by

SIX TUBES

calling now and making a small first deposit

We have made arrangements to pay 4% on Christmas Club Accounts

Security Trust Company
Rockland

Union

Camden
Rockport

$77.00 less tubes
••••
SEVEN TUBES

$106.00 leu tubes

Vinalhaven

Warren

CRIES BUY “ROCKLAND HARDWARE”

If You Want To Be of Real
Not, At Least, For Oscar Howe and His Brother Walter of Also Third of Berry Block Which the Concern OccupiesHelp Miss Corbett Will
Bald Mountain—Near Bustling Town, Prefer Home
Purchasers 68 Years In the Business
Tell How

Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable In
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation
and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established ln'T,«
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established 1 E(litor of The Courier-Gazette: —
and consolidated with the Gazette In 1882.
There are quite a few people in
The Free Press was established In 1855 and
In 1801 changed Its name to the Tribune. ; Rockland who want to help some one
These papers consolidated March 17. 1807.

Everything In the Line of

Issue

Volume 83.................. Number 148

TWELVE PAGES

OUTER WORLD HAS NO LURE

Tuesday^

JOHN A. KARL & CO
118-152

High up among the lulls which from
the background of beautiful Camden
by the sea lives the sage of Bald
Mountain, Oscar Howe by name, a
sturdy, bearded farmer, who in this'
day of tractors is still content to till
his 260-acre farm with ins yoke of
oxen and two yokes of steers.
Content also to remain always
within the environment of that farm
where the four preceding generations

band's grandfather was 35 when the, °>ie of the two large business deals 1
first sun was burn into his family.
'(1 which Saturday's Courier-Gazette'
Of the farm's 210 acres 30 are tin- 11:1,1 reference, was completed a few
der cultivation. The wild lands con- hours after tills pa-per had gone to
tain- sufficient wo,si to last scores of * press—the sale by Albert P. Blaisfamilies scores of years.
j dell of his one-third interest in the
The reporter found the sons, Oscar so-called Berry block, and the stock
and Walter, engaged in fall plowing I and fixtures of the Rockland Hardon one of the sunny slopes. Oscar ! ware Co. which occupied that porspoke mystic words to the oxen, tion of the block.
threw down Uhe goadstick, and greet- | The Blaisdell section of the block

clerk. Since then the personnel has
changed many times but has never
been out of the family. In 18418 a
cousin, R. Fred Crie, was taken in
as a partner and four years later a
brother, Rufus Y., took the cousin’s
interest l}ut was soon bought out by
the founder.
In 1874 R. Anson Crie became as
sociated with his father in the busi
ness which continued under the orig-

t. ’

The Howe Brothers, Walter and Oscar

of the Howe family have wrestled ed the visitor with the heartiners
endlessly with stony soil, finding in habitual to the Howe family.
“How do you like that?” said he,
spite of their toil the happiness which
is horn of a peaceful pursuit and al pointing northward.
Following the direction of the in
ways enough in the larder and in the
purse to drive worry from the doors. dex finger the reporter saw a valley
Living the simple life, within three beautiful beyond description , bor
miles of one of the most modern and dered by mountain peaks some re
progressive towns in the State, flecting purple shadows, while oth
Oscar and his brother Walter, faith ers stood revealed in the glory of au
fully cared for by their mother, Mrs. tumn sunlight. Megunticook Lake,
Abbie Howe, have hankered but little one of the 'most beautiful ponds in
for the opportunity to solve the mys the State dodged in and out among
teries of the busy world on whose the foothills, while in another direc
threshold they unobtrusively perform tion the ocean could be seen clearly.
Far off on a hill was visible the cross
the day’s routine.
It is true that Oscar Howe has which marks the spot where years
never been a passenger on a steam ago a young woman fell hundreds of
rairoad train although several of feet to a terrible death on t'hd jagged
them daily pass his home only a few rocks. They named the precipice
miles away as the crow flies. True "Maiden’s Cliff,” and the story is
also that he has seen none of the won handed down by each generation.
derful sights to which the railroad
Here then is one of the reasons the
train gives access. Knox County, Howe brothers dislike to leave their
smallest in the State, has furnished native acres. Spreading before them
his boundary lines except on very is a picture, the painting of which
rare occasions when he has visited would be only a sacrilegious attempt
communities even more rural in their to copy one of nature’s masterpieces.
aspect than the one in which he has
Mrs. Howe "spent a portion of her
elected to spend his years.
early life in Dakota Territory, and
Yet there is another side to this s'he has a brother in New Zealand
simple life picture, for the Howe farm i from whom an occasion.il letter
! has its many-party telephone line I comes, but neither inspires her to
and it is possible to talk with the | again journey afar. She found Dastrange outside world after the day’s - kota flat, and it didn’t at all appeal
gossip has been retailed. The farm ! to a taste which had been cultivated
also has its inevitable automobile. I amid mountain scenery and a lake
Many years have passed over its hood, 1 country. She belongs to the Camden
but its mileage is comparatively small Congregational church, whither she
and its behavior is good even among goes occasionally with her sons. The

Albetr P. Blaisdell, Who Figures On Selling End In An Important Business
Deal

and the hardware equipment were
both bought by H. II. Crie & Co.,
which has been engaged in a similar
business at The Brook since 1860.
The newly purchased property had
been in the market for some time
and appealed to the Cries not only as
an excellent*commodity in itself, but
as a permanent liome for their own
business, which at present has no
lease in the Masonic Temple block.
Moving, however, is not compulsory,
as has been intimated in street gos
sip, and II. H. Crie S: ('o., will occupy
its present plant indefinitely, oper
ating the Rockland Hardware .Store
as well.
It was announced yesterday that
there would be no change in the
personnel of either staff.
The price paid by the Cries for
these valuable properties has not
been made public. The real estate
agent figuring in this big deal was
Freeman S. Young, whose name has
been linked with some of the past
year’s most important real estate
transactions.
Albert P. Blaisdell came to Rock
land in 1896 and entered the employ
of J. P. Wise & iSon, who were then
in business where the Veazie Hard
ware is now located—one of the old
est firms in the city.

• • * «

Tractor Has Not Replaced Oxen Here

the rugged hills which it daily climbs
and descends.
The radio has never 'enticed the
Howe family, but a phonograph
grinds out the latest jazz selections,
and sends strange echoes flying
through the silent hills. Like many
other men who reside in the rural dis
tricts Oscar Howe is a voracious
reader, and The Courier-Gazette re
porter saw on the well filled shelves
of his modest library many of the
standard magazines and newspapers,
some of the best fiction and even a
treatise on the fundamentals of law.
Geology would be called one of Mr. ,
Howe’s fads were it not more practi
cal than a mere fad. Wandering '
among the hills, hammer in hand, he
finds many rare specimens. These he'
has carefully catalogued, and can dis
cuss in scientific terms with the same
ease that the city bred man discusses
golf and baseball. His scientific
I knowledge is by no means confined to j
| rocks and minerals, for lie is thor- '
| oughjy familiar with the fauna of his
native acres, and is an expert woods■ man. reading the language that na. ture has written with the same ease
; that the rest of us read the printed
I book.
Maplewood Farm they call it, and
the occupants treasure the original
I deed, musty and wrinkled hut with
! writing still plainly legible telling
1 how the property was conveyed by
> Jacob and Lydia Watson to Marian
I Howb Feb. 15, 1802. This was 22 years
: before Maine became a State. The
j farm was still in Massachusetts and
' the county was Lincoln.
Mrs. Abbie Howe, titular head of
i the homestead has lived there since
j her marriage 42 years ago and is
• known throughout the countryside
j for her good nature and skilled cookI cry. The latchstring is always out,
and Mrs. Howe likes nothing better
i than to have neighbors (or strangers,
for that matter) drop in to pay a. call.
She recalled for the reporter’s benI of it the coincidence which tihe nqm| ber “35” has furnished in this houseI hold. Her husband was 35 when their
first child was born, her husband's
father was 35 when the first child
was born to his wife, and her bus-

brothers went once to a se-vice of
th© Holy Rollers in a neighboring
town, but as Oscar expressed it they
found it “too noisy.”
Up with the sun the two farmers
have their work cut out for them in
the care of so large a farm, one item
of which is a dozen head of stock.
But with the farm chores done ' Lsyar
Howe turns his attention to another
task—keeping in good condition the
road from Howe Hill to Melvin
Heights, together with one of the
cross roads. Walter Howe meantime
goes to market with farm produce.
In caring for the Melvin Heights
road Oscar Howe formed the ac
quaintance of Walter J. Rich, a
wealthy INcw Yorker, who became
much interested in his unusual
traits. And it was through Mr. Rich
that he met S. IL. Rothafel, known to
the theatrical and radio world as
“Roxy.” The theatrical magnate be
came much interested in the Bald
Mountain farmer, .and makes it u
special point to visit Maplewood
Farm each season when he comes to
be the guest of Mr. Rich.
Mrs. Howe voted for Hoover hut
the “boys” have never allowed politi
cal interest to sway them, and though
on the verge of 40 have never yet ex
ercised their right of suffrage.
Walter Howe is an enthusiastic
amateur photographer, nnd though
operating a small camera has some
snapshots which would make excel
lent art studies. Neither farmer is
especially musical, although, as Mrs.
Howe expressed it, Oscar can “carry
a tune.” Both Have good health and
“eat three sqtmres,” beginning about
4 a. m. with a pan of ma’s biscuits.
Somebody in New York. “Roxy”
possibly, sent Oscar Howe a souvenir
postcard, the subject of which was a
bevy of bathing beauties.
“See what you’ve missed all these
years,” wrote the sender.
“Gosh!
I guess I have,” quoth
Oscar.
But at last accounts he had not
accepted Mr. Rich’s invitation to visit
him In New York, and his first ride
on a steam train is yet to be real
ized,
«F. A. Winslow in Boston Sunday Globe.

In partnership with John A. John
ston he bought J.P. Wise & (Son's
workshop in 1899, and a year later
they bought the hardware business
which was operated one year by
Blaisdell & Johnston. The late Harry
E. Brown, who had clerked many
years for J. P. Wise & ^on, was ad
mitted to the partnership, which then
organized the Rockland Hardware
<’o., with Mr. Blaisdell as president.
Mr. Johnston retired after two years
and Mr. 'Brown died in 1915.
In 1918 Mr. Blaisdell bought onethird of the Berry /block, then occu
pied by E. R. Spear
Co, .and built
the annex at the rear. The concern
also operated the old store for a while.
The present hardware business of
H. H. Crie & Co. was founded by
Hiram Hall Crie in 1860. Mr. Crie
was born in 1826 at Matinieus, mov
ing to Owl’s Head then to Liberty
and finally coming to Rockland while
still a young man. He first clerked
for Charles W. Snow, who conducted
a grocery store on the ' southeast
corner of Main and Winter streets.
He remained here until the fire of
1853 which destroyed a large portion
of Rockland's business district. He
next had employment as a Laborer in
connection with the construction of
the Atlantic House at the head of
Maine Central wharf. It was while
working here at 12% cents a day that
he received the offer of a clerkship
with A. H. Khnball & Co. This firm
was located opposite the foot of
Limerock street.
After being located with this firm
for a while Mr. Crie opened a store
for himself on t'he eastern side of
Main street on the location of the
present W. H. Glover Co. property
and Thomas Fish Market. At that
time the buildings and street were
on a level of the present Glover
5\harf.
While in the store he sold gro
ceries. ship supplies, dry goods. West
Tndia goods, patent medicines and
hardware. As years passed the for
mer lines were eliminated until only
the hardware remained.
In 1871 Mr. Crie moved his busi
ness across the street to the present
location, which has been the head
quarters of the firm ever since. Fire
gutted the building in 1878, hut it
was soon rebuilt, and in 1910 became
the property of the Masonic Temple
Association which completely remod
eled it into the present structure.
When Hiram H. Crie started his
business he had the assistance of one

inal name of H. II. Crie & Co. As
time went along H. II. Crie relin
quished more and more care'to his
son and at his death in 1903 the in
terests were divided between It. An
son Crie and his sister, Alzira L.
Crie.
This partnership continued
four years until the death of Alzira
when Kelley B. Crie was taken into
the partnership, which has been in
existence down to the present.
Through the years of business IL
H. Crie & Co. has hail the assistance
of many loyal men with the title
“clerk.” Foremost in years of serv| ice was the late Ira A. Sidelinger,
who served zealously for more than
34 years. Those whose residences now
known are Frank I. Bench, a car
penter of Northport: Wesley W.
Comstock, grocery business on Park
street; Joseph
Baum of South
Thomaston, postoffice and general
store and C. Clifton Lufkin, agricul
turist at Glencove. The bookkeep
ers have Included Mrs. Ruby Simp
son Smith of Rockland, Mrs. Eva
Wellman Williamson of Thomaston.
Mrs. Mildred Foster Havener of
Rockland and William C. Lufkin of
Roxmont in Rockport.
At the present time the partners R.
Anson Crie and his son, Kelley IL
Crie, have the assistance of Har
old H. Thayer, who has been there
five years, and Donald G. Crie who
represents the fourth generation of
i the family. This record is one sel
dom equalled in any line of business.
Whether or no Rockland is to have
a baseball team next summer depends
largely on the attendance at the pic
ture “Annapolis” which is to be pre
sented next Monday-Tuesday at
Strand Theatre at regular prices.
This is a big picture with big stars
and its success can bring baseball
nearer for 1929. Buy your ticket
now.—adv.
Work on the Entered Apprentice
store, is in prosjwct at the Aurora
Ixxlge meeting Wednesday night.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my life again 1 would have
made a rule to read some poetry and listen to
some music at least once a week. The loss of
these tastes Is a loss of happiness. Cliarles
Darwin.
THE CHILDREN'S HOUR
Between the dark and the daylight.
When the night is beginning to lower.
Gomes a pause in the day s occupations.
That Is known as the Children a Hour.

I hear In the chamber above me
The patter of little feet.
Tlie sound of a door that Is opened.
And voices soft nnd sweet.

From my study I sec in the lamplight.
Descending the broad hall stair.
Grave Alice, and laughing Allegrn.
And Edith with golden hair.
A whisper, and then a silence:
Yet I know by their merry eyes
They are plotting and planning together
To take me by surprise.

•

A sudden rush from the stairway,
A sudden raid from the hall'
By three doors left unguarded
They enter my castle wall!

They climb up Into my turret
O'er the arms and hack of my chair;
If 1 try to escape, they surround me;
They seem to be everywhere.

.1

They almost devour me with kisses.
Their arms about me entwine.
Till I think of tlie Bishop of Bingen
In his Mouse Tower on the Rhine t

i

Do you think, 0 blue-eyed Banditti.
Because you have scaled the wall.
Such an old mustache as 1 am
Is not a match for you all!
I have you fast in my fortress,
And will not let you depart.
But put you down into the dungeon
In the round tower of my heart.

4

And there will I keep you forever,
Yes, forever and a day.
Till the walls shall crumble to ruin.
And moulder in dust away !
— Henry Wadsworth Longfellow,

a

z
Every-Other-Day
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Dr. Walter D. Hall Becomes
Member of Rockland Pro
R«H-klan4. Me.. Pee. 11. 1928. ,
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle, who j
on oath declared that he Is Pressman In the
fessional Circles
CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT

Radiola If

1

office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
issue of this paper of Pec. 8, 1928, there was
A new entry in local professional
printed a total of 6269 copies.
Before me.
FRANK B. MILLER.
' circles is Dr. Walter D. Hall of Port

ALL ELECTRIC

Notary Public.

He that by usury and unjust gain
Incieaseth his substance, he shall
gather it for him that will pity the
poor. A faithful man shall abound in
blessings: but he that maketh haste
to be rich shall not lie innocent.—
Proverbs 28: 8. 20.

Clyde who has opened offices at 407
Main street over the Cobb Market.
The newcomer is so well known in
this locality that an introduction4is
more or less superfluous. Yet it
is customary on such an important '

occasion.
Dr. Hall was born in New York and
received his education at Tufts Col- ,
lege and Tufts Medical College, grad
uating from the latter in 1S98. After
practicing for a while in Boston he
went to Mexico and located on a
30.000-acre ranch which was devoted
to the production of sugar, coffee,
cotton and cattle. His two years stay
there, during the height of revolu
tionary troubles furnished many
thrills.
! Returning to Massachusetts he
practiced medicine in Boston.
In
1906 he bought property at Port Clyde
and since 1912 has been in regular
medical practice there.
| Dr. Hall is registered in Massachu
setts and is a member of the Massa
! chusetts Medical Society . Knox
County Medical Association. Maine
ton Transcript in comment says:
State Medical Association and Amer
Not the most hide-bound partisan. 1 ican Medical Society. He is also a
we make bold to say, would {permit member of numerous Masonic bodies,
the neglect of any state because of its including the Mystic Shrine.
political complexion, nevertheless it I He has served as a surgeon in the
is one of the axioms of politics, ,if not | British Merchant Marine and in this
of government, that no spot in this capacity in 1926 made a trip to South
country is the subject of more tender America on the Steamship Vestris
regard, politically speaking, than that J whose recent sinking with great los
which is technically known
of life is still fresh in the minds of
batahle.” If Florida is now so defi all newspaper readers.
nitely free-thinking and voting as
During the World War the Vestris
to place her in that category, it would was specially insulated for the carry
seem as if the demands oT her Demo ing of beef from Argentina to Eng
cratic representatives might find land. The Germans made energetic
some reinforcement on the Republi attempts to destroy the provision
can side of the aisle. This, in fact, carrier, but under the command of
has been true of all the Southern Capt. Davies she always managed to
states ever since the peace of Appo evade her undersea enemies, and her
mattox. but only of late have gentle master became internationally known
men of the perspicacity of Mr. Knight as “The Fox of the Atlantic.’’
come to see it.
“The Vestris was considered one
In a personal letter to the editor of the finest sea boats in tlie fleet."
of The Courier-Gazette, from which says Dr. Hall, “and her boat drills
it is permissible to quote. Mr. Knight were conducted with scrupulous re
expresses views upon a subject with gard to regulations."
Dr. Hall s grandfather. Capt. James
which a considerable body of our
Hall built what is now known as the
readers will find themselves in warm executive mansion in Augusta. After
accord:
occupying it for a while he sold the
“Florida does not believe" (he structure to Hon. James G. Blaine,
writes) “in an inheritance tax. state and it thus became the home of
or national. It believes that taxa Maine’s most famous s itesman.
Dr. Hall’s father, who was profes
tion ought.to stop this side the grave.
It doesn’t believe in taxing widows sor of theory and practice at Tufts
and children. It believes an inheri- Medical College, and a registered
ance tax is a capital tax and social physician, also resided in the man
istic. and has no place in our Ameri sion sold to Mr. Blaine. As Dr. Hall’s
can form of government. But wheth uncle. Dr. Irving S. Hall, was also in
er there should be an inheritance tax medical practice it will be seen that
or not is a question for the respective the profession was pretty firmly
states and not one for the federal grounded in this Hall familj’.
government. The present federal in
heritance tax is absolutely indefen
sible. If the government needs the
tax it ought to keep it. Tf it does
not need it. the law ought to be re
pealed. No one ran defend the right
of the federal government to levy a
tax in a matter of purely local con
Another popular light opera
cern, collect it for the respective
was successfully broadcast Sat
states, and then redistribute it to
urday night. This time it was
those states in accordance with its
“Naughty Marietta,” and added
ipse dixit.”
to the prestige of the Philco hour.
Among its counted blessings Flor
Alluring music from the land of
ida points to the fact that it has
Aloha was being broadcast by
no state inheritance tax. There a
WLW, the 50,000-watt station
man dies secure in the knowledge
which is making them all sit up
and take notice.
that the state is not to step in and
••• ••• •••
take away from his family a propor
Lots of static Sunday night but
tion of the property which by thrift
if you could withstand the
and energy he has accumulated.
crashes there was plenty to en

RADIO
Before buying a new Radio set be sure
to hear the RADIOLA. You can then
judge any set at any price for tone,
volume, distance and selectivity.

In a communication to the Tampa
Times, Peter O. Knight, one of Flor
ida’s foremost public men. reviewing
the recent entering of that state into
the National Republican column, de
clares that Florida desires three
things, tariff protection, repeal of the
inheritance tax and flood control of
Lake Okeechobee.
With Florida
voters having demonstrated that at
last their state has become debatable political ground. Mr. Knight
holds that they should be well forti
fied to go before an overwhelmingly
Republican government with confidence that their desires may not be
treated with inattention. The Bos-

“ON MY SET”

Does the generation of today read
the poetry of Longfellow? So much
has the spirit of jazz invaded as well
this region of art that one is scarce
ly surprised when the volume of
poems he takes from the bookshelf
discloses a coating of dust between
the tops of its covers. The death last
week of Miss Alice Longfellow, who
made her home in the famous Cragie
House, where her father lived and
in which she was born, will bring to
the minds of many, one of the best
known of his poems, “The Children’s
Hour," the beauty and tenderness of
which is not likely ever to be forgot
ten.
I hear in the chamber above me
The patter of little feet.
The sound of a door that is opeued.
And voices soft and sweet.
From my study I sec in the lamplight
Descending the broad hall stair.
Grave Alice, and laughing Allegra,
And Edith with golden hair.

There is a picture of the three chil
dren, in an oval frame, perhaps still
to be encountered upon the walls of
an occasional Knox County home of
the comfortably old-fashioned type
■which happily have not too far yield
ed to the modern tastes in decoration
We believe the critics of today gen
erally relegate Longfellow to a minor
niche. Perhaps he was not among
the greatest of ipoets, measured by
certain standards, but he wrote sane
ly, with a beauty of thought and ex
pression that touch both the heart
and the imagination, and it is not to
exaggerate to say that many of his
poems will live always. The reader
of today unfamiliar with Longfellow’s
writings is by that much the poorer.

Sunday hunting must stop: This
is the order from the headquarters
of tlie Inland Fisheries & I lame de
partment, and the wardens are left
no discretion in the enforcement of
what many persons doubtless class
as an unpopular law A week ago
three young men. arrested by Chief (
Warden Smallwood were haled into
Court. Two of them paid fines
amounting to $10 each and one ap
pealed from a similar tine. Yester
day there were two cases—Oliver
Peters of Warren, arrested by Chief
Smallwood, fined $10 and costs;
and Charles Robinson of Warren, ar
rested by Deputy Warden Davis,
fined $10 and costs. Botli paid.

joy. The stations which I logged
in a brief and fairly late session
were WABC. CKGW. WEEI,
WMCA, WOR, WEAF, WLW,
WGY, WPG and WKBW.

•••

Luxurious
Wour Suite/

Mr. L. W. Thorndyke of Thom
aston has listened to 78 stations
with his Radiola 18, recently pur- .
chased, separating stations within
one-half point on the dial. Mr.
Thorndyke was not station hunt
ing, simply listing the stations that
came in on his loud speaker with
pure musical clarity.
Let us arrange a home demonstration for you.

Maine Music Co.
Authorized RCA Dealer for Rockland

BOYS' CONFERENCE

BASKETBALL RULES

Fine Gathering of Maine Only One Important Change
Lads Who Enjoyed Every
Has
Made Th,s Sea'
son
Minute Of It
The Rockland delegates returned
from Portland yesterday after at
tending the Boys’ Conference which
was held there over a three-day pe
riod from Friday noon to Sunday
night. The seven Rockland boys
made a total of twenty-six represen
tatives from Knox County, the oth
ers being from Camden and North
Haven. Tlie beys who attended from
here were Charles Bicknell, Nelson
Rokes, Cyrus Pinkham. Francis MeAlary. Graham Hills. Henry Benson
and Charles Lowe.
Many fine addresses were given at
the assembly places to the 722 boys
and leaders gathered from every cor
ner of the State. Rev. Dr. H. T. Crane
was perhaps the most impressive of
these men who brought home the
idea of the conference theme. “My
Life Work" in his impressive manner.
Charles Robinson. Henry Merrill,
Fred Smith and many of the iState
boys work leaders helped to make
the conference a success with their
presentations of the qualities which
go to make a leader out of the youth.
The Conference songs, the sight
seeing trips Saturdalv. the parade
headed by the 5th Regiment buglers,
the Sunday services at th4 Portland
churches where delegates attended
with their hosts, and the two great
banquets in the Eastland Hotel all
played their respective parts in
bringing to the minds of the hoys
the magnitude of Christian Fellow
ship. and the concluding assembly in
Portland's fine City Hall Sunday eve
ning was an impressive ending, en
hanced by the appearance of Jeff
Smith who had hitherto kept out of
the program busily engaged in de
tails for the comfort of the hoys. The
21st Boys’ Conference was wholly a
success.

On the basis cf a survey by the
Department of Commerce, it is
indicated that radio dealers of
the United States did a business
of
approximately
$100,000,000
during the third quarter of this
year. This estimate is based on
a study of replies made to ques
tionnaires sent out by the equip
ment division of the department,
and of the 31.573 dealers queried,
6,766 or 21.4 per cent, replied.
These
reported
a
business
amounting to $20,508,666.

CHASE
RAINBOWS

President Kingsley of the New
York Life is to broadcast over a
chain of stations, including WJZ
and WBZ Wednesday night at
9.30 o'clock.

is Satisfying
Tfundreas of
'thousands

Well, folks, I suppose you
found what you wanted on the
radio last night, as there was
something on every turn of the
dial. Under such circumstances
I was easily enticed into station
hunting, nor did I cease until 1
had established for myself a new
record of 37 stations. Among the
distant stations in this list were
WHAS of Louisville, CNRO of
Ottawa,
CFCF of
Montreal,
WBAL
of
Baltimore,
Md.,
KFKX,
WENR,
KYW
and
WMAQ of Chicago. WGHP of
Detroit, WDAF of Kansas City,
WGBF of Evansville, Ind., WSUI
of Iowa City, KMOX of St. Lou s,
KWKH of Shreveport. La., and
KOA of Denver. WGBF was new
to my list, making my 216th sta
tion.

ACROSS THE LINE

Model.72

.*. •••

The other stations which I
logged last night were WABC,
WJAR, WGY. WJZ, WOR. WLW
WEAF. WTIC, WEEI, WGR,
WEAN,
WIP, WBZ,
KDKA,
WHAM, WCAU. WMSG, WKBW
WMAK, and WPG.

“Annapolis"—great Naval Acade
my picture — lotta romance — lotta
speed-swift
action — midshipman
honor — sizzling scraps — beautiful
girls and real he-men at popular
prices— All for baseball In Rockland.
Strand Theatre. Monday-Tuesday,
Dec 17-18—afternoons—any seat for
a quarter. Evenings down stairs 35
cents—‘balcony 25 cents.—adv.

Before the scientists decide, as they
seem to be doing, that children nowa
Portable Lamps—Awaja a welcome days are smaller for their ages than
Christmas gift; beautiful new designs formerly, it might be well to consult
Arjust in. Price $S up. Central Maine 'with the street-ear conductors.
...
H6-153 Kansas Gazette.
Power Cocipun,v

Basketball fans this season may
follow the game with the knowledge
that there is little change in the
rules as they stood a year ago. There
is only one important change and
several minor interpretations of old
rules.
The only real change comes in the
“two successive jump" rules which
has been added. A player may not
tap and catch tlie ball on two succes
sive jumps. It is a violation this
year and the ball goes to the oppon
ents out of bounds. This role, it is
believed, will prevent delaying the
game.
Under old conditions, a tall man
jumping against a little fellow cotild
tap and catch the ball. He could
withhold it from play and kill sec
onds near the end of the contest. He
may now tap and catch it on one
jump, hut he cannot repeat this i>erformance. In a series of two jumps,
if he fails to tap and catch it on t)ie
first jump, he may catch it on the
second jump and there will be no
iolation. Should a third jump be
necessary, the tall player cannot tap
and catch without making a viola
tion.
Close guarding is also interpreted.
If a player who is closely guarded is
holding the ball from play the ref 1?
eree may call a “held hall" and toss’
it up between the two players in §
volved. This rule also prevents de
laying the game.
There was no "legislation" against
stalling. An unguarded player may
hold the ball from play indefinitely
in the court, "hut as soon as an op
ponent takes a position close to (say
within a yard) of the player with the
ball, the latter must get the ball into
play."
A ball that strikes an official is
not dead. This notation has been
made to clear up a misunderstand
ing. Some officials in the past have
always called this play a dead ball.
The old bugaboo "guarding from
the rear" is not in itself a foul, but
such guarding which results in per
sonal contact is a foul.
When a man is fouled in the act
of shooting by two or more oppon
ents. only one free throw will be al
lowed. but a personal foul may bQ
charged to the two or more oppon
ents involved in the play. This is a
possible play, but the referee unsua'.ly designates one man as having
committed tlie foul.
More emphasis is given this year
in the explanation of the dribbler I
being responsible for body contact.
There is really no change in the rule,
but the rule makers emphasize that
the dribbler is generally responsi I
ble. However, this is a matter of
judgment and the “blocker" may also
be responsible, it is pointed out.
But the player tv ho was familiar with
this rule last year has little to learn
this year, and the spectator who en
joyed the sport last season may take
up his favorite winter’s entertain
ment without much study of the
book.

i
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<« less tubes »>
The Wonder Radio witli
the Super Dynamic Speaker
7 Tube,
Unmatched Tone

Beautiful Cabinet,

Many Maine motorists will be in
terested to learn that New Bruns
wick 1928 motor vehicle licenses are
good for use until Feb. 28, 1^29, ac
cording to an order published in the
Royal Gazette. It will avoid the
year-end rush for new plates at the
Motor Vehicle Branch of the Public
Works, where there was for years
an annual congestion during the hol
idays period, and it will encourage
the operation of automobiles during
the winter season, with consequent
return of gasoline tax receipts to the
provincial treasury that would not
Come if cars were laid up. The
Province of New Brunswick’s 1929
automobile license plates will be sky
blue with white numerals and let
ters: Nova Scotia, white numerals
and letters on red: Prince Edward
Island, orange on black: Quebec,
white on black; Ontario, black on
light grey.

Simple Control
Selectivity

Reliability

HOUSE-SHERMAN
ROCKLAND, MAINE

“Annapolis"—great Naval Acade
my picture — lotta romance — lotta
speed-swift action — midshipman
honor — sizzling scraps — beautiful
girls and real he-men at popular
prices—All for baseball in Rockland.
Strand Theatre, Monday-Tuesday,
Dec 17-18—afternoons—any seat for
a quarter. Evenings down stairs 35
cents—^balcony 35 cents,—{ujv,

Note the exquisite new de
sign of this suite—serpen
tine fronts, full rounded
arms, reversible cushions
in a beautiful pattern and
richly colored ! Under or
dinary conditions
you
would pay much more for
this suite. It’s a special
feature in our Christmas
Sale and one that you can
buy on terms of only $5
DOWN !

A gift for the entire family

to enjoy for years to come!
A suite of real beauty and

good construction and in
cluding this large daven
port and choice of club
chair or fireside chair.
What greater proof that
we sell for less money than
this suite at this Christmas
Sale price !

$5 Delivers or Holds This
Suite—Balance On
Easy Terms

1

4 Piece Bedroom Suites As Low As
Most complete selection of fine bedroom suites
in the city. New period designs, fine walnut
veneer construction ! Terms to suit you. - Why
not a new bedroom suite as a gift for Mother
or Sister? ....................................................................«.
The

individual,

$7.75

removabb

smoking stands at each side

of this Cabinet Smoker add
to its value.

$129

It’s in a col

orful finish with drop-front

Another Smoker that will bo

BURPEE’S
[ 361 Main Street

Rockland. Maine

Marcellus E. Parker, who died at I
his home. 75 Keeley street. Haverhill,
Mass., last Wednesday was -born, in
Rockland .June 7. 1855. son of Mar
cellus M. and Jessie (Aker) Parker.
His early boyhood- days were speni
at Tenant’s Harbor, but the family
moved to Rockland when Marcellus
was quite young, and he attended the
schools of this city. He then attend
ed Hebron Academy. Feeling how
ever that he was not able financially
to continue his education, he entered
the office of the Rockland Gazette,
and learned the trade of compositor,
under instruction of the late John
Porter.
After working for this paper as
well as for the Rockland Free Press
like maiy other young men of that
time, he decided to go West. After
working at his trade in different
cities of the Middle West, he came to
Haverhill, Mass., and learned the
candy business. In this business he
had a successful career, continuing
until his death.
Mr. Parker was a man of sterling
character and practiced the “Golden
Rule” as near as it is possible for
mankind to do so. He was married.
Nov. 8. 1878. to Miss Etta llaley of
Salem, N. H., and of this union were
born three children. Sumner r.

is
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with
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lined humidor.

humidor and fully-fitted top.

MARCELLUS E. PARKER

highly praised by some man.

Parker, Mrs. Ruth Douglass and Mrs. '
Jessie Hilliard, all of whom survive '
him as also, seven grandchildren.
The funeral was held Saturday aft
ernoon at his late residence, inter
ment being in 'Linwood cemetery,
Haverhill.
CLARENCE H. LEACH

Clarence Herbert Leach died at his
home 51 Sargent street, Winthrop.
Mass.. Nov. 16.
Mr. Leach was born in West Rock
port. in 1867. and received his school
ing there. He has been a resident of
Winthrop for many years and has
made many friends especially among
the young people. He was. a member
of the First Baptist churcn and su
perintendent of the Sunday school
for three years.
Four years ago Mr. Leach retired
from business on account of ill health.
He had been with the firm of - T. E.
Mosely Shoe Company for about 35
years and as a token of the esteem in
which he was held by the members
of the firm, he had been kept on the
pay roll. Mrs. Leach was very much
comforted by a message she received
from the president of the company,
attached to a beautiful Moral tribute.
Many other floral pieces were re
ceived from friends and relatives.
Mr. Leach leaves besides his widow
Ix>ra H. Leach, three brothers. Rev.
Harry C. Leach, pastor of Anderson
Square Baptist church. Hackensack,
X. J.; Vesper A. l^each. Rockland:
and Frank E Leach, Providence; and

a sister, Mrs. Cora A. Vinal of Middle
boro.

Funeral services were held from his
late residence, Rev. William J. Day.
pastor of the First Baptist church
officiated. Members of the T. E.
Mosely Company and some of the
employed were present at the service.
The remains were taken to West
Rockport for burial in the family lot.

“Annapolis"—great Naval Acade
my picture — lotta romance — lotta
speed-swift
action — midshipman
honor — sizzling scraps — beautiful
gir’s and real he-men at popular
prices—All for baseball in Rockland.
Strand Theatre, Monday-Tuesday,
Dec 17-18—afternoons—any seat for
a quarter. Evenings down stairs 35
I
cents—-balcony 25 cents.—adv.

Change of Time
Passenger Trains
Maine Central

Christmas
Headquarters
Special Gift Service
We will pack and mail all pur
chases at our store
Special Christmas Wrappers and
Seals

ME

Complete Gift Line
ME ME
Beautiful Holiday Boxes in Sta
tionery, Candies,
Toilet Sets,
Toilet Articles, all Drug Store
Necessities and Special Articles.

J'S? ME
WHITMAN’S* CHOCOLATES
HANN’S CHOCOLATES
ABSOLUTELY FRESH

ME M?

Effective
Monday, December 17

Phone Ticket Agent
for details

Maine Central Railroad
148-1.3 Or

MAIL ORDERS FILLED
MAIL EARLY

ME «

Corner Drug Store
Main and Limerock Sts. Rockland
Tel. 378-J

Every-Other-Day

Shop Early!
Sljrn hr yr ijlah, yooh proplr

At tfjin lime of tljr yrar
Atth ligljt yr up your (Canhlra

Jnr Sio star it al|utrttf rlrar

Mail Early!
Only Eleven more business days before Christmas.

«€ «€

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Dec. 12—Rockport—Christmas sale and »upper.Ladles’ Circle Baptist Church.
Dec. 11-13—Annual meeting of Maine State
Grange.
Dec. 14—Tenant's Harbor Minstrel Show at
Odd Fellows hall.
Dee, 14-15—Camden—Meguntlcook Grange
fair.
Dec. 17-18—“Annapolis” baseball benefit
picture at Strand Theatre.
Dec. 19—Monthly meeting of Baptist Men’s
League.
• *
Dec. 2ft—Opening meeting of Womans Edu
cational Club, at Odd Fellows hall.
Dec. SO—Opening of Educational Club's
led re season in Odd Fellows hall.
Dec. 21- Thirty-third annual gift ball of
(Jen. Berry Hose Ce., at Watts hall, Thomas
ton.
Dec. 25—Christmas Day.
Jan. 1—New Year’s Day.

Stores will be open evenings beginning
Wednesday, December 19

«€ MS
Avoid the last minute rush

MS **
Merchants’ Committee

Rockland Chamber of Commerce

Horace E. Lamb is employed at
Burpee & Lamb’s store during the
holidays.
Samuel Cohen who has been eifl
ployed a( Trainer's Restaurant, has
gone into winter quarters in Nqjs
York.
‘

V

►«

Edwin Libby Relief Corps is to
conduct the funeral services of Mrs.
Sarah Thomas at her late home in
Thomaston tomorrow ’afternoon at
2 o'clock.
Members ure asked to
take the 1.20 car from the waiting
room.

&

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE NORTH NA
TIONAL BANK
Notice Is hereby given that the annual meet-,
lug of the stockholders of the North National
Bank will be held at its banking rooms on
Tuesday, January 8„ 15*29. at 1ft o’clock a. m.
to tlx the number of and elect a Board of
Directors for the ensuing year and to trans
act such other business as may properly come
hefure the meeting.
Per order,
KF. BERRY, Cashier.
145-T-3

£

&

Edwin Snow, an employe of tlie
Rockland & Rockport Lime Corporatoon, was found dead in his house at
Carroll's Lane yesterday, having evi
dently expired from heart disease tlie
previous day. Medical Examiner
Frohock rendered a verdict to that
effect.
Sympathy is being extended to Mr. M
and Mrs. R. R. Stinson of North Main &
street in tlie loss of their son. Cal- ST
vin Stinson, who died at his home,!
Swan’s Island. Dec. 1st. after a lingering illness resulting from Overseas
service in the World War. He is
survived by a wife and adopted M
daughter, his parents, and a sister.
Mrs. Goldie Bickmore of Swan's Sr
Island. Among the local relatives is { W
a niece. Mrs. Shelby Freethy Glendenning.
I jy.

y

M

—
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Michael , M

Yale, the 13 year old son of
Goldberg, was confirmed at the Synagogue Saturday morning, in accord
ance with the custom of the Jewish
people when a boy attains that age.
The services were conducted in an
impressive manner.
Sunday eve
ning Mr. and Mrs. Goldberg gave
a reception at their home o nMain
street in honor of the event which
was attended bj» a large number of
their friends.

The Butler Memorial clock ldoks
The Rockland City Band is making
ready for a series of Sunday con down on the city these nights in its
The Patriarchal degree will be con certs, the first to be held in the near pleasing holiday dress, east and west
faces red, north and south faces
ferred at tomorrow night's meeting future.
green, token of Yuletide. Many busi
Several
persons
were
fishing of Rockland Encampment.
The Forty Club defeated the Vet ness houses have already d rnned their
through tlie ice at Grassy Pond Sun-",
Miss Jennie IWitbam of Damaris eran Firemen 2357 to 2323 at Carr's holiday finery, notably Senter Crane
day. The surface is scarcely thick
cotta Mills was a visitor in the city alleys lats night. Summary in Thurs Company, Security Trust. CM. I*.
enough yet to hold an elepliant.
day issue.
Co. and others are in the process.
Saturday.
„
Real Christmas spirit seems to come
Senator Gould has announce^ sev
The Security Trust Co. makes tlie with the beautiful illumination o'
Tlie Alumni Association of Knox
eral nominations for West Point.
pleasing
announcement
that
it
will
nights.
Tlie list includes Kenneth ElOfy Hospital will have a meeting at the
Thomas who is now with the 18th In-, hospital, Wednesday from 2 to 4 pay four per cent interest o nits 1929
Christmas Club accounts.
Through the courtesy of Fred W.
o'clock.
fantry at Fort Slocum.
Wight, assistant to the director of the
___
jfi
Opportunity Class will meet Thurs Bureau of the Budget we have re
Robert Alley was committed to the
Knox County friends of James X
Clement, former member of the Ex* State School For Boys yesterday, ta day evening at the Baptist parlors, ceived a government document en
ecutive Council, will sympathise ken thither by Marshal Webster and to be entertained by Mrs. Nora Stick titled "Message of the President ol'
ney and Mrs. Nellie Magune.
the United States Transmitting the
with him in the loss of his wife, whosfc Deputy Ludwick.
Budget for the Service of the Fiscal
death took place in Belfast Sunday;;..
Mrs. L. P. Walker who lias been
Tlie local game wardens report Year Ending June 39, 1930. It is a
Lincoln McRae and Kenneth Black- the guest of Mrs. J. E. Stevens, lias seeing two large moose in South large sized book of 1452 pages, com
ington who were recently fined $10 returned to her home in Wollaston. Waldoboro, and -say that deer and posed almost wholly of statistics and
moose are plentiful in this seceion.
tabulations, gathered with infinite
and costs, each, for hunting in tlid Mass.
labor.
It will probably never be
Bog game preserve, have withdpUWT
The
WJW.W.
will
meet
tomorrow
classed as one of the "Ten Best Sell
their appeal and paid.
A MISSING MAN
night
with
Miss
Helen
Fuller,
Tal

____ ;
ers," but it is a compilation of tre
mendous value to Uncle Sam's sub
The World Wide Guild of the Lit bot avenue, and members are request
Frank
Sullivan,
who
for

ed
to
provide
dishes.
jects.
tlefield Memorial church will meet in
merly resided on
Willow
the vestry Thursday afternoon at 4.20
Miss Hazel Kellar who lias had
street, and drove one of the
The first public evening session of
for work. Supper at 5.30. Please
employment with Fuller-Cobb-Davis
delivery trucks for the Central
the High School was held with
take scissors, offering, reports and
for several years, has gone to Cam
Ice Co., lias disapiieared from
marked success on Thursday night.
gifts for Porto Rico.
bridge, where she will make her home
til? City Farm where he had
An assembly opened witli scriptures
been making his home since lie
read by Wesley Stuart and welcome
Past Masters' night will be ob
Tlie merchants' committee of tlie
suffered a paralytic shock.
given by Jerome Cummings.
A
served in Rockland Lodge of Masons
Chamber of- Commerce recommends
■He is lame in his right leg and
fashion show with the girls repre
tonight Supper will be served at
that stores be open evenings during
is unable to talk plainly. He is
senting several foreign countries was
6.30 by the Eastern Star ladies. All
tlie holiday season, commencing Wed
a man of large build and is be
staged under direction of Miss Caro
pi^sent and past masters and mem
nesday of next week.
tween
30
and
40
years
of
age.
lyn Reed, a world traveller, and this
bers cordially Invited.
'
I
Anybody having knowledge of
was followed by the regular afternoon
Knox County horsemen are looking
program of classes. Over 30<j> visit
his whereabouts is requested
Influenza has been raging it) Los
with favor upon « proposition to have
to notify the sheriff or police.
ors registered which is a good index
Angeles the past three weeks, a total
a series of three race meets in Rock
of the interest created. A contest
of 8000 eases and 132 deaths being re land. Damariscotta and Union, be
ported up to Saturday. Pasadena
The Woman’s Foreign Missionary on total number of visitors was won
ginning here July 4. Tlie horsemen
by the freshmen with sophomoresschools have been closed, hut those in
are not much occupied at that time society of the M. E. church will meet juniors tied and seniors last. The
Los Angeles remain open. Dcs
in
the
church
.parlors
Thursday
at
and entries should be plentiful.
Moines, Iowa, lias 8000 cases.
2.30. Membership dues should be returns based on a percentage basis—
visitors per number in each class, re
paid
at this writing.
Zimmy the human submarine,
versed tlie order.
Charles C. Hopkins, consulting en
world's champion legless swimmer,
gineer of Rochester, N. Y., is here will be an added attraction at Park
The regular meeting of Golden
A surprise program that exceeded
in the interests of the remonstrants Theatre Thursday afternoon and eve Rod Chapter. O. E. S.,-will be held
to increased water rates and is mak ning This act will be presented in Friday evening, with supper at 6 the fondest expectations of the suring a careful survey of the situation. conjunction with the other feature oclock. Mrs. George St. Clair, chair prisees was in order at the Forty Club
yesterday. It seems that the club's
He will also represent the remon acts. The feature picture will he man. There will be work.
distinguished honorary member, Gov.
strants at the Public Utilities Com 'Lew Cody and Hileen Pringle in
mission's hearing early in January.
“A wonderful city: wisli you were Cobb, was the designated speaker and
"Baby Cyclone."
here to enjby it," writes Frank H. ill place of the customary talk ciio.se
Only four persons remonstrated
Representatives of J. J. Newberry Whitney under a Havana,' Cuba, to bring down Ernest A. Carter late
Friday night against the erection of & Co., who operate Five Cent to a date line,
Mr. Whitney slipped of the Keith Circuit, a magician,
another tank in the old yard of the Dollar chain stores, have been in the across from Fruitland Dark, Fla., slight of hand artist and entertainer
de luxe who gave the boys an hour's
Standard Oil Co., but the hearing w,
city the past few days, arranging for where he is wintering.
solid fun that will be long remem
rather a spicy one. It was finally de the remodelling of the two stores in
cided to have the objectors talk It .Moffitt block last occupied by Dondis,
Rockland had its first ice storm of bered in club history. In addition lo
clothier, and Sheldon, druggist. It the season Sunday night and It the fine entertainment the governor
over with Manager Merritt and a
if some common ground, acceptable was stated yesterday that work will mussed tilings so badly that motor provided the smokes and (iene O'Neil
probably begin the first of tlie year. ing or pedestrinating were alike an furnished an exceptionally good din
to bofii, could not be reached.
iA 40-foot annex is to be built at the adventure. But the northeast snow ner. The largest attendance of sev
storm which we had rather expected eral months was recorded and it is
O. V. Drew, proprietor of the Cai- rear.
a certainty that the next time there
eade Alleys at Vinalhaven, was In
proved a dud.
The leading^irticle in the November
conies a “Gov. Cobb day" the Thorn
the city yesterday on his way to
Portland, where he is confronted by issue of the trade magazine known as
Whether or no Rockland is to have dike Grill will be taxed to capacity.
the more or less cheerful task of “Coal Mining' was from the pen of a a baseball team next summer depends
Notice the wonderful display of
serving on the grand jury of the U.Sk former Rockland boy. It was entitled largely on the attendance at the pic
District Court. After revelling in the "Automobile Motor Generator Set ture "Annapolis" which is to be pre atatioffbry at Huston-Tuttle’s Book
excitement of the Vinalhaven bowling Station.” and the author was Fred sented next Monday-Tuesday at store, Wednesday, Thursday and
league for some weeks past O. V. will erick F MacWilliams. a son of J. F. Strand Theatre at regular prices. Friday. Beautifully covered cretonne
doubtless find Portland a quiet and MacWllliams of this city. The young This is a big picture witli big stars boxes of unique designs, feature as
Also
er Mr. MacWilliams is one of the and its success can bring baseball excellent Christmas gifts.
lonesome place.
ablest authorities on coal mining in nearer for 1929. Buy your ticket special gift stationery having mod
ernistic interlined envelopes will be
An engrossing romance of love and the country, and his contribution to now.—adv.
sold at reasonable prices. Come in
baneful jealousy against the colorful the trade magazines arc eargerly
and look them over.—adv
background of the United States sought.
Tlie funeral services of the late
Naval Academy at Annapolis—an un
John E. Crie of Criehaven were held
BORN
Capt. J. F. Gregory hands us a copy
usually dramatic and thrilling screen
at the residence of his cousin. Mrs.
production with music effects that of the New York Herald of April 15, Cummings, 355 Broadway. Pastor SWANSON At Clark Inland, Dec. 6, 1" Mr.
will hold one's attention from the 1865, containing an account of the Rev. Orville J. Guptill, Sea Coast and Mrs. Carle Swanson, a daughter. Hilda
Margaret.
opening scene to the fade-out—that is assasination of President Lincoln. Missionary, officiating. The remains
the
Pathe
synchronized
picture The Herald of that period was a were taken to Appleton and laid by
MARRIED
which comes to Strand Theatre Mon newsaper of only eight pages, with the side of his wife and daughter in I’EABODY-WILKY—At Appleton, Nov. 28. by
day and Tuesday of next week.
six short columns to the page. The Pine Grove cemetery. "There is no
Rev. (’. A. Kinney, Quincy Peabody of
Appleton and Miss Elsie Wiley of Lincoln
greatest calamity of tiiat sort which ( death. - What seems so is transition
ville.
What will Al Wilson do with Kid ever befell the nation was disposed He has entered into a higher life."
OBRIEN -BLAKE - At Rockland. I»cc. 9, by
Yuck? And vice versa. These are of in four columns, and under a sin- ]
___
City (Terk E. R. Keene. John H. O'Brien of
the questions which tlie fight fans gle column heading. - There was no j Mrs El.anl. ,stol.cy of
Canlden
Kevere. Mass., and Mi s Ida E. Blake of
Rockland.
are asking each other, and nobody portrait of the martyred President. |street is at Knox Hospital where she
will know the answer until they have Here is a wartime heading which ap is convalescing from a badly frac- BROWN-RUSS At Rockland, Dec. 8. Howard
H. Brown and Lucy E. Russ, both of Rock
fought their six fhrge-miuute rounds peared in the same* *88U**
"JJ1*4. tured shoulder. Mrs. Storey had gone
land.
at Spear block next Friday night Rebels. Jeff Davis at Danville.
His
Z----------------------~
“ into the Central Maine Power Co.’s
The other bouts will be Herb 'Black Latest Appeal to His Deluded Fol office on business when upon turnDIED
vs. Killer Brown. K. G. Taylor vs. lowers. He Thinks the Fall of Rich ing around quickly she caught her SNOW—At Rockland, Dec. 9. Edward W.
Tiger Brown: George 'Beck of Port mond a Blessing in Disguise? As It foot on something and was thrown
Snow, aped 56 years. Funeral Wednesday
at 1ft o’clock from Burpee parlors.
land vs. Sailor Regan of Bangor Leaves the Rebel Armies Free To to the floor. She was taken to her
Poker Hunter of Rockland vs. Young Move From Point To Point. Lee home where a brief examination was McLAU(MILIN—At Vinalhaven. Dec. 1. Jennie
F., wife of Donald McDaughlin. aped 21
Sukeforth of Rockland.
and His Army Supposed To Be Safe. made, and it was thought no bones
years, 8 months, 3 days.
Breckenridge and the Rest Of tyavis’ were broken, but an x-ray showed up GENTHNER At Waldoboro. Dec. 8. Sarah
Eliza, wife of Edwin Gcnthner, aped 81
Gorgeous great Dahlias, Peonies Cabinet Reach Danville Safely. The a bad fracture. Mrs. Storey is now
years.
and Poppies, also boxed California Organ of Governor Vance of North resting quite comfortably.
LEACH - At Winthrop. Mass.. Nov
16.
'Poppies and Coreopsis (artificial) Carolina Advises the Submission of
Clarence H. Leach, a native of Rockport,
20c up. It will do your eyes good to the Rebels To President Lincoln’s
aged 61 years. Burial In West Rockport.
Tickets are going like “hot-cakes”
see them at Crie’s Gift Shop. adv. Terms. Jeff Davis' Latest Procla for the Calendar supper which the CARROLL—At Camden, Dec 8. Christine,
wife of Hall Carroll, aped 37 yeare, 1ft
mation Virginia To Be Held By the ladies of the Congregational church
months and 8 days.
are giving tomorrow evening. A three SHANNON—At Rockland. Dec. 10. Mabel F
“Annapolis”—great Naval Acade Rebels At All Hazards.”
course
chicken
dinner
will
be
given
(Burton), wife of Herman P. Shannon, aped
my picture — lotta romance — lotta
29 years, 23 days. Funeral Thursday at 2
Santa Claus is coming to .Senter followed by a novel entertainment
speed-swift
action — midshipman
o’clock.
I .t
Revue,”
honor — sizzling scraps — beautiful Crane’s «He will be on the third floor featuring the “Fashion
THOMAS—At Thomaston, Dec. 9. Sadie E.,
girls and real he-men at popular from 10 to It a. m. and <2.30 to 4.30 under the direction of Miss Carolyn
widow of Charles E. Thomas, aped 66 years,
8 months, 25 days. Funeral Wednesday at
prices—All for baseball in Rockland p. m. Friday Dec. 14 and every day Reed. Mrs. H. B. Fales is chairman
2 o’clock from late residence on Georges
Strand Theatre, Monday-Tuesday from then until Christmas. Bring of the supper, the decorations and
street.
Dec 17-18—afternoons—any seat for the children in so they can see him entertainment in charge of the en iMAXCY—At Rockland. Dec. 9. Edwin H.
tertainment committee of which Mrs.
a quarter. Evenings down stairs 35 and leave letters with him.—adv.
Maxey, aped 62 years, 2 months, 21 days.
E. L. Brown is chairman.
Funeral Wednesday at 2 o’clock.
148-149
cents—balcony 25 cents.—adv.

Rockland, Me., Dec. 3, H>28,
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Santa Claus ?s coming to

Ji

New Pennies

Senter Crane’s

Ckrisimas Service
Outside electrical display to
spread Christmas cheer.

Bring the children in to see
him. They can talk to him
and leave letters with him.
On our third floor 10 to II
a. m. and 2.30 to 4.30 p. m.
Starting Friday, Dec. 14,
Santa will be here every day
until Christmas.

silver may be obtained
at the office

and

We will check your wraps
and bundles and thereby leave
you free to shop more easily.
See linen department at side
door.

We w.ll gladly hold gifts for
delivery just befcro Christmas.
Corrugated boxes free for the
asking.

31

Yes, we have no calendars.

Whether or no Rockland is to have .
a baseball team next summer depends i
largely on the attendance at the pic
ture “Annapolis” which is to be pre
sented next Monday-Tuesday at
Strand Theatre at regular prices.
This is a big picture with big stars
and its success can bring baseball
nearer for 1929. Buy your ticket
now.—adv.

“Annapolis”—great Naval Academy picture — lotta romance — lotta
speed-swift action — midshipman
honor — sizzling scraps — beautiful
girls and real he-men at popular
prices—All for baseball in Rockland.
Strand Theatre, Monday-Tuesday,
Dec 17-18—afternoons—any seat for
a quarter. Evenings down stairs 35
cents—balcony 25 cents.—adv,

Whether you have little or much, Christmas Gifts are naturally a question of how large an amount you wish
to spend on each different gift. Here is a Christmas List arranged according to price.

V ____________

LA WRY—At Rockland, Dec. 11. Orlando G.
Lawry, aped 73 years, 2 months, 2ft days.
Fuhcral Friday at 1 o’clock from Bowes &
Crozier parlors.
CARD OF THANKS

SHOP IN THE MORNING

CUT THIS OUT AND BRING IT WITH YOU

We wish to thank our relatives, friends,
neighbors and Appleton Ixxlge, I O. <>. K , for
their kindness and sympathy. Especially do
we wi.<h to thank the doctors and nurses of
K. M. G. for their kindness and faithful care of
our brother John during his Illness.
Horatio D. Crle, Frank L Uric, Uhaibutc C
Rhodes,
•

\sr
"Jr

y

50cto$i.M

10c to 50c

Carts

$1.00 to $2.00

$2.00 to $5.00

Dolls

Dolls

Wheel Barrows

Games

Carts

Trains

Kiddle Cars

Scooters

Dolls

Dump Trucks

Tricycles

Boudoir Caps

Wrecking Trucks

Blackboards

Rubber Jiffy Pants

Racing Car

Toys

Games

Books

Bibs

Play Suits

Infants’ Jackets
Infants’ Coat Hanger

4

Infants’ Novelties

Handkerchiefs

Tricycles
Desk Sets

I Philippine Night Robes

Blackboards

Children’s Aprons

Doll Carriages

9

Wheelbarrows

Rayon Night Robes

Rayon Vests

T rains

Slips

Silk Underwear

Rayon Bloomers

Flannelette Robes

Slips

Flannelette Robes

Worstec^ Shoulderettes

House Dresses

Kiddies’ Turkish Sets

Smocks

Sweaters

*•

Brushed Wool Sets

Corduroy Bath Robes

Jewelry

Kiddies' Kimonos

Infants' Knitted Jackets

Leather Sewing Rolls

Kiddies' Dresses

Carriage Fobes

Infants’ Sweaters

Baby Buntings

Beads

Children’s Dresses

Playing Cards in Cates

Carriage Bootees
Silk Hosiery
Fountain Pens for ladies
Turkish Towel Sets
Spreads (Krinkled)
Fancy Pillows
Salad Sets
Bread Trays
Nut Dish
Men's Silk Hosiery
Children’s Umbrellas

Cigarette Cases
Flower Boutonnieres
J
Child’s Fork and Spoon

Sets

Pepper and Salt Sets
* t A t */
Stationery

Men's Hosiery

Men’s Handkerchiefs
Dictionary Sets

Men’s Stationery
Fancy Pillows

Playing Cards

Fancy Baskets

Tie Racks

Flowers to make

Ash Trays

Children’s Gloves

Men's Silk Handkerchiefs

Men’s Toilet Cases
Ladies' Hand Bags
Ladies’ Silk Scarfs

Luncheon Sets

Hat Cases

Weekend Cases
Fancy Shopping Baskets

Fur Lined Gloves
Ladies’ Wash Gloves
Ladies’ Kid Gloves

$5.00 and up

A

Dolls
Tricycles
Autos
Desk Sets
Silk Underwear
Leatherette Raincoats
Beacon Bath Robes
Silk Lingerie Robes
Jersey Dresses
Infants' Brushed Wool
Sets
Silk Hosiery
Luncheon Sets
Leather Suit Cases
Weekend Cases
Fur Trim Gloves
Silk Umbrellas
(Ladies’ or Men's)
High Grade Perfume
Toilet Se4s
Doll Carriages
Trains
Aeroplanes
Lingerie Robes
Silk or Wool Dresses
Coats
Ladies Hand Bags
Men’s Toilet Cases
Soanish Shawls
Woolen Blankets
Silk Spreads
Fur Coats
Fitted Weekend Cases
Dresses
Coats

& SENTER CRANE
place as follqws: Mrs. Inez Cameron,
The Ladies Aid of the Littlefield
Crab meat, slielied to order. Lfvel
Mrs. Doris Webb, Mrs. Carrie Ames. Memorial church will meet Wednes minnows. Smelt bait (Mood worms).I
Mrs. Josephine Bessey, Mrs. Nancy
Mail
orders filled. Timinas Uisli Mar-|
Mr. .and Mrs. Will Lothrop have Ayre. Mrs. Jya Cummings, Mrs. Lou day evening with Mrs. G. W. Grover.
ket.—adv.
<• lowed their house in South Hope Gordon, Mrs.* Maude Caldcrwood.
50 Pine street. The roll call and
and will make their home for the
monthly report postponed from last
"Annapolis”—great Naval Acade-I
winter with Mr. Lothrop’s sister Mrs.
week will be given at this time.
The heavy ice and wind storm of
my picture — lotta romance — lotta)
Rebecca Davis of this place.
Sunday night exacted heavy toll from
Hpee.l-swift action — midshipman |
The teacher and pupils here are the local telephone lines and raised
making arrangements for a Christ some havoc with Rower lines and fire WALTER D. HALL, M. D. honor — sizzling scraps — beautiful |
mas tree and entertainment,
♦ alarm. The most spectacular ingirls and real lie-men at popular!
Il ls opened mi office at
Mr. ar.d Mrs. C. M. Payson wore volvnteiH. was- that,of the heavy trunk
ROCKLAND prie s All f ,r baseball in Rockland. |
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Wil lines telephone iioles pver Middle 407 MAIN STREET
Strand Theatre, Monday-Tuesday.
lard Wellman in Hope.
Office Hours 1-3 and 7-8 I'. M.
street hill and Did County road to
Dee 17-18—afternoons—any scat fori
l’ayson & Robbins’ store is look the mountain. A score of poles were
Telephone Rockland 1157
a quarter. Evenings down stairs 35 |
ing very attractive in its holiday dec affected in the section and made a
148-tf
cents—'balcony 25 cents.—adv.
orations.
qu<;cr sight at all angles with their
Mr. and Mrs. Murray Whalen of maze of wires. When the poles on
Rockl ind .were Sunday visitors with Kiln Iiill went down they took the
relatives in this place.
fire alarm wires along which account
Mrs. Helen Gordon and Miss Mabel ed lor the single wail of distress from
Moody have employment in the iStatc the diaphonc at 1.05. A factor of
Hospital at Foxboro, Mass.
safety in Rocklai^l's fire alarm is the
The annual meeting of the Farm ’closed Circuit” principle the syst<‘m
Bureau for planning Extension Work operating only when the circuit is
No. 11
was held at the home of Mrs. James opened either by a box number or ac
Dornan last (Saturday. After the re cident. Hence when an accident be
port of work done during 1928 plans falls the diaphonc and all the tappers
were made for 1929 with election of let the fact be known.
officers and schedule of meetings.
Officers for the ensuing year are:
The regular meeting of Edwin
Chairman, Mrs. Edith Livingstone; Libby Relief Corps will be held
Sec. Mrs. Randall Robbins; food proj Thursday at Grand Army hall, with
ect leader. Mrs. James Dornan; cloth a tacking in the afternoon. Supper
ing project leader. Mrs. Doris Webb; at 6 o’clock. Mra Julia 'Huntley,
Mr. Rosoevelt said: “There Is no kind of an achievement equal
household project leader, Mrs. UUa chairman, and the usual business
to perfect health.”
Morton. Miss Simmons was present session in the evening.
and gave an interesting and helpful
talk upon extension work for 1929.
Bowl at Carr's Alleys to qualify
111 knew wjicreof I spoke for perhaps liis greatest achieve
Several from Union have joined in for the roll off Dee. 13 at 8.30 sharp
ment
was thut of acquiring health. As a boy he was weak and
-14* W
the work of the Farm Bureau aL-UuiL
ailing and (lie robust health which characterized his later years
was the result of a plan eurefully laid and courageously followed.
EAST UNION

UTT1.E CHATS MBITT Wim H(«LTH
Roosevelt
On Health

NOTICE
This is to notify the public that the Rock
land Hardware Company has sold its stock
and fixtures to H. H. Crie & Co. of Rock
land. All sums due the Rockland Hard
ware Co. should be paid at once and bills
rendered immediately for all bills out
standing.

ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO.
A. P. BLAISDELL

Everyone should have a health plan and nearly everyone can
enjoy good health by following certain rules and natural taws
known to every physician.

Always get your doctor's advice regarding health matters and
cnosult him promptly whenever illness occurs.

Whenever he gives you u prescription you are assured of get
ting precisely what he orders when you have it tilled by us.

Corner Drug Store
APOTHECARIES
Established 1868—Incorporated 1926

PRESCRIPTIONS OUR SPECIALTY

CORNER MAIN AND LIMEROCK STREETS

ROCKLAND

Every-Other-Day
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Add A^otK
Asai
Increasingly Complex Conditions of Modern Living Force Search for

i

** Scientific “Fountain of Youth” — Fostered by Governments —

“Sunless Civilization” Declared Greatest Menace to Human Race

—United States Takes Lead as Bureau of Standards Announces
the Successful Reproduction of Natural Sunlight From Carbon,

Earth’s Natural Storehouse for Vital Ravs.
HERE always, of
course, has been a
school of
thought
which held that the
greatest error that can be
marked up against Adam
and Eve was in acknowledg
ing the friendly overtures
of the snake and accepting
his apparently generous invi
tation to try an apple.

fecial

illuminants to find the

one

which most closely approaches the
ultra-violet spectral energy distribu
tion of the sun.

“Such a source has been found to
exist in the carbon arc. Of all the
artificial illuminants tested it is the
nearest approach to sunlight. This
is fortunate, as it will be possible
to inept ail requirements In light
therapy."

Now, however, In the light of a
number of the recent findings of

scientific research, It appears that
a probably equally grievous mistake
was made when the original couple

World Conference

left the Garden and changed their

Because of the spread of medical
interest in the therapeutic value of
sunshine and discoveries of ways
hi which its curative qualities oper
ate. the first international Confer
ence on Light has been called to
meet in Lausanne. Switzerland, be
fore, the end of the year.

habits to Include the adoption of

clothes.

Although there have been

many in every age since to applaud

their original blush of modesty, it
really was the first step toward our
modern, civilized and "sunless” life,
the effects of which are one of the
prime concerns of health and scien
tific centers throughout the world
today.
In other words, while the fabled
fig leaf may have had its limitations
in some directions, the anniversary
of its discard in favor of more elab
orate covering might well be set
aside as a day for international
mourning, say our health authorities.
For, they point out, man from that
day on busied himself with artificialties—calling them self-protec
tive achievements—until today he
has covered a large part of the
earth’s surface with an artificial
crust, formed largely of cement,
stone, bricks, wood and steel, in
which and under which he works
sleeps and plays. Covering himself
with a multiplicity of garments, he
Is transported in subterranean cars
to buildings from which the sun
light is carefully shut out, or mean
ders about, at the bottom of his
city’s canyon deep streets.
Penalty of Industrialism

Modern industry demands output,
increasingly. Science has replied
with machines, multiplying in com
plexity and Intricacy. Untiring, un
sleeping, they work with a hundred
hands, super-human servants, ac
companied by their unceasing in
cense to Moloch—smoke. These
machines have given their best to
industry, but in giving they have
taken away. They have pressed
man into congested works, spread
a shroud between him and the sky,
condemned him to work even
the black darkness in the bowels of
the earth. Behind these machines
the human factor remains, the first
and final problem. Modern Indus
trial conditions have robbed man
of his light. What is more Impor
tant. since industry is for the serv
ice of man, health and life itself
have suffered. With all its adapta
bility, the human element is fight
ing a losing battle. The price of
darkness is grim and heavy. It is
in good measure responsible for
filling the hospitals in crowded cen

ters.
The ancients were short on the
ology, but there was a lot of good
common sense In their worship of
the sun as the great source of life
and energy. They didn't know how
It worked, but they were awed by
realization of the fact that sunlight
affects everything ft touches. Set
ence agrees that they were entirely
correct in their general deductions
and—what is more pertinent—that
a long list of the maladies which
properly may be termed “house dis
eases,” at the head of which is tuber
culosi3 in its various forms, the
rheumatic group, nervous diseases
and anaemia, are the direct result
of the exclusion of sunlight.

Sunless Life
We live in the shade. Not only
In our homes, but our workshops,
offices, schools and places of enter
tainment all are conducted indoors
and behind windows that deprive us
of the life-giving rays of sunshine
The result, aside from specific ail
ments, is what is described as "light
hunger.” Feeling the need of sun
light all the more acutely because
of the conditions under which we
live, we are willing, periodically, to
pay fancy prices to satisfy this
hunger at seashore or mountain re
sort. We get stale and say we need
a change of scenery, and, depending
upon our circumstances or position,
we go to the north woods, to Florida,
to the mountains, to the beach or
to Europe and the Riviera. Costly,
but worth it, we say, because we
feel "like a new man.”
Actually

Three
vigorous ev
dences of
wonderful
medical science i
ing with th
for tuberi

children

we are moved by the most primal
instinct of life.

Some of the more general,
until very recently, unsuspected,
facts that have been learned aBout
sunlight by those who in laboratory
clinics have been quietly and labori
ously investigating various phases
of the problems concerning sunlight
are interesting enough.

Magic Light
We know now, for example, that
sunlight has many rays that are in
visible to the eye and that it is
these invisible rays that contain the
vital power.
Records have been
made of the periods when these in
visible rays are strongest. These
records have been compared with
national death rates and with the
prevalence of sickness and a direct
relationship is clearly indicated.

Eminent physicians and scientists
from all parts of the world will at
tend to report and compare experi
ences in this most modern depart
ment of healing. Virtually ail of
those whose names have been ap*
pearing in the newspapers in recent
times in connection with the various
major advances that have been made
in this field will be present in this
unprecedented gathering.

A few years ago it was shown al
most simultaneously by Dr. Alfred
F. Hess of New York and Dr. Steenbock of the University of Wisconsin
that tl.e vital rays affect not only
the animal body but also oils and
other foods. Tills is called one of
the important discoveries made in
our time. When foods are exposed
to the sun, or to the rays of the
carbon arc sunshine lumps, they are
energized. A specific substance be
comes active and even a minute
amount of it can, it is said, prevent
or cure rickets.

This is but one of the phases of
the subject accounting for the high
interest of physicians, particularly
those who are child specialists. The
hygienist who serves the welfare of
the community, the physicist who
works with radiant energy and light
waves, the chemist who is concerned
with the photo-chemical changes
brought about by light haye all be
The most pronounced decline In
come suddenly alive to the import
the death rate during the past ten
ance of this new therapeutic meas
ure
years occurred during the summer
One of the interesting features of
months—the time when the vital
the program for this scientific gath
rays are strongest. Between 1913
ering is a visit to Leysin, a few
and 1922, for industrial policy hold
hours from Lausanne, where is situ
ers of one of the largest insurance
ated the well-known sanatorium of
Dr. Rollier, which has become the
tnecca for those suffering from tu
As a consequence certain diseases
berculosis of the skin, bones and
which the vital rays of the sunshine
joints. Physicians s.ty this place is
bath prevent and cur* are prevalent
destined to become one of the land
marks of modern medicine.
is said to have shown that in the |
it was here that Rollier first show
region of the Great Lakes about
ed that patients, the weak as well
nine-tenths of all tha babies under
as the strong, are capable of being
one year old are suffering more or
1‘hoio Wide World
".radually acclimated to withstand
less from rickets.
Smoke, dust and shadow contribute
the severe winters of the Swiss Alps
Eut, underlying all such interest
toward robbing city dweller
aBd, furthermore, that tuberculous
ing angles of the subject is the fun
of twilight.
disorders that are inaccessible to
damsntal fact that the mass of the
and irremediable by surgical meas
mafic, or artificial, are being de ures yield steadily to the simple
other countries, spends about two
privet! of this indispensable force.
treatment of exposure to the rays
of the sun. This demonstration of
Carbon Arc Is Secret
Ihe curative power of sunlight and
Tills
announcement has
been of the value of heliotherapy has
j largely overlooked, partly because spread and diffused itself from Leynecessity to eat or drink.
I of the very fact that the whole sin to all the countries of the world.
I subject may be said to be in what
Governments Alarmed
Personal Welfare
j amounts to the “gold rush” stage of
Governments, as well as scientists
Probably equal to the spread of
I
its
development
and
partly
because
: and health centers, today are full v
re Wo-inu Uaihirnn i of the highly technical verbiage in interest among medical aud scien
awake to the seriousness of this
which it was couched, but the recent tific men is the phenomenal growth
problem, ar.d, now that the scientists
.1 me' il'.c p. o lnct of sunless
report of Dr. W. W. Coblentz of the of popular interest in the value of
have been able to measure sunlight
(ie.f.cd.'io/i.
United
States Bureau of Standards botli natural and “synthetic” sun
and separate its elements, all have
shine.
Resort and transportation
recognized that in the production of As the sou: co of energy and health, might well be headed: "Man has site
companies in both Europe and Amer
synthetic sunlight will he found ’lie nanl ght is looked upon with a new ceeded in manufacturing sunlight."
ica all report overwhelming In
long sought “fountain of health aud
Aftyer an exhaustive investigation
revererci. Armchair philosophers
creases this year in the numbers of
of various artificial illuminants, the
youth.”
people seeking the sun and its bene
alrea iv are pmdictini a time when,
Photo I* »i .-1
The British Gavernnicut may be through the cfilcag of these health Bureau of Standards announced that fits.
Artificial sunlight for the cost of the electric current in an English sunligh clinic.
aid to be in the for front of this giving lays, Americans will be a the carbon arc more "closely ap
A consequence of this is increased
proaches the ultra-violet spectral
, movement. The war time obligation
tail brown- kinn d people, with energy distribution of the sun" than emphasis with which doctors are In
companies in this country, the death eidentally. It has been proven that exposed to the sunlight, tin y got i | to discover and produce every fit
sisting that exposure to the rays,
stable nervous systems, strong lungs, any other.
rate in the months of July, August the old-fashioned glass-enclosed so only after it had passed through the l.m.i brought public consciousness
particularly by persons not used to
fim
tec
h
and
luxuriant
hair.
"At the present time great efforts the out door life, be taken gradually.
and September declined 30.3 per larium was a fallary and a waste of windows. The different ck'.cts I;" there suddenly and dramatically up
Eut
us
is
characteristic
with
us
are being made by the medical pro With all its curative power—and be
cent. The spring and autumn sea money, since it screened out the life- gan to show in the chit- i art
a : g. lr.st the fact that they were a
sons are next in importance, with a rays and admitted nothing more few weeks. The outdoor group de nation very far from atta ning the in our rushes of enthusiasm, we are fession to utilize sunshine to tlie cause of the intense strength of this
decline of 2C.4 per cent in the death than "dead" light.
veloped normally and tn’i'.rjliy j 1 liyuical standards set by the uti prone to cmbr.ie- many ridiculous best advantage for healirtg pur- power—sunshine may become a
” states this document which menace to health when improperly
rate. The least drop in the death
while the greenhouse group failed thorities and were, in fact, moving claims made in the name of the in [j poses,
bears the official label of the De
Practical Experiment
rate was recorded during the winter
used. The blistering caused by sun
to grow as fast or to he as strong tawards decline. S> general was visible rays l>y propio who do not
season, January to March.
in- r o. cern over national iliic cm i . know what they are talking about.
partment of Comm rca, "Letter Clr shine, it i3 said, does not differ in
In the University of Maine some Every chick that got its unil—,-i
Meanwhile, there hrs come lately cular LC-225." “Proof of this is any way from the blistering caused
<1 ,-i in both social and economic spheres
We have learned that sunlight ' months ago an interesting experi- only through the glass <1 \ i
isn't always what it seems—that at ment was performed with a group bad case of rickets and failed to that immediately nflcr the war the from Wa hington one of the most l'oar.d in the thorough caarch now by fire or live steam. Its destructive
Ministry of Health was set tip ano signifii ant announcements yet made heir : made far a window material cction on Ihe skin Is the same.
certain seasons the life-rays are in of about 250 chickens. They were attain its proper grov.iii.
In other words. If you would stay
sufficient or absent entirely and that all housed in an old greenhouse
This practical experiment sh iw ■<: , to this organization must he glv.-'i by atty of the governments par tied that will transmit the shortest ultra
they frequently are screened out by where the vegetation had been re in simple form what lies ion;; been t.’.atli of th; era lit lor the world's pa.ing In these efferts to provide viakt solar rays ta which ordinary well, says science, get all the sun
rediscovery',' of sonl'",lit.
such
artificial interferences
as moved so that the food given would known—that the visible light ruia
humanity with the “manufacturei window glass is opaque.
shine you can, not only on your va
smoke and dust.
Roughly, it is be entirely controlled. One group of ihe sun aione are vale. I:
America especially, has taken t > r.r.r.liglit" which must take the place
"However, sun bine is not avail cations. but whenever possible all
so
estimated that less than ten per was allowed to run out in the sun- far as strength and energy are cun . '. unrhkie” with the great.st en of the suu In large cities, industrial able at all'times and in every :l- lire year round. Lht don’t try to
- liiuslajm. A'rtor.t c.v.might tills ragiot s, for those who live and work siia'a'e place. Hence file Durean taka too big a dose at first. Taken
cent of the days of the year have , light every day the sun was shining cerned.
any of the invisible rays in the sun-1 and the other group was kept under
In many regions ciau.l: cover the I latent chi: I of medical science lias indoors cr who for various othei has I con investigating the sp.c'rul in gradually increased dose3. It ft
shine that reaches the earth, in-I the glass all the time, and, while sky the greater pa. I of the l.i.ie. i achieved an astonishing popularity. ^reasons, whether geographical, ell enc.gy li.strihatlon of various arti i-haul-liable medicine.

Every-Other-Day

Mrs. Emma Alden spent Thanks
giving week at the home of her
brother in Thomaston.
Franz U. Burkett of Portland

Mrs. Snow gave a fine account of
her trip to the National Convention
r» ♦

£

They
All
Assorted Candies
Who can resist that most tempting of all
delicacies?

Apollo, Russell’s and Daggett’s

50c

$1.00

$3.00

Shop Early and Mail Early
Presented in our handsome Christmas
wrapping, it conveys your Holiday greet

ings with eloquence and unquestioned
good taste.

CHISHOLM BROS.
Confectioners
ROCKLAND, MAINE

*

Christmas Special

Made of wrought iron of artis
tic des'gn with beautifully Shad
ed Pottery flower holder, made
to sell for $5. We made a tre
mendous purchase for our stores,
so we can sell them for only
$1.95.

COMPANY^
Rockland
148-149

TIRE SALE
Entire Stock of Tires To Be Sold Below Cost

Sale Starts Dec. 11
We have the following sizes that must be disposed of:

Dunlop Cords

Dunlop Balloons

32x41-2

33x6.00

32x31-2

30x4.95

34x4

31x5.25

30x3 1-2 as low as

$4.50

29x4.40 as low as

$5.75

THIS IS YOUR CHANCE

Thurston Oil Co.
104 Park Street

Rockland
IIS-150

OUR WANT ADS WORK WONDERS

Cra
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winter.
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Stacy Chapman and

r, IVII c y u u a a w
made a tew remarks. A snort pro
The first meeting of the Bridge
gram was carried out after which
Club was held with Miss Marcia
another season of coal
oyster stew, cake and coffee were
Blaney, Mrs. Kate Flint and Mrs.
served.
Bessie Kuhn were prize winners.
shoveling and ash carry
Friends of Mrs. Lenoia (Fish were
Mrs. Emma J. Ashley and Thomas
saddened to Jearn of her sudden
Ashley, Jr., of Allston, Mass., w*ere In
ing, measure the Quiet
death last Thursday. Mrs. Fish had
town to attepd the funeral services
taught school for many years and
of the late Stacy L. Keizer.
May AulomaticOilBurnwas widely known. Heartfelt sym
The election of officers of Meenpathy goes out to the bereaved hus
ahga Grange will be held Friday eve
er against the small in
band and son.
ning. The lecturer has asked all
Mrs. Lila Rurrill left for her home
vestment needed to make
members to dress in old-fashioned
in New York City Saturday.
costume and a program suitable to
The stores are beautifully decorat
this dependable mechan
the holidays will he given.
ed for the holiday trade and the
Fred Folsom of Auburn and Mrs.
ical servant relieve you
counters are loaded with such at
O. B. Libby of Warren have been
tractive things it is no wonder the
guests of Mrs. Jessie Achorn the past
of these annoying tasks.
children stand and gaze and wish for
week.
Santa.
Mrs. Annie Thompson. Mrs. Medora
Pine Tree Camp, No. 0119, at itr
Perry and Miss Angela Perry have
A visit to our showroom
regular meeting Dec 4 elected the fol
returned from a ten days’ visit in
lowing officers: Consul, Frank W
will give you the facts.
Massachusetts.* They were accom
Garden: advisor. William .1. Robbins;
panied home by Mr. and Mrs. Nelson
banker, Harold S. Fossett; clerk, H
Thompson of Milton, Mass.
E. Messer; escort, Edgar M. Barker;
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Mack have re
ERWIN
M.
SPEAR
watchman. John L. Howard; sentry
turned from Indiana and Massachu
.1. IL Leach; member board of mana
setts.
615 Main St.
Rockland
gers three years, John C. Creighton;
Leroy Dolham and Mrs. Jennie
judir.i’, James L. Dornan; camp phy
Tel. 331 for prompt service
Benner were in Rockland Friday.
sician. Dr. H. H. Plumer. A very in
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Oldis and
teresting meeting was enjoyed with a
Miss Helen -Oldis left Saturday for
large deiegation of members present
Florida.
considering the had traveling. Oyster
The Susannah Wesley Society held
stew, doughnuts, cheese and coffee
a successful fair In the Board of
were served. This eamp has recently
Trade Rooms last week. The so
increased its membership from 14 to
ciety met with Mrs. Carrie Miller
VINALHAVEN
6S. A hall and club room has been
Monday evening
Rev.
E.
C,
Jenkins
delivered
an
ad

leased with pool table, all in good run
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Blood and
ning order, and a good interest is dress at the Christian * Endeavor Francis Ripley and Doris Young were
manifest. It is expected to increase meeting Sunday night.
guests of their aunt Mrs. Jennie Ben
Hector Carney of Schenectady/ ner last week at Kaler”s Corner.
the membership still further in tht
near future. Among the members i N. Y., is expected home Dec. 22, to | Mrs. Sarah Eliza Genthner, 81. wife
jpend the holidays with his parents of Edwin Genthner, died suddenly at
a full Hedged orchestra.
4r. and Mrs. Robert Carney.
her home on Main street Saturday.
The American Legion held a dance She leaves besides her husband a
NORTH HAVEN
it Town hall Saturday night. Music brother Roswell Genthner, nephew
Friday Mr. and Mrs. Frank Water
>y the Fakers.
Herman R. Genthner of Whitman.
man and daughter Edna left on the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles C. Webster Mass., and two nieces Miss Audrev
morning boat for Fairfield where they
mtertalned the Buddies at their home Genthner of Waldoboro and Miss
will spend the weekend with theii
Yiday night.
Maude S. Genthner of Whitman.
laughter Leah.
Mrs. Jesse Green'.aw and daughter
Mrs. Charles Bray was in Rockland Rita were recent guests of Mr. and Mass. Funeral services were held at
her late home with interment in the
Friday.
Mrs. Edward McDonald at Granite (’ornery cemetery.
Four boys from North Ilaven were sland.
in attendance last weekend at th<
At the Coombs boat shqp a .30-foot
21st annual State Boys’ Conference notor boat is being built for Mrs. M.
CUSHING
leld in Portland. The leader of the \. Gaston of North Haven and Bos
Ernest A. Webster visitpd relatives
lelegation is Alton Calderwood, su
ton; alsi a 26-foot motor boat for in Rockland and Camden last week
perintendent of the Baptist Sunday
Pucker Deland of North Haven and He entertained a brother from Cam
school. Accompanying him are Carl Boston.
den a few days recently.
Thurston, Willard Morrison and GerRoscoe Marshall has sold his farm
Annual Conclave of I)e Valois ComLd Beverage.
nandery, K. of T., was held at Ma at Gaunt Neck to parties from Mas
After extensive renovations and
lonic hall Friday night and these of- sachusetts. He lias bought the I.asii
mprovements in the doctor's resi
icers elected: Eminent Commander, farm, fonnerly the Cassie Conant
lence Dr. and Mrs. DIeffenbacker ’. L. Bo-man; Gen., George Strachan; place at East Friendship and will
neved back into the house Thursday, ’apt General, P.A. White; S.W., F. F. move there at once.
fhe past two months they have oc- kmes; J.W., E. A. Smalley; Prelate.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Breen of Pori
upied the Staples’ cottage.
>. C. I>im ; treasurer, H. W. Fifleld; Clyde were at M. .1. Maloney's las.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Simpson have recorder, F. L. Jrtpberts; standard week. Mrs. E. K. Maloney also . pent
closed their North Haven house for >earer, J. E. Snow; sword bearer, C. Friday there.
he winter and returned to theii ’. Webster; warder. I. VV. Fifield.
Mrs. James Ulmer Is In 111 health
locklajid home. Just before leaving
Moses Webster Lodge, K.&A.M., and attended by Dr. Hahn of Friend
dr. Simpson put the liinishing ,vill hold its annual installation of of- ship.
ouches on his new garage.
Schools in town are to- close Dec.
lcers tonight at Masonic hall. It will
)e private and Past Master E. IL 14 for a three weeks' vacatoin.
Emma Bucklin is at Pleasant Point,
NORTH WARREN
Sru<l street will install.
Mrs. Andy Johnsen entertained with her sister Mrs. Wilbur Morse.
Mrs. Clara Whitney has been il
I’annie Roblshaw has returned to
riends at her home Wednesday afterwith grippe.
Miss Ruth Lenox is visiting hei loon and evening. Supper was Rockland where she has employment
at the Lawrence Canning factory.
erved.
?ousins at the village for a few davs.
R. O. Elliot entertained a party of
Mrs. Alice Raymond was hostess to
Burleigh Mank, Edwin Crawford
ind W. L. Graeie have had the tele- he Talkalot C.nh Tuesday at her friends at his farm here Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Davis of Rock
lome.
dione installed at their homes.
Mrs. Howard McFarland enter- land were at E. A. Webster's recently
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Mank and Ed
The old Baptist church is being
lined the Star Club at her home Fri’oombs spent Thanksgiving Day ii
shingled by B. S. Geyer and Hiram
lockland guests of Mrs. Mabel Cross lay evening.
Mrs. Jennie F. McLaughlin, 21. Ulmer.
Mrs. Aubyne Hawes and children
Oakley Ames of North Waldoboro
<pent Thanksgiving Day with hei vlfe of Donald McLaughlin, died
>arents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles W Tuesday, Dec. 4. She was the daugh- is staying at Crouse’s camp while he
,er of Mrs. Sadie and the late Edwin is clam digging.
Viank.
Fannie Roblshaw lias sold her
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mank visited S. I/awry and was horn in Vinalhaven.
heir niece Mrs. A. L. Philbrook in Besides her husband she is survived Dodge sedan to Mr. Cotton of Rock
by two children, her mother, Mrs. land.
\ppleton recently.
Luther
Wotton of Friendship,
l ev! Robinson cf North Waldoboro Sadie I.awry, a brother Charles
teacher in District 4, is now hoarding
:s working for his brother Clifford .awry and four sisters Mrs. Harry
Voung, Mrs. Owen Dunlap, Mrs. at H. Li. Kllleran's.
lobinson.
W. R. Beckett is cutting wood foi
Miss Evelyn Erickson is in Ran- ’laude Swears, Mrs. Robert Wads
F. A. Crute.
lolph, Mass, and is taking a course worth. Mrs. McLaughlin was a de
H. L. Killeran has been helping his
voted wife and mother and also leaves
n business college.
brother Leland, press hay the past
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Mank were ir i large circ.e of friends and neigh
week.
•Spruce Head Sunday visiting Mrs. bors who will greatly miss her. Fu
Monk’s sister Mrs. W. L. Williamson aeral services were held Friday at the
Friends of H. D. Post .are glad t< home of her sister Mrs. Harry Young.
TENANT'S HARBOR
earn he is improving and now able Rev. E. C. Jenkins, pastor of Union
Harry Patterson has bought tilt
to take short walks out of doors daily vhureh officiated. There were beauti Myrna Hupper cottage called the
ful floral offerings, silent tributes of Melrose and will soon move his family
iove. Interment was made in Cum here from
Willardham.
Herbert
, EAST WASHINGTON
uing s cemetery.
Pierson and Frank Brown will do
Mr. and Mrs. Arial Linscott were
Mrs. Addie Bucklin was the guest some work necessary for tile winter
guests at Arthur Turner's in Liberty
of Mrs. Ella E. Ames at the Ames an the house.
ast week.
Farm, Calderwood s Neck, for several
Clarence Thompson has employ
Mrs. Clara Overlock began the win
days recently.
ment on tlie roads hauling gravel.
er term of schoo! at Razorvllie MonThe annual meeting for election of Clarence seems to be an all-round
lay of last week.
officers of Pleasant River Grange was man when it comes tt» the trucking
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Light visited
held Dec. 5 at its hall at head of the business.
their daughter Mrs. H. B. Cunnning
river from whence it gets its name.
Dr. Walter Hall has an office in
tarn Thanksgiving Day.
Despite the bad weather of the day Rockland over Knowlton's market.
Mr. and Mrs. George Finley were at
and bad muddy roads, a goodly num The citizens are sorry to have the
lie home of her parents for a few
her of Patrons wAre present. Follow doctor leave here In Ihe winter as two
lays last week returning to Togus on
ing are the officers:*Master, Daniel A. physicians are really needed in this
.•"riday.
Gross; overseer, Curtis M. Webster; place.
E. B. Overloek who went to Wash
lecturer. Winnie C. Ames; steward.
Roy Meservey has employment in
ngton County Wednesday of last
Kenneth It. Webster; assistant stew Wallston on the Bradford cottage.
week on a hunting trip returned with
ard, George. W. Geary; chaplain,
Mrs. Charles Hawley has gone to
i line deer which was shot in Town
Lydia M. Webster; treasurer. Edward Concord N. H., for a vacation. Her
ihlp 18. He reports deer plentiful hut
A.
Smalley;
secretary,
C.
Meservey
daughter Beatrice accompanied her
•he woods noisy and hunting difficult
Everett Overloek has been at work F. Ames; gate keeper, Frank W. an the trip and they motored through
Grimes;
Ceres,
Edith
M.
Ames;
Po

in Elmer Smith's auto,
or C. E. Overlook this week helping
mona, Sylvia L. Murch; Flora, Ella
Thomas McKluskle has had a new
lim sheath the tie-up in his barn.
E.
Ames;
lady
assistant
steward,
Mil

radio installed and now Me slays up
Allen Ripley is doing farm work
dred
Sukeforth;
executive
committee
his week for Boardman Cunningham.
mil llstens-in until the wee small
F. E. l’#land who has been at Me- for three year term, Charles A. Poole. hours In the morning.
domak Camp looking After his work At close of the meeting the usual ban
Regular meeting of Puritan Re
returned to Malden, Mass., last week. quet was served and a very enjoyable bekah Ixidge will be held Thursday
evening. Don't forget to be there, for
Robert Ludwig went to Union evening passed.
Thursday evening and attended the
Ihe bean bag contest.
Your side
loses out five counts when you are
movies.
APPLETON RIDGE
not there, so try and make it snappy.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Overlook went
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Hodgman and
to Augusta Saturday on a combined son, Mrs. Haz’.e Perry, Mrs. Miriam Mrs. Beatrice Wallace was a guest
last week of her mother Mrs. Laura
business und pleasure trip.
Schrouder and Mrs. Elizabeth Stan
Hawley.
ley were in Rockland Thursday.
Mr. Clayton's family huve moved
CLARK ISLAND
This community has been called
Mr. and Mrs/Carle Swanson are upon to lose another of its respected hack to their home after passing the
receiving congratulations on a birth citizens in the death of Mrs. Lenora summer here.
of a daughter Dec. 6, Hilda Margaret.
William Williams was called home
from Quincy by the illness of his fa
ther John T. Williams who is at Knox
Hospital with a broken hip.
Supt. F. L. S. Morse visited school
last Friday afternoon.
Charles Johnson and son Elmer
have their house which they are
building at Clark Island nearly com
pleted.

Fish. Much sympathy is extended to
the bereaved family.
Miss Maude Whitney spent a few
days last week with Mrs. Ella Mc
Laughlin.
School closed Friday for a two
weeks vacation. In the afternoon an
entertainment and Christmas tree
was enjoyed by teachers and pupils
and several friends and parents. The
tree was very attractive and Santa
was on hand to distribute the gifts.
Sweet are t'he uses of adversity ?<
The W.C.T.V. met Friday afternoon
the party it doesn’t happen to.—Dal at Miss Adna Pitman’s with seven
las News.
members present.

Have you bought your ticket yet to
"Annapolis?" It Is the big Naval
Academy romance picture to be
shown at the Strund Monday and
Tuesday—a great feature and every
admission will help baseball In Rock

land.—adv.

'

Electric Ironer—Electricity does
the work, you merely guide the pieces
through. Finished in white ducco;
portable; irons In one-third the lime.
Price $79.50. Central Maine Power

Company.

146-153

llwGift
iSupMnw

I

For Mother

rp

That the Whole Family May Enjoy ! Give Mother or Wife
a Substantial, Practical Gift Worthy of Her—and Besides
Bringing Her Happiness Bring Comfort and Satisfaction to
the Whole Family.

&

The Ideal Gift
A THREE PiECE LIVING ROOM SUITE

Permanent, Handsome, Practical, Makes a Home Really a
Home—Lasts for Years—Adds Dignity, Comfort and
Beauty to the Living Room. Full Spring Construction—
Reversible Cushions" Covered Backs. A Small Down Pay
ment Will Put This Suite Into Your Home. Pay As You
Enjoy It.

A

A CHAMBER TO BE PROUD OF

A

For a very small sum we will place a Beautiful Walnut Bed
room Suite in your home. Full bed, choice of vanity or
chifforobe, dresser. Beautifully made; dustproof, sturdy,
practical. Have it for Mother or Wife for Christmas. A
Year To Pay In.

A

PICTURE THIS SUITE IN YOUR HOME

Think'of your Dining Room with this Handsome set to grace
it. Beautiful pieces as desired. T able, China, Buffet, Host
and Guest Chairs. All Yours For the Asking. A Small
Down Payment will set it in your home. We Trust You.
A Year To Pay.

BRING TRUE CHRISTMAS HAPPINESS TO
YOUR LOVED ONES!
Pay For This Furniture As You Use It and Enjoy It

Stonington Furniture Co.
Free Delivery

ROUND POND
Mia. Adelaide Butman and daugh
ter Lillian of Mawiachiiiietts were reoent guest* of Mrs. P.iiimnn’s brother
and sister-in-law Mr. and Mrs.
Evatider Murphy.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Day and his
motli.-r, Mik. Nancy Day of Port
land were recent visitors in this
place.
Mrs. Martha Bryant is in Bangor
fpr the winter to stay witli her sister
Miss Annie Ervine and son Her
bert.
Miss Vivian Richards who Is at
tending Gorham Normal School was !
at home over the holiday. Others
borne for Thanksgiving were Miss
'(tyntliia ITentice, Miss Marlon Gorlirtm. Miss Annie Ervine, Herbert I
Rryant, Thomas Nichols and Philip
I
Nichols.
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Richards and '
family of this place' and Herbert Tib i

Rockland and Stonington
Terms As Desired

betts of Union spent Thanksgiving
Day with Mr. and Mrs. Harry Ross.
Announcement is :r.?:le of the mar
riage of Miss Celia E. Fossett and
Leo P. Fossett, Nov. 24. The cere
mony was solemnized by Rev. Gib
son, pastor of the Methodist church.
Damariscotta. Both Mr. and Mrs.
Fossett are very popular. The sin
cerest good wishes for much Joy, long
life and happiness go forth to the
bridal couple.
Mr. und Mrs. Charles Brown of
Portland were recent visitors at Mrs.
Martha Prentice's.
Congratulations arc being extended
to Mr. and Mrs. Basil Wright on the
recent birth of a non.

Charles Schwab says ‘No one can
help being optimistic in this world
of change.” Of course. Charley, if
you have enough of it. Kalamazoo
Gazette.

Have you bought your ticket yet to
Annapolis?'' It is the big NavAL
Academy romance picture to be
shown at the Strand Monday at«i
Tuesday—a great feature and every
admission will help baseball In Rockla ml.—adv.

i

Si I sited

a beastilsl

Diaplaylng aa anaambla olpalaaa ana
tmpicat planta, everlookias Lake
Worth with • view ot Hal* Beach os
the opposite abort. _
2lo rooma—each with prtreie hath . ■, a
European Plan . . . Moderate teiea
... electric beet irt ell rooma.
Open all Year
nr.NR» J LIYNKS. Use.
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THOMASTON

CAME OUT WHOLE

Robertson while riding in his
Knox Fair Weathered
truck at Mill River Friday in some
way he is not able to account for was :
the Storm and Has Amupset, the truck turning: over twice. I
bitious Plaqs
Mr. RoberFson was badly shaken up
and received injuries to one knee, but ’
-----fortunately no bones were broken.! ^ben the North Knox Fair offiThe cab of the truck was damaged cials held their annual meeting a few
and other parts injured. Mr. Rob days ago, and took account of stock,
ertson is confined to the house.
they found that the last session had
Lewis Lovejoy who has been visit
ing his father returned to Lewiston left them with $75 on the right side
of the ledger in spite of stormy
Monday afternoon.
The W.C.T.U. will meet with Mrs. ' weather and postponements
Some
Lilia Clark next Friday.
At fi unexpected hill, or bills, may wipe
o'clock supper will ibe served, fol
out this surplus, but the fact will
lowed by the regular meeting.
Mrs. Fannie Edgerton is spending remain that the 1928 fair did not go
the week with her son Wallace in in the hole.
Another meeting will be hejd soon
Waban. She will go from there to
New York to spend the winter with to make some new arrangements for
housing the Midway. A year ago it
her son John Edgerton.
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Whitney of was unsatisfactory because it liid
Rockland were guests of Mrs. Charles the track from the view of the'pluto
crats who had coughed up silver
Starrett Sunday. ,
Miss Helen Studley and Miss halves to sit in the grandstand. This
Gladys Doherty entertained in honor year it was unsatisfactory, as'jcven
of Miss Marguerite Weeks at bridge the old residents found it necessary
and luncheon Friday evening at the to have a guide to pilot them through
liome of Miss Studley, Hyler street. tlie mystic maze into the fairground
proper. So the strategists will be
Honors fell to Mrs. Margaret Lakeman and Miss Margaret McDonald. called together to devise a solution
A guest prize was present to Miss of the problem.
Extensive work is also to be done
Weeks.
Alvah Carle of Cushing was in to put tlie track in better condition
town Monday. Mr. Carle has been than it has ever been.
These officers were elected:
in the farming and poultry business
President—J. C. Creighton, Union.
the past few years. A good opening
Vice President—R. E. Carroll.
to again take up a business he was
formerly engaged in presented itself i V
which he may accept. Unable to find ‘ Treasurer—W. A. Lucas, Union.
Secretary—Herbert L. Grinnell.
a suitable man to care for his stock
he sold it off. Mr. Carle is a descend Union.
Trustees—E. N. Hobbs. Hope; Wil
ant of Amos Carle a former resident
lard
Sherman.
Appleton:
Fred
of Thomaston.
Russell Gray was called to Port Jameson. Warren: William Prescott.
Washington: R. XI. McKinley, Union.
land by business Saturday.
Fred Hinckley left for Hamilton,
ROCKPORT
Bermuda Monday where he has a
Mrs. F. G. Harper is the guest of
position for the winter.
The vaccination of the 300 pupils Mrs. Ada Parsons in Lewiston.
last week has precept ibly reduced the
The Trytolielp Club was very
pleasantly entertained Monday eve
attendance at school.
F. H. Jordan and family have ning at the home of Miss Carrie
planned to leave town Thursday for Libby.
The Twentieth Century Club will
Brookline, Mass., where they will
be entertained Friday afternoon at
spend the winter.
TMe telephone wires and poles were the home of Mrs. Rena Carroll. The
overloaded with ice Monday; five program will include papers. "His
poles fell under the weight, one of tory of Delaware and West Virginia.''
them on Erin street. Service be Mrs. Blanche Ellsworth: "A Virginia
tween Rockland, and Thomaston was Wonder," Mrs. Alice Gardner.
Miss Fannie H. Fuller has returned
interrupted.
Mrs. E. L. Duncan of Camden was to Brookline. Mass., after spending
tlie weekend guest of Mrs. Hollis several weeks with her mother. Mrs.
Emma Fuller.
Young, Beechwoods street.
The Baptist circle will hold its
The Community Brotherhood meets
tonight at the Congregational vestry. Christmas sale and supper Wednes
Supper at S o'clock.
Address by day afternoon and evening. Aprons,
Warden Buker. It will be the an fancy articles, and quilts will be on
sale. Supper will be served at 5.30,
nual meeting.
Miss Helen Carr returned Saturr- the menu to include baked beans,
day from a few days’ stay in Port cold meat, salads, pastry ,eake,
doughnuts and coffee.
land.
Rolf Heistad of Augusta and
Charles L. Burton of Billerica.
Mass is spending a few days with Trygve Heistad of X'ew Sharon were
in town to spend Sunday with their
relatives in town.
Friends here are receiving postal parents Mr. and Mrs. H. Heistad.
The Twentieth Century Club en
cards from Mrs. Laura Torrey from
Arizona. Mrs. Torrey went out with joyed an epen meeting last Friday
evening at the Methodist vestry with
her son.
Mrs. Sadie E. Thomas, Georges supper served at 6.30 by the Ladies
street, died Dec. 9. Funeral Wednes Aid of the XI. E. church. The menu
consisted of meat loaf, vegetables,
day at 2 o'clock.
fruit salad, whipped cream cake, cof
fee and candy. A pleasing program
WARREN
followed with music and readings by
The musical© at Glover hall, thia
Mrs. Gladys St. Clair Morgan and
Tuesday evening is to be followed by Mrs. Beulah Rokes Ames, accompan
a social and dance with music by the ied bv Mrs. Faith Berry, all of Rock
Juvenile Smilers orchestra. Pro land. Mrs. Morgan's selections were
gram:
Group 1. ‘“Seranade." "My Sweet Re
Pupils of Louie .1. Druett, piano, and Emma pose;’’ group 2. "Negro Spirituals,’1
It. Harvie. violin.
"Red Peppers" Orchestra — Sherman Ruben “Steal Away." "Water Boy." "Going
stein. violin : Herbert Spear, trumpet: Gil Home;"group 3. "When the Dew Is
ford Bradbury and Merton Haskell, clari Falling.” “A Soft Day." "I Be Hopin'
nets: Virginia Proctor, saxophone; Fred
you Remember." "Just Before the
Harden, drums; Flora Colson, piano.
Fortuna Overture
Lights Are Lit.” and "Life’s Joys."
True Hearts .......................................... Zimeonik Musical readings by Mrs. Ames in
“Red Peppers”
eluded: “I Doubt It." "Watch the
Tlie Spring ............................................. Aletter
Florence Packard
Corners of Your Mouth.” "Autumn
Bolero (violin) ...................................... Jacobs
Leaves." "A Spring Feeling," “Home
Hazel Harrison
Duet— Over the Waves ............................. Rosas Run," “I'm X'o Trifler," The program
Thelma Oxton, Shirley Barbour
was much enjoyed. Several guests
Souvenir (violin)
were present.
Sherman Rubenstein
The Epworth League Social which
Bed Time ................................................... Orth
Dancing Stars ........................................ Ducelle was to have been held at the Meth
Elsie Partridge
odist vestry Monday evening has
Song—Selected
been postponed to Wednesday eve
Dorothy Harvie
Humoresque ................................................ Dvork ning of this week.
Under the Stars and Stripes ............. Roosevelt
Capt. and Mrs. Ernest Torrey, Mrs.
Shirley Barbour
Russian Air in G major (violin) ......Warlamoff Cacildia Cain and Mrs. Blanche
Edna McCartney
Ellsworth motored to Bath Friday in
Trio—Joyful March ................................ Wyman
Marguerite Haskell, Florence Packard, Mrs. Mrs. Torrey's new Pontiac car, where
C. J. Davol of Providence is having
Druett
Valse Caprice ............................................ Smith a large steel yacht built of which
Dorothy Brennan
Air in B minor (Saxophone) ................... Harte Capt. Torrey Is to have command.
The Johnson Society will meet
Helen Gray
Duet—Golden iStar Waltz .................... Streabog Wednesday evening at the Methodist
Dorothy Boynton, Elsie Partridge
parsonage.
•Reading—Selected
Louise Dolliver
Morning Zephyrs ................................... Stanley
TO CARE FOR RADIO
Tlie Caliph of Bagdad Overture ....... Boieldieu
Beatrice Haskell
Tlie Fairy Barque ............................ Smallwood Congressman White Would Have a
Thelma Oxton
Communications Department Es
Songs-The Little Red Wagon ........... Krogman
tablished.
Arcadian Lullaby .................... Krogman
'Marguerite Haskell
Trio -Clock Polka ....... «............................ Foote
Establishment of a Communications
Thelma Oxton, Marguerite Haskell, Mrs.
Department to take care of radio tele
Pruett
II Bacio .................... i.................................. Arditi phone. telegraph and cable insofar as
Minnet ............................................................ Mozart

Dorothy Boynton
Edelweiss Glide ................................ Vanderbeck
Flow'rct For-Get-Mc-Not .......................... Giese
Marguerite Haskell
Duct A Frangesa March ........................ Costa
Dorothy Brennan. Louise Dolliver
Pride of the Navy March ......................Shumann
“Red Peppers”

APPLETON
Frank Grassow and Halver Hart
have returned from a hunting trip in
Canada. Halver had a smile on his
face and a ibig deer tied to the run
ning board They had a fine time.
Miss Ingred Gath and sister are
attending High School at Union.
Mr and Mrs. Herbert Simmons vis
ited at Annie Hart's Sunday. Mrs.
Addie Randall is boarding with Mrs.
Fred Hart.
It is pleasant to know we have a
fine teacher at South Hope school,
Mrs. Lizzie Mills Sproul of Appleton.
James Ripley is hoarding at Mrs.
Blanche Farnun’s at the Annis farm,
Lincolnville.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Gould visited
Annie Hart recently.
Whether or no Rockland is to have
a baseball team next summer depends
largely on the attendance at the pic
ture “Annapolis” which is to be pre
sented next Mon day-Tuesday at
Strand Theatre at regular prices.
This is a big picture with big stars
and its success can bring baseball
nearer for 1929. Buy your ticket
now.—adv.

Government jurisdiction goes, is ad
vocated by Representative White,
chairman of the Merchant Marine and
Fisheries Committee. Mr. White is
the author of the Radio act of 1928
and is considered an authority on
communications, having represented
the United States at several interna
tional conferences on communica
tions.
Mr. Wlhite also stated that while he
had not slackened in his opposition
to the establishment of a permanent
radio commission, he would introduce
a resolution extending the life of the
present Radio Commission for a Uni
ted period of time. Under thc»' pres
ent law the Radio Commission xeases
to be an administrative body March
1, 1929.
He believes that the people should
have the benefit of the experience
gained by the commission in its two
years of administration of the radio
facilities of the country but he does
not want to give any basis of perma
nency to the commission, which might
make more difficult its merger with
other communication agencies in the
Department
of
Communications,
which he hopes will eventuate.
He reiterated some of the severe
criticism of the Commission, voiced
a year ago. principally for the Com
mission’s action in issuing temporary
licenses to all stations on the air
when the Commission came into be
ing, thus postponing the weeding-out
process desired by Congress and giv
ing ground for suits for confiscation
by stations deleted later.

A free municipal school of beekeep
ing has been established in Buenos
Aires. Argentina. Courses include
IMrhaps the psychologist who says
the study of the bee. care of hives, there is no such thing a pain has
and the care and packing of honey never listened to psychologists. De

and wax.
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Mrs. Christine Carroll
Christine, wife of Hall Carroll, died
at her home. Ray View street. Satur
day night, following a severe illness.
She was horn in Bucksport, 37 years
ago. Resides the husband she leaves
a mother Mrs. Ida Bowden of Lewis
j
ton, daughter Marguerite, three sons
Wendall, Keith and Maynard, all of
SfcVWSsSW'iKW- -■
Camden, and five sisters Mrs. Irene
Pomeroy. Mrs. Irving Hesketh and
Miss Z.»e Bowden of Lewiston. Mrs.
Burleigh Collins of Farmington and
Mrs. Beulah Calagan of Portland.
Deceased was a member of the
Offering a
Cavaliers,
Chestnut Street Baptist church, tlie
generous
se
Philathea class and the Twilight
Romeos and
Twelve Club. At the time of her
lection in all
Everetts in ’£».•■
death, she was president of the Phil
leathers and
athea class. Funeral services were
r! both leather T;.'
held at the Baptist church ydsterdav
felts
and felts
iv •
afternoon. Rev. Ernest M. Holman
_
*.. —
officiating and interment was made
79c, 98c
$1.35, $1.50 li ?
in Mountain Street cemetery.
Mrs. J. C. Fish has returned from
$1.25, $2.00
$2.00, $2.50
a visit with Mrs. Alice Gordon in
____
Warren. She was accompanied home
by Mrs. Alice Cook who will spend
the winter with her brother and sis
ter-in-law. Mr. and Mrs. Roland
Wade in Camden.
i7
Mrs. Ida Bowden of Portland is in
town, called by the death of her
daughter Mrs. Hall Carroll.
Erlon Johnson has returned from
a visit with his sister in Portland.
Miss Virginia Wagner has been
confined to the house by illness.
Mrs. Carl Cole spent the weekend
in Portland.
Rev. and Mrs. Horace I. Holt are
visiting their daughter Miss Adelaide
Holt in Exeter. X. H.. and later will
go to Brookline, Mass., where they
are to spend the winter.
The fourth and last social of the
Baptist Calendar Club which was to
have been held tomorrow evening,
lias been postponed until Jan. 2.
Mrs. Albert Decker will entertain
the W.C.T.U. today at her home in
Knowlton street.
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Boynton have
Presenting the
k
returned from a short stay :n Boston.
Just what he
■. A:
newest styles:
J
At the annual meeting of the Cam
wi.l want as a
Special at
!
den Fish and Game Association Fri
holiday gift
$2.50
s
day evening in Engine hall, the fol
lowing officers were elected: Presi
$1.25, $2.00
i v?;
$3.75, $4.50 jpi.’* »*. ..*«
dent. Dr. W. F. Bisbee: first vice
.....
president. Warren B. Conant: sec
' 1
ond vice president. Hale Handley:
secretary. John P. Leach: treasurer.
Arthur Dougherty. Executive com
mittee. H. W. Libby. John Salis
bury, Nellie Fuller. George Dyer and
Theo Wilson. It was a very enthusi
MAIL ORDERS CAREFULLY ATTENDED TO
astic meeting with forty members
present.
A committal service for the late
Josephine Glidden. widow of Walter
Rockland
432 Main Street
S. Glidden. was held at Mountain
n'd
Street cemetery Sunday conducted
by Rev. Ralph Hayden.
There will be a whist party Thurs
=
day afternoon at Green Gables for
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Remembet that you
WHEN IN BOSTON-Remember that you
the benefit of the District Nursing
CAMDEN’S COURT SEASON
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette, with ,‘an b’«v copies of The Courier-Gazette with
Association. Mrs. Hugh Montgom
tlie home news, at tlie Old South News
ery is chairman of the committee in Boys’ and Girls’ Basketball Teams the home news, at Hotaiing’s News Agency, Agency, Washington St., next Old South
;{08 West 4 ut h street.
Church.
charge of the affair.
,
Have a Busy Winter Ahead.
Mrs. Allie 0. Pillsbury will enter
tain the San Souci Club Saturday
Camden High School basketball !
evening at her home in High street. schedules have been announeqg thus: 1
Boys* Schedule
Christmas Tree Lighting Sets—
Dec. 28—Alumni.
Maine men and women
Red. green, purple, white •electric
Jan. 2—Brooks 11. S. at Canideri.
lights. Connects to any socket. Make
Jan. 4—Rockport H. S. at Rockport.
packed them under condi
it a safe Christmas. Price complete
Jan. 11—Rockland II. S. at Camden.
$1 and up. Central. Maine Power
Jan. 16—Boothbay Harbor H. S. at
tions that have made Maine
Company1
146-153 Boothbay Harbor.
housewives famous.
Jan. IS—Thomaston H. S. at Cam
Have you bought your ticket yet to den.
Jan. 25—Lincoln Academy ;\t New
“Annapolis?" It is the big Naval
We know they are good !
Academy romance picture to be castle
Wculdn’t you like to enjoy
Jan. 30—Castine Normal ito Cam 
shown at the Strand Monday and
den.
‘
>
at your table the choicest
Tuesday—a great feature and every
We are positive you and
Feb. 1—Crosby H. S. at Camden.
stringless beans ever packed
admission will help baseball in Rock
your
folks will like these
Feb.
6
—
M.S.C.
of
Bangor
at.
Cam

land.—adv.
in Maine canneries
den.
Fresh from the Garden.’’
Feb. 8—Rockport II S. at Camden.
This season's pack of BAX
Feb. 13—Thomaston H. S. at Thom
aston.
TER'S FINEST STRING
Feb. 15—Boothbay Harbor H. S. at
LESS Beans verifies this
Camden.
Feb. 20—Castine Normal at Castine. statement.
Feb. 22—Lincoln Academy at Cam
We have seen these beans
Home of Paramount Pictures
den.
March 1—Crosby H. S. at Belfast.
growing, coaxed and coddled
March 6—Rockland II. S. at, Rock
NOW SHOWING
along. Our own field men
land.
Girls' Schedule
have
supervised them from
John Gilbert
Dec. 28—Alumnae.
planting time.
In
Jan. 2—Brooks H. S. at Camden.
Jan. 4—Rockport H. S. at Rockport.
We have kept a watchful
“Masks Of The Devil”
i Jan. 11—Rockland H. S. at Camden.
Jan. 16—Boothbay Harbor H. S. at eye on them as they have
Put up by the packers of
Boothbay Harbor.
been assorted at our factories.
W ED.-THU RS-FR I.
Jan. 18—Thomaston H. S. at Cam
the justly famous BAXJohn McCormick presents
den.
e have seen them strung
I ER’S FINEST Peas and
Jan. 25—Lincoln Academy a’t New
and
washed—heard them
castle.
Corn.
Jan. 30—Castine Normal at Cam snap.
5728
den.
Feb. 8—Rockport H. S. at Camden.
Feb. 13—Thomaston H. S. at Thom
aston.
Feb. 15—Boothbay Harbor H. S. at
Camden.
Feb. 20—Castine Normal at Cas
tine.
No Noise—No Smoke—No Soot—No Ashes
Feb. 22—'Lincoln Academy at Cam
den.
FAR AHEAD OF ANYTHING ON THE MARKET TODAY
March C—Rockland II. S. at Rock
BURNS
5^.42 DEGREE TEST OIL—HOTTER THAN COAL AND
land.
CHEAPER

Father

fir

^Brother

McLAIN SHOE STORE

irffittTHitf

Do You Know Beans?

Real

Stringless

AIR MAIL GROWTH
Ten Million Miles Will Have
Been Flown By Sky Car
riers This Year
Air mail leaving Rockland at 8
a. m. makes connections wKh planes
leaving Boston for points South and
West at 5.15 p. m.
The enormous growth the air mail
service lias attained in this country
is evidenced by the following: Miles
of mail airways, 12,397; miles flown
daily with mail, 30,000; air mail car
ried in 1928, 1,700 tons; letters car
ried in 1928, 137.000.000.
Figures on total transport mileage
flown in 1927 were: United States,
6,000.000; Germany, 5,500,000; France
3,500,000; British Empire. 2,000,000.
At the conclusion of 1928, the figures
for the United States will exceed
10,000,000.
*
There are now 7.000 miles of light
ed airways for the airplanes to fol
low. They are lighted by beacons on
60 foot steel towers, ten miles apart.
Since Pilot Hopson crashed in
Pennsylvania Oct. 17, and his piano
was destroyed by fire, there have
been some erroneous impressions as
to the safety of air mail shipments
as compared with other forms of
transportation. The fact is that dur
ing the 10 years the air fail lias
been in operation, during which time
it has carried 11.435,706 pounds of
mail, there have been destroyed byfire only 4430 pounds, the percentage
of the whole being represented by the
almost
infinitestimal
figure
of
.00038.
The hazard from fire to
which the air mail is subjected is not
greater, if as great, than that attend
ant upon shipments of mail by' rail
road or steamship.
“Annapolis”—great Naval Acade
my picture — lotta romance — lotta
speed-swift action — midshipman
honor — sizzling scraps — beautiful
girls and real he-men at popular
prices—All for baseball in Rockland.
Strand Theatre. Monday-Tuesday.
Dec 17-18—afternoons—any seat for*
a quaraer. Evenings downstairs, 35
cents—balcony 25 cents.—adv.

In Everybody’s Column
Lost and Found
FOFXD—I»urse containing sum of money in
front of Sentcr-4'rane Co. Monday. Owner
apply at l;« I’AItK ST.
148-150

Wanted
WANTED- Responsible solicitors to sell the
perfected and patented Lynn Oil Burners.
ARTHUR SHEA CO., 487 Main Kt., Rockland.
Me.
148-tf
WANTED—Invalids: 2 available rooms for
people requiring some nursing and attention.
MRS. DOROTHY COLBY.. 17 Orient St.
118*150
WANTED—Housekeeper at once.
Apply
any time after 3 p. m. F. SEAVKY, 28 Frank
lin St.
147-149
WANTED- Men to sell high grade garden
and field seed direct to planters. A good po
sition with big income. Experience unnec
essary. COBB CO.. Franklin, Mass.
145*150
WANTED—Eaton’s History of Thomaston in
2 volumes in good condition. HUSTONTCTTLK
___________________ 146-148
WANTED—To buy a few tons of cabbage In
small or large lots. EDWIN A. DEAN. Rock
land. Tel. 1181-M.
144*149
WANTED—Long haired shaggy cats and
kittens. Write age, color and sex. JOHN S.
RAN LETT. Rockville, Me. Tel. 352-14.
138*152

Tender Beans?

STRAND

BAXTER'S
FINEST

STRINGLESS
BEANS

COLLEEN

ORE

THE LYNN RANGE OIL BURNER

-Lilac

time

ST. GEORGE

PLANES!!
Scores of them. Squadrons of
them. The heavens black with
them. Swooping, looping, darting,
diving. Plunging to destruction.
Every known aviation stunt thrill
crowded into a five-ring flying cir
cus. Outclassing all other air spec
tacles. Yet it’s only ONE of the
features of this great picture, the
most sensational spectacle ever
screened.
A GEORGE FITZMAURICE
Production

|

with Gary Cooper. From the play
by Jane Cowl and Jane Murfin.
Adaptation by Willis Goldbeck.
Scenario by Carey Wilson.

,

.
i

|
.
'

D. \V. Mann has employment in
Camden.
Mrs. Gust Johnson is ill. also Mrs.
Sadie Snow
Mrs. J. A. Gilchrest and daughter
are in Thomaston for the winter.
Work has started on the new
bungalow for Floyd Barnes.
Willis Kir.ney and sister Mrs. J. C.
Robinson motored to Auburn last
Friday to visit their father H. W.
Kinney. On the return trip they
were accompanied by their mother
fcr a short visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Johnson of
Thomaston are to move into the Alex
Hathorne house on the old road.
St. George Grange held its annual
election of officers Friday as fol
lows: Worthy master, Cyrus Hilt:
overseer, Alex Hathorne: lecturer,
Madolin
Baum: steward. James
Riley;
assistant steward. Baylis
Baum: chaplain. Anna Riley; treasurer, Earl Kinney; secretary, <W. L
Robinson: gatekeeper. Albion Kinney: Ceres, Sarah Caddy: Flora.
Katherine Smalley; Pomona. Ina
Kinney:
lady assistant steward,
Helen Solberg. A good program of
music and readings was given and
lunch served. Mr. and Mrs. James
Riley were chosen delegates to the
State Grange held in Augusta.
Bowl at Can’s Alleys to qualify j
for the roll off Per 13 at 8.30 sharp.
..
. s - ■
.-145,-118

Months
To Pay

The Only Oil Burner Made with Patented Center Vaporizing
Chamber Absolutely Safe
AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR
Rockland and Vicinity—Ask for Demonstration

ARTHUR SHEA CO.
4S7 MAIN STREET

noiKLAND

Every-Other-Day

To Let
TO LET—Ideal location for store or office,
heart of Rockland's business district. 7 Limerock street. Available immediately.
Will
remodel to suiLtennant. Apply B. C. PERRY.
JR., at Peoples’ Laundry. Tel. 170.
148-150
TO LET—Five room house. 2 Moors, toilet
and lights at 23 Pearl Ht. T. SHAPIRO. 51
Tillson Ave.
_______________ 148-139
TO LET -Furnished apartment of three
rooms with modern conveniences, to be ready
Jan. 1. Inquire 12 KNOX HT. Tel. 578-W.
______

148-130

OPENING
For Store or Office
The building at 7 LIMEROCK ST.,
modern; in the center of the busi
ness district, is available for store
or office purposes. I will remodel
the building as the tenant desires.
An Ideal Business Location

Benjamin C. Perry, Jr.
Peoples Laundry

Tel. 170

148-149

For Sale
FOR SALES—CM stove. MRS. W.
WHITNEY. Commercial fit., Rockport. 148*
FOR SALE—Christmas trees. 59 and
cents a tree. WIM. J. FRYE. Tel. 169-It.
148*15
FOR SALE—Scnaca camera. Xo. 9 extr
wide angle lense. also other equipment. Wi
sell all at very low price. 34 HILL ST.
R
148*1 II
FOR HALE—Cows, hay. separator, pullet
brooder house and brooder. F. H. Bl’TLEl
18 Meadow Rd., Thomaston. Tel. 10fi-l2.
p
148.15*
FOR SALE—Dry fitted and junk wood, untlu
cover, fitted limbs $10. fitted slabs $8. Ca"
263-21 Rockland, f. J. CARROLL.
147 *
FOR HALE—Large lot on Crescent strefj
near tlie schoolhouse, to be sold uhmiklf sol’
at once. ERXKST C. DAVIS, at Fuller-Coidp’
Davis.
146-11
FOR HALE—Late 1927 Essex coupe ; 192
Chevrolet coach : 1927 Essex coach; late
2-door Ford; 1923 Essex touring car: als;
other good
trades. FREDERIC^
WALTZ. 165 Broadway. Tel. 392-M. 147-14
FOR HALE—Full blooded Police pups,
fhonths old. males $13; females $10. H.
HART. South Hope, Me.
147*15|
FOR SALE—Braided rugs. MRS. ARTIII
XORTOX, South Thomaston.
147*14
FOR SALE—Cord wood, soft wood slall
fitted, also stave slabs and junks delivered. Ig
A. OXTOX. Tel. 263-4.
146*151
FOR HALE- Five room house, newly pal'i
ed and repaired Inside and out. electric ll> ,
and running spring water: garage bulldini]|
holds two cars besides chance for work shot
and few hens. Also blacksmith shop 18x1*",
all on State road, three miles to station, post '
office, store and school. Very centrally 1«,
cated drawing trade from farming section
six-mile radius. Fine chance for year roun
blacksmith or roadside tourist t^ide in sun
mer. Price $1309. write for photo and term ’
A R. COVELL, Hinckley. .Me
146-14
FOR SALE—Nice large potatoes raised o j
high ground at ray residence on Knox Bldg
near Freedom, 43c per bu. H. L. HURI
Thorndike. Me.
145*14 j
FOR SALE—Myron Wentworth place
Lake Ave., 8-room house with bath, electrt
lights, large stable and >4 acre or more Ian
MRS. W. K. CLINTON. Tel. 992-W. R. F. I
Rockland or W. B. MTNTWORTH, Union.
145*U
FOR HALE—Best quality fitted wood. WI.
buy wood out of a snowdrift, when our aheo
seasoned wood costs no more. Order no
while conditions iiermlt sure delivery. Ca
Rockland 67-M. RALPH I’. CONANT & SO>
South Hope.
145-t
FOR SALE—The Charles A. Miller farm » ’
East Union. Inquire of WILL C. MILLEI '
Augusta, or LEVI ('. MERRIFIELD of Unlot/
143-l“
FOR SALE—We have a quantity of fin j
hand picked Johnson beans for immediate sab1.
$3.00 >4 bu.: $5.59 1 bu. Get your winter
supply of beans at these low prices. Free dd&
lhery in town. Freight paid to your nearer \
depot. Write or phone V. T. PAYSON & SO>-,
Warren. Me. TeL l-ll.
143-14'$
FOR SALE—Horse, cheap: also
ton Fori
delivery truck, cheap. FRED L PATRIDGlfl
Beeun Hill. Rockport, mail address R. F. IT
Rockland, Box 113A.
143*1’ .
FOR SALE—Parlor heater, good as rffi
used one season. PHONE 224-W after
o’clock.
138-t|
FOR SALE—Soft wood slabs 4 ft. long, $
per cord; stove length, $8; hard wood, 4 ft J
$11: sawed, $12.50 per cord; laths, $6 an
$6.50 per M. L. C. PACKARD, Warren. Me.
134-t1
FOR SALE—Virgin wool yarn by manufac
turer at bargain. Samples free. H. A. BART
LETT. Harmony, Maine.
123-15'
FOR SALE—Cedar boat boards, all thick
nesses. Small lota five cents foot planed twsides, large orders cheaper. Lobster traps '
huovs. oak laths Also other boat lumber
JOEL P. WOOD, Belfast. Tel. 177-14. 144 t

r

TO LET Three rooms with use of bath and
rarage. MRS. M F. WEYMOUTH. 481 Old
County Rd. Tel. 995-J.
148*159
TO LET—Six room house at 146 Limerock
Ht. Inquire at 204 BROADWAY or Tel. 56-W.
_______
148-tf
TO LET Two furnished rooms for light
housekeeping. Apply 6 WILLOW ST. 148*159
TO LET—Five room apartment. $18 a month.
SPECIAL FOR SAbE
No children. 39 CHESTNUT ST. Tel. 1943-J.
New 5 room bungalow, bath, furnace, lafg
147*149
lot. double garage. South Main St. Must b<
TO LET—Furnished apartment of 3 rooms; sold at once. Very low price.
adults only. Inquire of LILLIAN BICKNELL,
House—Five rooms, all latest Improvement*'
47 Pleasant St.
147*149 with fine cellar and garage. To be sold a {
TO LET- Heated furnished rooms, desirable once.
House and barn, housing for 500 hens,
location. Terms reasonable. 23 PARK ST.
Improvements: 1 mile from Rocklan'
I late
147-149
Postoffice; 9 seres best field, cut 8 tons ha: '
TO LET—Nice furnished heated room : also this year. Very low price.
garage. MRS. LANDERS, 199 Union St.
House and barn, several acres land latea •
147-149
Improvements,
Warren. $2.090.
Two cottages Megunticook Lake.
TO LET—Seven room furnished house for
Cash or easy terms on any property I sell. $
the winter on Brewster St., furnace heat, gas
House. 7 rooms, hard wood floors, larg«>
and electric lights. Inquire at 12 NORTH
MAIN ST.
147*149 porch, fine cement cellar, good location; easy*
terms. Must be sold at once, $25.09.
TO LET—Three furnished rooms with heat.
More than value in a farm, 140 ac*es. fln«\
Tel. 733-M. 34 FULTON ST.
146*148 buildings. 8-room house, 25 acres, blueberries 8
cuts
22 tons hay. has lumber lot, 500 cord .,
TO LET Furnished apartment on Oak St.
hard wood: all farming tools, 2 horses,
ERNEST C. DAVIS, Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
cows,
hens, turkeys, house all furnished
147-119
Everything to work with. Must be sold
TO LET—Six room tenement on Bunker St. once. Party going out of State.
L. F. CHASE. 43 Middle St. Tel. 1185-W.
Land on Park St., side my office. I will sell
127-tf by front foot any size or lease for any lengtl J
J
TO LET—Private one car garage for small term. 1 lot 85x89 ; 1 lot 35x50 ft.
TO LET—Four room furnished apartment
car. Tel. 526-W 19 FRANKLIN ST., City.
144-tf with bath and furnace, with or without garag'l
at 67 Park St.
TO LET Modern 8-rofim house, hot water
V. F. STUDLEY
heat, garage, good location, reasonable rent.
69 Park Street
TEL. 77.
145-159
TO LET—Modern homes, furnished and
unfurnished ; rents of all descriptions: offices,
Miscellaneous
factory spaces, storage, work shops, stores, etc.
EASTERN REAL ESTATE CO., Cor. Broad
way and Holmes St. Tel. 819.
143-150
DR. J. H. DAMON. DENTIST, has movc<
TO LET Three furnished rooms With use across the street. Phone 69-R. Wednesday
of bath MBS. W. S. KENNISTON, 176 Main and Saturday evenings by appointment. llS-tg^
St. Tel. 74-W.
145-tf
ROCKLAND COMMER< IAL COLLEGE, da j
TO LET New apartment of 4 rooms with and evening sessions. Personal Instruction t
toilet : with or without garage. V. F. thorough preparation for business. Graduate |
STUDLEY, 69 Park St.
144-tf in constant demand. TEL. 990JM or 994-W.
148-15d
TO LET—Apartment of 4 furnished rooms
and bath, furnace heat: with or without
CATTLE DEALER-’ buy cattle, veal. Iambi
garage. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St. 144-tf Call any time.
WM. SMALL, Rockland!
TeL 733-M.
146*14<
TO LET -Eight room house with bath, all
modern ROBERT U. COLLLNS, Real Estate.
LADIES Reliable stock of hair goods at th<
375 Main Ht.
143-tf Rockland Hair Store. 236 Main St. Mall order."
141-t
TO LET Furnished apartment, five rooms, solicited. HELEN C. RHODES.
CHIROPODY—All kinds of foot troublT
all modern. ROBERT U. COLLINS, Real Es
tate 375 Main St.
143-tf treated. Areh supports. R. E. COLTART. Rec
Chiropodist. Main St., over Moor’s drua
TO LET— Furnished buugalow. In nice resi Nurse
store. Tel. 593-W.
lH-u
dential section, 3 rooms and bath, suitable for
man and wife; $23 month In advance. TEL.
REFINISHING CARS hy spray system, any
1158-W between 5 and 7 p. m.
139-tf color: storsge. I. A. STEVENS * BON. Me
114-tt
TO LET Three or five furnished rooms for Loud St. Tel. 241-M or 13-M.
light housekeeping, all modern conveniences.
FARMS. COUNI RY HOMES. COTTAGES
Call at THE ELMS. Elm St.
139-tf end estates; up-to-dats property, In the gar
TO LET—Tenement. Inquire of MRS. W. S. den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write
us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Bel
KENNISTON, 176 Main St. Tel. 874-W.
fast. Me.
144-it
138-tf
TO LET—Furnished house, elgth rooms at
“Annapolis"—great Naval Acade
.29 Rankin St. Apply MRS. J. A. JAMESON,
; 40 North Main St. Tel. 456-R.
134-tf my picture — lotta romance — lotta
action — midshipman
TO LET—Nice dry storage for^Turnlture •speed-swift
automobiles and boats. Call’at C
BLAKE honor — sizzling scraps — beautiful
WALL PAPER STORE.
144-tf girls and real he-men at popult:TO LET—Furnished rooms with bath by day prices—All for baseball in Rockland.
or week. MRS. A. LARKIN, 2 Summer St.
Tel. 976-M.
'
144-tf Strand Theatre, Monday-Tuesday,
TO LET- Three tenements from 4 to 19 I)ec 17-18—afternoons—any seat for
rooms. Inquire at 201 MAIN KT.
144-tf a quarter. Evenings down stairs 35
TO LET—Five room house, Grove 8t. and 7

PHONT T.83 M

Sitaated oa a baaatifal park
Displaying an enaerable of palms and
tropical plants, overlooking Lake
Worth with a view of Folia Beach oa
the opposite shore.
216 rooms—each with private bath .. k
European Flan . . . Moderate rates
.. . electric heat in all rooms.
Open all Year
* HF.NRY J DYNES. Urr.

cents—balcony 25 cents.—adv.

room house with garage, Hill and Rankin Sts.
ERNEST C. DAVIS.
114 tf
Bowl at Carr's Alleys to q
TO LET—-Two garages, $5.99 month. Rents
of all kinds promptly available. V. F. STUD- for the roll off Dec. 13 at 8.30 s
LEY, 69 Park St.
HVtf
HO-
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Christmas Specials

fi

*

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

In addition to personal notes recording de
Mrs. Ensign Otis and Miss Marcia'
partures and arrivals, this department eape-j w Po-aou
DAo»n«
daily desires information of social happen-!
^arue11
>esterda> for Boston
Ings. parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by where they will be for the remainder
mail or telephone will be'gladly received.
| of the week.
TELEPHONE ....... ..... _.................. ............. 770

Tlie I'niversallst Mission Circle
will lie entertained tomorrow at the
home of Mrs. H. P. Blodgett, with
luncheon at 12.30. followed by sewing
and the usual devotional and busi
ness meeting of the society.

The B.WZJ. class of the Baptist
Sunday School met last Wednesday
evening at the home of Miss Beulah
Callahan. Grove street. Including
one visitor there were nine present.
After the regular business meeting
games were played and the girls
passed a most enjoyable evening. Re
freshments were served.

Only 95c
Tlic.-e are wonderful ! 31 inches high. Just tall
enough to come coiriTortaMy to the arm of your
easy chair. They won't tip over because they are
made entirely of heavy wrought metal The base
and .standard, in an unusual design are finished
in dull'green and gold and the unique shell shaped
ash receiver is delightfully enamelled in lose color.

Only $1.25
A 31-inch smoker of metal charmingly finished in
rose and gold. The bird design illustrated is most
unusual. Note the enamelled ash receiver and the

cleverly placed match box.

For Him
$7.50
Correctly fashioned to suit
the modern home, wc rec
ommend gifts like this for
a man.

Others 2 50, $3.95, $5.50

MF
A Novel Smoker
The designer who fashioned this smoker
thought of convenience as we’.l as style.
Note the large size cabinet. A saving at

$12.50
Just $1.00 opens an account at this
store.

Open .in account n .w

Rockland, Me.
I® Al the Si8n of
tNorlh National Bank

We Solicit
Your Business!
The NORTH National has been serving the people
of Rockland and community for 74 years.

1928
Checking Accounts
Savinfes Accounts four per cent
Safe Deposit Boxes $3.00 per year
Investments

Resources
$2,873,000.00

Foot of Limerock Street

North National Bank

PARK

Home of Paramount Picture!

A PUBLIX THEATRE

TODAY

“COMPANIONATE MARRIAGE”
with Betty Bronson, Alec B. Francis
By Judge Ben B. Lindsey

WEDNESDAY

ONLY

BLINDFOLD
LOIS MORAN
GEORGE O’BRIAN

"BLINDFOLD'
Will Open
Your Eyes in
Amazement

Story by
.CHARLES FRANCIS COE/

Mrs. Llzette Emery
Mezzo-soprano—The Birds Go North Again
t ...... ............................... " (llehy
Mrs. Lorita Bicknell
(substituting for Mrs. Bernice Wolcott)
Reading—Caldwells of Springfield ..............
.......................................... author unknown
............ "Mrii. Helen Wentworth
Contralto Look Off, Pear Love ..... Bruestead
Mrs. Marston
Soprano—La Scranata ...................... ••■•••• To"u
Her Blanket (Indian) ........... Lteurance
'Mrs. June Creighton
(substituting for Mrs. Kathleen O'Hara)

Miss Alcada Hail. Mrs. Faith Berry,
Mrs. Nettie Averill and Miss Marga
ret Stahl arted as accompanists. A
program devoted to "Yulctide will
be given at the next meeting. Friday,
Dec 21, with Miss Alice Erskino in
charge Those snhedulcd to appear
are Miss Lucy Marsh, Mrs. Lorita
Bicknell. Mrs. Hewett and Mrs. Con
stantine in vocal solos. Mrs. Vcazic
and Mrs. Morgan in duets. Mrs. Ethel
Hayden and Mrs. Beta Robinson in
piano solos. The chorus will also sing
Christmas carols.

Miss Bicknell has more varieties
Christmas cards than Heinz has
pickles. If you cant find some
please you. you are very fussy.
Knox street.—adv.

With

MARIA ALBA
EARLE FOXE

SENNETT
COMEDY
PARAMOUNT
NEWS

THURS.-LEW CODY, AILEEN PRINGLE in ‘ BABY CYCLONE"
FIVE ACTS KEITH VAUDEVILLE

Miss Frances March is at Hebron
Sanitorium where she will be pleased
to hear from friends.

Mr. and Mrs. William Talbot have
returned to Boston after a visit with
Mrs. David Talbot. They were ac
Mrs. George Reed left Saturday companied by Mrs. Talbot who is
for New York to Join her husband, his their guest until the latter part of
ship the V.S.S. Texas having been the week.
recently transferred to that port. Mrs.
Commander C. F. Snow, who lias
Reed will probably be gone until
been housed with a severe attack of
after Christmas.
the grippe, is able to be out again,
Members of the Methebesec Club and is receiving a warm welcome
are invited to attend a Christmas from his many friends.
party to be given at Grand Army hall
Winston Fificld. who lias been em
Friday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock. A
program appropriate to the season ployed in Boston is at the home of
will be presented under the direction Mrs. Addle Strout, Granite street
of Mrs. Alice Karl. Members of the until Dec. 20, when he goes to Palm
club are requested to respond to the Beach to wopk at The Breakers.
roll call with an item pertaining fo
Mrs. C. F. Snow arrived home
Christmas.
Saturday from Indianapolis where
Mrs. Wilbur Cross entertains the she attended tlie convention of dis
trict presidents of the American Le
Chapin Class this evening.
gion Auxiliary.
Miss Eleanor Bird who came home
Alice Snow is confined to her home
from Miss Wheelock's Kindergarten
Training School for the Thanksgiving with tonsillitis.
recess is remaining for a longer stay
Mrs. Harold Coombs who has been
due to medical 'attention.
confined to her home the past ten
Dr. C. B. Popplestonc of Swan's days with grippe is able to be out
Island was the weekend guest of Mr. again.
and Mrs. Basil Stinson.
H. H. Flint and son William were
Mrs. Charles Sheldon who recently in Portland the latter part of the
underwent a surgical operation at | week on business.
Knox Hospital is at her home on Ma- j
sonic street, where she is convaics- . The Junior Harmony Club will hold
Its regular meeting tomorrow evening
cing in a satisfactory manner.
at the BPW rooms at 7 o'clock.
George W. Gay, the popular man
ager of F. W. Woolwortli Co.'s local | A new entry at the Rockland Com
store, combined business and pleas mercial College is Miss Bessie Woodfi
ure one evening last week when lie worth of North Haven.
entertained 34 of the young women
Mrs. Amelia McIntosh has closed
in liis employ at the store, the social
hour preceded by a talk and instruc her house on Prospect street and
tions relative to handling the busi taken one of O. S. Duncan's apart
ness during the Christmas rush. Ices, ment for the winter.
cake and fancy crackers were served.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Pendexter
Mrs. C. F. Milburn who has been have returned home from three
the guest of her sister Mrs. C. M. weeks' vacation spent with Mr. and
Havener at The Highlands left yes Mrs. Harry Wallace in La Salle, III.
terday for her home in Lynn, Mass.
The members of Golden Rod chap
The program of the Harmony Club I ter. O.E.S., are requested to attend
fi last Wednesday was rather depleted j the funeral of their late brother Ed
owing to illness among those sched- j win H. Maxey Wednesday afternoon
uled to take part. However , the at 2 o'clock from his late residence.
members present were delighted with
In connection with the Million dol
the piano solos contributed by Miss
Katherine Creighton and vocal num lar campaign of the Newton Theolog
bers by Miss Mildred Demmons, both ical Institution there was held last
Friday a conference to further the
of Thonjaston.
Helen Barrett Montgomery Chair of
There will be a bridge party this Missions, the gift of the women of
evening at Grand Army Hall under the Baptist denomination, who are
the auspices of the auxiliary of Sons raising $100,000 for that purpose.
of Union Veterans, with Mrs. Evie Mrsfl. Everett C. Herrick, wife of
President Herrick, is chairman of
Perry in charge.
the organization. Mrs. Montgomery,
The Neighborhood Club was enter whose name is given to the chair
tained Thursday afternoon by Mrs. and who is among the most noted of
the Baptist missionary forces, was
A. T. Low and Mrs. Walter Low.
tlie chief speaker at the conference.
Mrs. Katherine Thompson has re Mrs. Herrick was hostess at a lunch
fi turned from Brookline, Mass., where eon given at the president's house,
she has been the guest for several and this was followed later by a tea
weeks of her daughter. Miss Albertha served to 123 guests, among them
being Mrs. Gertrude llsley Padelford,
Thompson.
a former teacher in the Rockland
"Has Maine tlie Initiative and ref High School, Mrs. W. O. Fuller, Mrs.
erendum like Western States? How Benjamin P. Browne. Mrs. A. S. Snow
many constitutions has Maine had? Miss Mabel Snow and Miss Edtt
How can the constitution be Knowlton. Mrs. Fuller and Mrs.
changed? Would it be wise for Maine Padelford poured.
and Louisiana to exchange constitu
BROWN-RUSS
tions? Why or why not?” Civics
lesson for Educational Club picnic
Howard H. Brown and Mrs. Lucy
Thursday at Winifred Horton’s, Ce
dar street, with music and speakers. E. Russ were united in marriage at
the Baptist parsonage Saturday eve
The regular meeting of the Rubin
stein Club Friday afternoon was at ning. the ceremony being performed
tended by 62 members and 10 guests by Rev. J. Charles MacDonald. The
who listened to an enjoyable program couple were unattended. Mr. Brown
presented under tlie direction of Mrs. has been in the employ of the I. L.
Edna French.
Snow Co. the past 12 years. The bride
Contralto- Koreottcn ................. ~....... •• Cowles
is a former resident of 'tStoningrton,
Hushccn ...........-........ —..... .'ccdlwm
Mrs. Kathleen Marston
and lias made her home in this city
(substituting for Mrs. Beulah Ames)
for seven years, having recently been
I’iano—Slumber Song ........................... Serin
employed at the Peoples' Laundry.
’Mrs. Florence 'McMillan
Mezzo-soprano—Post Know ................. Rotoll
Mr. and Mrs. Brown will reside at
Mrs. Marvon Benner
15 Dunton avenue, and will be fol
(substituting for Mrs. Lydia Stored
Violin- -Mazurka ............................... Mlynarslil lowed to their new liome by tlie hest
Cradle Song ................................. Houser wishes of a large circle of friends.

Rockland, Main©
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“Annapolis"—great Naval Acade
my picture — lotta romance — lotta
speed-swift action — midshipman
honor — sizzling scraps — beautiful
girls and real he-men at popular
prices—All for baseball in Rockland.
Strand Theatre. Monday-Tuesday.
Dee 17-18—afternoons—any seat for
a quarter. Evenings down stairs 35 ,

cents—balcony 25 cents.—adv.

“Christmas”

Miss Beulah Callahan is ill at her
home, Grove street with scarlet fever.

The Christmas Season is a gay one
in Boston—and The VENDOME a
pleasant hotel at which to stop. Lo
cated just off Copley Square and near
the shopping centers.

Whether or no Rockland is to have
a baseball team next summer depends
largeyy on the attendance at thenat
ture "Annapolis" which is to be pre
sented next Monday-Tuesday at
Strand Theatre at regular prices.
This is a big picture with big stars
and its success can bring baseball
nearer for 1929. Buy your ticket
now.—adv.
Patchwork pieces, percales, prints,
sateens, broadcloths and rayons. As
sorted in pound bundles. 25 cents per
pound. Basement Dept. Fuller-CobbDavls.—adv.
135-tf

The Outstanding Day of Our Calendar Year
This day has been so commercialized that it has lost much of its real meaning except
the “JOY DERIVED FROM GIVING.”

Following our usual custom of making our early selection jof choice merchandise
in every department, suitable and appropriate for gift giving, are now on display at
reasonable prices. We have done our part—and now we solicit your patronage.

Little Things Noticed cn a Stroll Through Our Store
Initialed Handkerchiefs

Lavendar and Old Lace

No matter what the initial, yon can find it in our
handkerchief department. Women’s sheer linen with
beautiful applique edge perforated initial, 25c each.

comes repeatedly to mind when one sees these sweet
little sachets, in dainty filmy fabrics—in delightful
combinations of odors—Lavender flower scents that
bring us the remembrance of our grandmothers’ linen
closet, and bureau drawers—tKoap Sachet. Violet
Waters; all hark hack i ver almost forgotten days.

Men's two toned initial—white semi sheer linen, with
shadow line of black outlining tire letter. Very at
tractive, in style and quality at $1.00.

Gay—Gayer—Gayest

Are these beautiful corsage bouquets in all the com
binations of colors and flower-like rcp’.icas of tlie
sweetest things that grow. 50c. 75c. 93c. $1.50.

Col

ored glass flower holders and modernistic flower pots

Nor a little brown bulb that holds in its heart a
blooming plant. ' >yr china bulb bowls holding three
bulbs, 50c.

which make tlie Christm is plant so much more beau

tiful.

Intimate Gifts of
Infinite Charm
From a creamy lace-yoked nightgown to trimly tail
ored pajamas is a -wide range of choice, but no less
wide is the range cf a lady’s taste. The fern in ne pre
rogative to change one’s mind, to wish one day for til
laciest of gowns and the next for the jauntiest of pa
jamas. is delightfully anticipated in tlie lingerie illus

trated here, very moderately priced and happily
planned to bring “Ohs” nnd “Alls” of rapture from fair
recipients as packages are opened Christmas morning.

Tip Toe

Who Cares About the Weather?

down tlie stairs on Christinas morning, the little feet
that are warmly glad in Bunny Slumber Suits, witli
the Bunny on the pocket smiling his anticipation of
the coming event.

If one has a pair of rainproof stockings, or
these gossamer weight sandal rubbers in
rubber bag. so small < ne can carry them
handbag or pocket.
Weigh only two and
ounces, in tan and black at 75c.

a pair of
a dainty
in one's
one-half

A Brilliant Performance

To Go With Good Havanas

in the matter of polishing one’s nails, is so easily
achieved with one of these miniature manicure sets
at 50c. or with the regulation rolls from $1.00 to $7.50.
Nail polish liquid and powder, all good kinds.

Mannish styled ash trays, copper, glass and china,
smoking cabinet in mahogany—leather cigarette and
cigar eases, silver and gilt cigarette buxe s—prices to
please one’s price.

Dark Shadows

Bye, Bye, Baby Bunting

behind tlie nursery crib move terrors when a favor
ite animal sits near. Here is a fat yellow duck, with
a green felt coat, a soft furry tabby cat, an amiable
and faithful dog, and a sagacious and comforting
elephant.

From the baby whose stocking is hung up lor the
first time, to the nearly grown-up young lady in her
rutiled party frock, young sous and daughters, small
nephews and nieces, are our most important consider
ations at Christmas time. In our Balcony are all the
things that make them happiest. For Iwiby, softest
wrapping shawls, carriage rov< rs of crepe de chine,
of quilted silk, little hand-made sicques and bonnets;
wicker scales for tlie nursery, ami all the things for
the baby’s toilette; I rocks and suits and bewitching
woolly play suits for little boys and girls—

•

Empires May Rise and Fall—
But Dolls Go On Forever
Two lovely Flapper Dolls at 50c.

Baby dolls fully dressed, 15 inch, correspondingly fat
at $5.00.

Battles are delicious
And blocks are lovely Sup—
They have a lot < f corners But —
We hope to eat them up.

Nineteen inch fully dressed, satisfyingly pretty. $2.00.

*

Balls make lovely licking.

From Our Antiqe Shop

And chewing dolls is fun.

And Bunny-Fuzz Is comforting,
Down inside of oiv.

A delightful gift for a until in with a colonial house,
or indeed for anyone win, appreciates the charm of
old fashioned tilings. The lady and gentleman in -.ills
pair of daguerreotypes gaze cut from their round
wood frames witli unatsonlshcd eyes
on u modern
world.

We like our lovely presents,
Our rattles, dolls and drums,
But nothing’s quite as t • t y as.

Our little Christmas thumbs.

for whatevi r is smartest and newest such
feminine vagaries can be gratifledd in an in
stant by a gift chosen from our collections of
toilet waters and perfumes.

fi

Needles and I’ins -

A Penchant for Certain
Delicious French Scents—

Needles and I’ins
But your troubles won't begin if vou buy somebody

one of our lovely needle books, in a leather ease. 25c
to $2.50.

Hus there ever been a wo;
i who has not fer
vently prayed that there be it least one pair of
stockings among her unop m 1 Christmas gifts?
There is nothing more univei silly welcome than
the gift of hosiery and ou: hew “Christmas col

The New

Stockings

lections include a fascinat . : variety. Hun
dreds of intriguing shades a: . i During new pat
terns, destined to delight th
ubtlest feminine
tastes, are included in our
o; tment. unusual
ly large this si ison.

$

A Gay Group of Handkerchiefs

Colored georgette handkerchief, lace insertion
nnd edge, embroidered corners. $1.00 and $1.50.

lOOTtf

Mighty Like a Rose

None But God Can Make a Tree

Owl’s Head Town Hall

WEDNESDAY NIGHT

'for the traveler are the lotions and perfumes in the
three bottle cases that are just in.

Are the rainbow colored organdie boudoir pillows,
combinations that beautify and match any girl’s room,
bed. or chaise lounge. $1.95.

at

EVERY

Safe and Sound

Men’s white linen handkerchiefs, splendid quality,
new style type of letter at 25c.

A gay little French linen handkerchief with hand
rolled hem, block printed design.
Very sheer or medium weight linen handker
chief with tiny border of hemstitching, 6 for 90c.
All-round handkerchief of fine white linen, spoke
stitching, hemstitched border. 25c.
Sheer linen handkerchief with double row of
fancy revere stitching, hand rolled hem. 50c.
Hand embroidered handkerchief of sheer linen
with Appenzell open work initial, 50c.
Printed linen handkerchief with embroidery and
hand roiled hem. 50c.
To match each dress—a gaily colored or white
linen handkerchief with open work. 50c.

DANCE

fi

10.

12.
13.

Block printed linen h; n lkerchi f with hem
stitched edge and embroid red cornel. »0c.
Printed chiffon handkerchi. f in a ve.
popular
large siie with picot edge. 75 .
Dirge crepe, chiffon or silk \ ie hand'..erehief in
pastel shades, ecru lace. $2.2,'..
Charming block printed handk
hief. many col
ors. embroidery and hand rolled he. a. 25c. 50c
Sachet scented gift folder for handker hiefs, l and
tinted, with envelope for mailing. 5 tents.

Men’s lounging robes make a very useful gift
to $20.00.

F9.75

Bed wool coats for girls, boys. men. and ' nen. ma iufnetured by .1, A. Brewster, Camden Main .
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CHRISTMAS SEAL SALE
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Strong Organization Has Been Formed In Knox County To

JANDER$<&

Bring About Desired Result

1

The 1928 Christmas Health Seal
Sale is fully launched in Knox
County and committee members
J
throughout this section are busy
making plans, appointing sub-com
mittees. selling seals, etc. During
the year more than 400 tuberculous
patients have received examination
Hershey. Now you know you get the diagnosis, and advice from competent
P>“* su«ilr
>'our Hershey's choeo- specialists in attendance at the se
ries of chest (lung) clinics held unlate, don’t you?
,
,, . , , .
What other old friends have we
here? oh yes cluett & Peabody
have a shirt and collar factory just a
1Q2O
nice motor ride away And here we
are, Eleischmann’s <Yeast Plant.
Sounds like Cincinnati. And more
old churches and “cathedrals.” The
oj(| Spanish here must have spent a
iot of time in church. They didn’t
seem lo get much good out of it, for
they were a bitterly cruel bunch and
after the Maine was blown up we had
to c< me down here in 1898 and tell old
Gen. Weyler that cruelties must stop.

-j-

Havana, Cuba. 1
My last trip to Cuba was in No.
, ,,
vember 192b, on mv way to Panama.
the canal, and Los Angeles. The hur-|
rlcane had been just ahead of me, j
about five weeks ahead, and this was
the blow that partly wrecked Miami.
When we cast anchor in the harbor
in the early morning and looked about
we counted 23 sunken ships of various sizes from large steamers to fish- j
ing smacks, lying all around us. Here '
was a smoke stack of a large steamer just sticking above the water,
lipped at an angle; over there, two

ma«t« »i another steamer and the He was seven Neroes rolled Into one^
crow's r.est just above the water.
Wrecks everywhere Looking ashore
we saw large warehouses with the
roofs smashed down; dozens of buildings crushed; more dozens of roofs
blown entirely off; trees uprooted,
along every street.
’
And now, just about two years later,
not a sign that they had ever had a
blow here at all. These tropical cities
clways seem to make a tremendously ’
< ni< k •'ome back. But go up t >
charleston, S. C., and you will still
f.nd many cracked old buildings that
were ruined in an earthquake 45
years ago, ar.d have never been re
paired.

( uba is really a gem. Of course it
•*
is hot for a northerner, but if you are
rareful and* dress properly, and keep
in the shade, you will always be camforiahle. People take their time here
as they do in all warm countries.
They have to. 1 hey would burn up
il they didn t. It is hard for a Northci nor to quickly adjust himself when
lie hits into one of these warm coun
tries. and at first he is impatient, ir
ritable and annoyed at the slow move
ments of the people he comes in con
tact with in trying to transact busi
ness. But after a few day's the ad
justment is automatic, and without
realizing it you fint\ yourself taking
your time, taking it easy, making no
quick movements, dreaming a lot, and
letting everything go “until tomor
row.’
On world tours they repeatedly
warn the tourists when in Arabia.
India, or other hot countries, “not to
hurry.” “Take your time, relax, take
it easy, don't rtish,” is dinned into
your ears by everyone in authority
who feels responsible for your wel
fare and pleasure. The old timers
understand it. hut the green tourist
a ways wants to rush here and there
and everywhere, and if there were Wo
churches in a town and he saw only
4S he would imagine he had been
cheated in some way if he didn't rush
lo see the other two before the boat
or train left
You can t do it in Cuba, Panama,
Honolulu, Arabia. Egypt, India, the
Philippines, or any part of Central
America. And there are probably
dozens of other places that I just can't
think of at this moment.

yull chap, and books that have been

written about his rule of this country
hefi re the Spanish war reveal conditions that are almost beyond belief,
* * • *
Here we see a river that disappears
jn^ the ground. I forget the name.
n won't matter, anyway. And. to
things, the water supply of
t|ie eity of Havana shoots out of the
ground.
Called
Vento
Springs.
Wonder if it is the water of the same
river that shoots into the ground?
Who cares, anyway?
Look at the royal palms growing
wild in groves. Think of it Those
trees transplanted in Florida, would
l>e worth $100 each. Maybe more.
(I They
use them
i 1117 imv
uir-iii in Miami to decorate
private estates boulevards; heautifuj gardens.
gaiTlens. Try and find one 100
I miies north of Miami. They won’
grow.
I Tomorrow we will talk of the clubs.
the races, the theatres, the cigar fac. tories and Havana tobacco.
______________

And so we take our lime. There are
many tilings to see and enjoy. Things
that have an especial appeal to an
American. First we might mention
Sloppy Joe's famous bar on the
“Prado.” which is the “Main" street.
Not a very pretty name, but a famous
bar for American cocktai’s and other
drinks. Joe is an American.
Did you know that vhen you eat
a bar of Hershey’s chocolate, that
Hershey, of Hershey, Penn., I’.S.A..
also has a city, a railroad and a sugar
plantation here? Hershey has some
of Qie finest sugar mills in Cuba. He
owns the Hershey Cuban Railway
(electric), and one hour’s ride from
Havana is “Sugar Town." where the
mills are. and the town is owned by

GOODBYE LAMPS !
Swan’s Island Will Not Hide
Light Under Bushel Much
Longer
Provision for the electric lighting
of the town of Swan’s Island is made
by a decree issued Saturday by the
Public Utilities Commission grant
ing permission to Linwood M. Jellison
of that town to furnish electric «ervive for lighting, heating, manufac
turing. power and mechanical pur
poses on the island, which contains
the villages of Swan's Island, Atlan
tic and Minturn.
The Commission in its decree says
that the town is not supplied with
electric service by any person, firm
or corporation. “The charter of the
Bangor-Hydro-Electric
Company,
however, gives that company the
right to serve this town. The repre
sentative of the Bangor Hydro-Elec
tric Company advised the Commis
sion at the hearing that an investi
gation, with a view to serving said
town, 'had been made by the com
pany hut the cost of laying a cable
to the island would make the cost of
service to the customers prohibitive.”

Whether or no Rockland is to have
a baseball team next summer depends
largely on the attendance at the pic
ture "Annapolis" which is to lie pre
sented next Monday-Tuesday at
Strand Theatre at regular prices.
This is a big picture with big stars
and its success can bring baseball
nearer for 1929. Buy your ticket
now.—adv.

der the auspices of the Maine Public
Health Association and financed by
funds raised in the 1927 seal sale.
In addition to the clinics, money
derived from the sale cf seals and
bonds throughout Maine helps to
maintain 21 public health nurses in
the State; finances dental clinics in
various communities; pays for much
preventive work for tuberculosis:
helps prepare patients for home and
sanatorium treatment; assists with
work of child health education direc
tor: and aids financially in organ
izing health activities in new fields.
Surely every thinking man. woman
and child in Knox County desires to
help in this worthwhile work.

MOVIEJ

PARK THEATRE
Today will be your last opportunity
to see "Companionate Marriage.”
featuring Betty Bronson and Alee
Francis.
There are so many good points
about “Blindfold,’ which will be
shown at the Park Wednesday that
it’s hard to begin a review.
The story is by thot excellent teller
of
contemporary
crime
stories,
Charles prancis Coe, who wrote “Me,
Gangster," "The River Pirate” and
others, while the cast reads like Holywood's bluebook. Lois~Moran. who
came to public attention in “Stella
Dallas" and has been rising ever since,
heads the list. George O’Brien, of
“Sunrise’ fame, appears opposite.
Others are Earle Foxe, Maria Alba.
Dun Terry and Fritz Field. In chief
character roles will he found Craufurd Kent. Robert Homans, John
Kelly and Andy Clyde.—adv.

STRAND THEATRE
• .Masks of the Devil” depicting ro
mance in tlie world’s most romantic
city, Vienna, featuring John Gilbert
completes its run today.
For Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday comes "Lilac Time,” in which
Colleen Moore is starred, with Gary
Cooper opposite. Adapted from the
celebrated stage play ‘ Lilac Time” is
the story of a little French girl who
grows from childhood to young wom
anhood under the shadow of the
world war.
She lives with her
grandparents in a village near the
allied front through which day by
day troops pass on their way to the
front. She Jokes with them and she
sorrows with them. All of the drama,
the pathos of a girl caught in the
maelstrom of the great Ponflict, is
said to be admirably depicted by Miss
Moore, who, as Jeannine. reaches
dramatic heights that far outshine
any ro’e of her career. Gary Cooper,
a comparative newcomer to the films,
handles the chief supporting .role.—
adv.

A new method of selling seals is
being tried out in a few representa
tive towns and cities of the State, and
Union is one of the towns trying the
experiment. Seals are being sent to
the residents of L:nion by mail with
a letter explaining the work. Mrs.
W. E. Haskell and Dr. H. H. Plumer
are the able committee, and the re
sults are being watched with much
Interest. This method has been used
in many other states, but has never
been employed in Maine until this,,
year to any great extent.
j
Following is a list of chairmen for ,
Knox County: ,
IJ
Appleton—Principal John Schrae- i

??

der.

•i-V.1**

Camden—Supt. Charles E: Lord
and Mrs' T. J. French.
Cushing—Supt. Frank L. Morse.
Hope—Mrs. Ruth Morse.
Lsle an Haut—Mrs. Elizabeth Rich
and Mrs. Addle Rogers.
North Haven—Mrs. Anna B. Bev
erage.
Rockland—Miss Ellen Cochran.
Rockport—Miss Elizabeth Rolfe.
Rockville—Mrs. Lura Whalen.
West Rockport—Miss Davis, teach
er.
Thomaston—Mrs. Marie Singer and
Miss Blanche Henry.
I'nion—Mrs. W. E. Haskell and Dr
H. H. Plumer.
Vinalhaven—Supt. E. A. Smaliev.
Warren—Supt. F. D. Rowe and
Mrs. Dana Smith.
Washington — Principal Leander
Neal.
Friendship — Principal
Donald
Knapp and Supt. Frank L. Morse.
Owl's Head—Supt. Frank L. Morse. !
South Thomaston—Supt. Frank L.
Morse.
St. George—Supt. Frank 'L. Morse
Special mention should be mad," of |
Owl's Head owing to the fact that
last year it was one of the towns on ,
the honor roll, having a per capita gT
seal sale of .131 cents. It was the
onlv town in Knox County to qualify

ii\

Bring the Kiddies to the Store
And now we open our wonderland of toys ! Everything is In readi*
ness and we want you to see our savings on excellent toys this sea
son. These featured here are only representative of the hundreds of
other suggestions that await you. Bring the children early.

Scooters
Here’s
a
real
thriller for the ac
tive
child,
A
value at—

$3.95

y
y

are required by the
well-dressed man

Clarence E. Daniels

-- -- -- -- -

CLARENCE E. DANIELS

Tricycles
A fine assortment.

A real sled that steers—just
what any girl or h y would
choose. Take advantage of this
low one-dav price. Each one is
guaranteed to l ist !

Well made and beautifully fin
ished to last! All have ruhhe
tired wheels and are easy run
ning.
The -quaitiity is limit 4
so choose now for Christmas eve
delivery.

$6.75

“A MEDIUM WINTER"

Says Biddeford Weather Prox
Io
phet Who Hit It Right Last y
Year.
J?
Charles Rhodes of Biddeford, oper
ator of a car on the Biddeford & Saco
Street Railway—the only street car
line in New England with a five cent
fare—who
acquired
considerable
fame as an amateur weather fore
caster. not only <n his home town but
throughout New England as the resuit of a prediction he made in the
Boston Globe late in the fall of 1927,
that the winter would »>e mild, with
little snow, has just released the fore
cast for the coming winter.
The weather bulletin issued by Mr.
Rhodes in brief is as follows:
“The winter will he more severe
than a year ago. There will be more
snow than last season; more storms
of the blizzard type, and the ther
mometer will register lower tempera
tures, but it will not he what downEaster's call an ‘old-fashioned win
ter’ with the snow drifting to the
eaves of century-old farmhouses in
the rural districts, and the mercury
dropping almost out of sight. There
will he mornings, however, when the
glass will register 30 or more below,
but these record-breaking stunts will
occur only at intervals. I should say
that a ‘medium' winter would cover it.

Give a Doll
Well dr ssed dolls
—18 inch si :e now
priced at onlv—

Tool Kit

95c

r

Get this chest for
his Christmas gift
while our prices
are low. At—

S’

$2.49

Rockers
Comfortable, stur
dy rockers that
will last a long
time—

$1.95

■
*
|

Wagons

'
I
I

E isy running
coaster wagons
with rubber tired
wheels, at only—

$3.95

Buy
Christmas
Gifts
This Year
at
"The
Friendly
Store”

Doll Carriages
$3.95

Table - Chairs
$4.95

Just one to a customer at th's
extra special Christmas sav
ing,! - Note
the
adjustable
hood, the rubber tired wheels.
See them on our floors early.

Here is a Rift that will affor I
many hours of amusewont an 1
pleasure. You have your choice
of finishes, relight the heart of
your child with a set Ilke-This.

itrnitubb company
Rockland

283 Main Street

••»•

“I am not the type of prognosti
cators ,if you know what I mean, who
claims to always forecast right, al
JONES-WHITE BILL
though I have been fairly successful
thus far in my predictions. Last
’Egg production, hatehabie eggs
spring I announced that the summer Believed That It Will Mean
and the health of the farm poultry
would be hotter than usual. In the
Success of the Privately
lock iti tile Winter often depend upon
early part of the sason. when the days
the amount of direct sunshine to
were unusually cool for the time of
Owned Lines
which the birds are exposed. Sunyear, some of my associates on the
ieht that has passed through orditrolley road were inclined to make
A shaft of uptimixm was shot Sun
nary window glass is not effective.
fun of my forecast, but when the.
day through the Shipping Board’s
quicksilver began to climb to the top
of the thermometer, some of the reg picture of t’ue operations of the
istrations being the highest in a num American Merchant Marine during
ber of years, the scoffers were forced the year.
to adnait that I knew my weather.
With the nation’s shipping in a
The forecast made a year ago, that comparatively low state, the board
the winter weather would he warmer manifested assurance in its annual
than usual, with less snow, was based report over the prospects for success
on the fact that the North star hung ful privately owned lines through the
low. Mr. Rhodes has made a study provisions of the Jones-White Mer
of the planets since he attended high chant Marine Acl passed last spring.
:ZTschool, and from his observations he
?/)/(
The Board predicted that consider
I .-4 Mb
has become satisfied that anyone who able new construction of merchant
is able to read tlie heavenly bodies vessels would he gotten under way
aright can foretell the weather with during the coming year as a result of
considerable accuracy.
the passage of tlie act increasing tlie
• * * *
Construction loan fund, providing lib
For his own benefit he coined the eral terms for loans and means by
following couplet about the North which ship operators have obtained
’f,
Star, which was given publicity for valuable mall carrying contracts.
the first time in the Globe last year:
"Tlie new measure gives every rea
sonable indication of accomplishing
When the North Star hangs low,
the three main purposes for which it
The Winter will be shy of snow.
He had another, never before pub was enacted, namely, to assist in the
lished. which he says may prove of development of the American Mer
value to those who wish to have some chant Marine generally, to aid in inidea of what the winter weather is "to lcr<‘u’,i"K the foreign commerce of the
%
United States, and to facilitate the
he in advance:
transfer of the government s war1 n
When the North Star rides high in the built fleet and established services to
sky
private ownership." the report said.
Winter will be rough, with snow piled
Declaring that the American ship
high.
For Mothers
ping industry cannot stand still the
F
As far as he is able to observe the report said that for every ocean go
North Star Is not unusually high, ing ship laid in this country, 50 are
Christmas
neither is it unusually low this year, laid in England. 10 in Germany, five
and that is one of his reason for fore in France and Italy each, and four in
mODAY the well-dressed man needs
casting a winter with weather "be Japan.
1 a sturdy and convenient wrist watch
a gilt thatz perhaps, she has
twixt and between,” neither exces
Total loss in operations and vessels
for business and sport and a modish,
sively mild nor conspicuous from lack laid up during tlie fiscal year, ending
always desired — a modern
thin-model pocket watch for formal
of snow.
June 30. amounted to $17,391,000. in
diamond ring of latest style
dress. Fashion demands two watches
He admits, however, that he is not'eluding the loss of the United States
in
popular
Traub
Orange
guided altogether in foretelling the! Lines of $465,000. compared with the
just as surely as it demands two forma
weather by the stars. He is keeping net profit of $371,000 during 1927.
Blossom. Make this a long
of attire.
some of his secrets under his hat for
Exclusive of the loss of the United
remembered Christmas (or
We have a wide variety of both Wal
the reason, he says, that if he gave States Lines, tlie net loss for cargo
Mother by this expression of
them all away anyone could become | and combined passenger and cargo
tham Pocket Watches and Waltham
as weatherwise and he would lose his services for voyages and inactive vesyour enduring love and
M rist Watches. The name Waltham hag
prestige as a prophet.
I sels amounted to $16,926,000, which is
thoughtfulness.
already sold twenty-five million watch
---------------------a reduction of $1,364,000 from the 1927
es. Whether you select a wrist watch or
“Annapolis"—great Naval Acade- i figure,
a pocket watch for your second watch,
my picture — lotta romance — iotta' The report attributed the losses
demand the accuracy that this name
sfieed-swift action — midshipman partly to increased cost in preparing
JEWELER
honor — sizzling scraps — beautifyl tlie vessels for service, compared with
has made famous for nearly a century.
Rockland ' girls and real he-men at popular similar costs in previous years, and
Sign of the Big Clock
prices—All for baseball in Rockland, to the fact that there was not as great
Strand Theatre, Monday-Tuesday, a demand for American bottoms in
Dee 17-18—afternoons—any seat for the cotton and grain export trade. It
JEWELER
a quarter. Evenings down stairs 3 pointed out. however, that the year's
ROCKLAND
SIGN OF THE BIG CLOCK
business showed an improvement in
IL 1 cents—‘balcony 25 cents.—adv.

TWO Watches

Steel Runners
$1.95

Sturdy Autos
$6.69

the West Branch of the Penobscot
cargo tonnage and revenues in 1928,
KATAHDIN'S HEIGHT
river was in progress another de
compared with 1926, there being
___
termination was made. This was not
1,783.000 more tons carried the past .
.. ,
,
£ ..
.
year with increased revenue of $12,- Latest Method ot Mountain I one of the objects of the survey hot
I it was found that It could tie done
.>38,000. compared with tonnage and
Measuring Shows It To Be j from the survey line without a great
revenues cf 1926.
deal of extra work, and the elevation
During the past year the Shipping
5268 Feet
was determined by observations of j
Hoard sold 67 vessels, of which 4
were in established lines on the Pa
Tlie top of Mount Katahdin is ihe azimuth and vertical angle to a
eille and Atlantic coast operating in 3,268 feet above mean sea level, ac chosen point on the mountain from
several of the regular transit points
foreign trade. The aggregate sale
price of the vessels amounted to cording Io the latest method of on the line of th^ survey. The aver
age elevation obtained then was
$6.059203. and the aggregate dead-1 mountain measuring,
weight tonnage was $534,004. On j “During the field season of 1927 a 5.273 feet, or seven feet higher than
June 30. however, the board still had ,jne o£ gpjrjt levels was run to the Dr. Fernald's figure. The figure
758 vessels, of which 253 were in
. ..
..... 5.273 has been in general use for the
,
, ... , ,,
i top of the mountain, remarks M. ii. past 20 years.”
active operation and aOo laid up.
j
Gross revenue of the United States - Ktackpole. engineerof the water reLines far the fiscal year 1928 amount- ; sources division of the Public UtillHave you bought your ticket yet to
lies Commission, in his biennial recd to $16,266,000 compared with $16
"Annapolis?" It is the big Naval
port,
"and
the
result
was
5.268
feet
675,000 in 1927.
Academy romance picture to he
The board urged the passage of a above mean sea level. This latter
shown at the Strand Monday and
bill adopting tlie hoard’s codification determination is undoubtedly the only
Tuesday—a great feature and every
of navigation laws. legislation look one based entirely on direct levelling
admission will help baseball in Rock
ing to tlie adoption of The Hague and the result obtained can be con
land.—adv.
rules governing ships in foreign trade, sidered final," he says.
"Walter Weils mentions 5.385 feet .
and tlie passage of a measure before
the forthcoming International Con above mean sea level in his report on
ference on Safety of Life at Sea in Maine water power in 1869. hut gives
London in 1929. restricting the load no authority,” says Mr. Staekpole.
“In the early seventies. Dr. M. C.!
ing of ships to the load line on ves
Fernald, then president of the Maine
sels were recommended.
'Provisions should be made." the State College, now the University of
recommendations continued, “for tax Maine, made two determinations by
/SitaateJ
« bsntifal park.
exemption on American vessels oper using spherical triangles—one from '
Ditpiiyinl to tottnblt of polo* t.ii
ating in foreign trade, including a Orono to Katahdin. to Houlton and
plant#, overlookiot Lika
provision whereby deductions shall to Orono, and the other from Orono ! tropical
Wonk wiik a vitw ot Point Batch «»
he allowed from taxable Incomes de to Katahdin. to Lincoln and back to j tko oppoaitt ahort.______
rived from operating profits to the Orono. The mean of those two tri- ' tlk rooma—tach with pr1 rata bath;: >
Loropcao Pita . . . 81 ode rata raiaa
extent that such profits are devoted angles gave Ihe elevation of the top J h.
> electric heat id all rooi»a,z*
“■ ~
Opco all Year
>'
to new ship construction in American of the mountain as 5.266 feet above
sea level.
REFRY J. DVNkS. Mpr.
Yards.
"Then in 1906 while the survey of '
"Legislation should be enacted
looking to the transfer to privately
owned American shipping Interests
of the peace time business now
handled by Army and Navy trans
ports and by vessels owned and chart
ered by the-Panama Railroad Steam
(
ship Line."

^.Columbus

"Miami's Finest Batf Front Hotel"

C\
Your dairy cow may be getting all
the nutrients she needs, hut is her
ration well balaaaed’.’ I’'01’ example,
if Ihe cow’s maintenance require
ments and production are such that
she needs two pounds of digestible
protein and 14 pounds of non-protein
feed nutrients, the protein can be sup
plied by feeding her 20 pounds of
timothy hay and 19 pounds of corn,
but she will get about eight pounds
more of the non-protein feed nutri
ents than necessary. By substituting
three and one-half pounds of cotton
seed ’meal or some other feed equally
high in digestible protein for 14 pounds
of the corn she will be just as well
nourished and tlie feed cost will be
much lower

turopeanPlan. Quednpkin<j City
Park ancrSeautiful
Biscai/ne Bay. In the>
eerier of all aciiuities.
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GOOD HUNTING YEAR

CURATOR LERMOND

Page Nine
NEW YORK’S VOTE

A LOCAL ARTIST
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Game Was Plentiful and Enjoying Himself Among Albert Merchant s Paintings'
Inspiration
Noted Scientists At Harv
Find Their
Deer Were In Good Con
ard University Museum
Along Shore
dition
CHRISTMAS TREES
AND WREATHS
I.rave your oriler with us now anil
will supply you with an excellent
Spruce Tree of Nursery Stock, Maine
Grown, to be delivered at your door
on any day of the week before Christ-,
mas.
6 ft high ............................................. J .75
8 ft. high ........ A.............................. 1.03
10 ft. high ............................
Laurel Wreaths, medium .................38
Laurel Wreaths, extra large ....... 1.25
Please Mail Your Orders To Our
Service Dept. or Phono 1142

we

1.50

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
147-153

nyraigi.

Al the Sign of _
rNorlh National BariK;

The official tabulations show that
Hoover carried the state by a piu-

rality of 94.254 votes over Gov. Smith.
The vote of the State was: Smith.
2.089.779: Hoover. 2,184.303; New
York City gave Smith, 1.107.900 votes
‘‘The hunting .wSson this year has
Maim um .of Comparative Zoology,
It is so seldom that Rockland lias
.
■ and Hoover 714.104 while the rest of
been p sueeessil'til ono .'mil the sports
<’nm bridge, Mass.. Dec. 6.
the opportunity of seeing an art ex- j ,hp
statp- (IHtsidp Npw York cilv
men on the whole arc well satisfied Editor of Tim Courier-Gazette:—
hibiiion. so it becomes a treat to be gavc Smith 921,873; Hoover, 1,470,Si tree coming here io Cambridge. 1
with their quest for game in the big
Smith carried four of tlie uphave made two pilgrimages to the able to see the work of Albert Mer- 199.
he NORTll National has been serving the people
Maine woods," said Hon. Willis E.
chant now arranged
arranged so
so attractively
attractively state
counties—Albany,
Clinton.'
Arnold
Aibor
ttini.
near
Forest
Hills.
f Rockland and community for 7 1 y»
Parsons, commissioner of inland fish
Franklin and Rensselaer. Frankiln
eries and game, in commenting on Roslind.de ami Jamaica Plain, and as in his studio at 431 Alain street and I D. Roosevelt. Democratic Governor1928
the big game season which dosed at on 1 aincr visits received inspiration remaining on view until after the j plept of Xpw Vovk had ., piul.aiitj. „f
(’becking Accounts
r
rhe
editor
of
the
Boston
Herald
has
sundqwn Friday night.
first of the year.
| 25,514 votes over All* t Ottinger. his
Savings Accounts four per cent
"Game has been plentiful anil the saved me tlie trouble of writing a
The work consists chiefly of small Republican opponent.
lengthy
description,
and
I
am
enclos

Safe Deposit Boxes ' 3.(»0 p r \ <•
oil paintings of local subjects and
deer in good condition, although a
Investments
few disappointed hunters, as always, ing herewith bis editorial on the interest. Mr. .Merchant excels in his
TODAYS GREATEST PERIL
claim, that where they went deer arc Arbi return, clipped from the Sun rendering of misty, foggy, effects.
Resources
There are several charming lrttic
on the decrease," continued Cnntntis- day edition.
Automobiles killed 2.200 persons in
/
i
$2,873,000.00
The Arboretum now contains 250. compositions of the harbor, Owl’s the United States during October, an
sioncr Parsons,
Foot of Limerock Street
“Seasons vary and doer, especially, a.crcs and to cover it fully is “some Head, the Breakwater, Pleasant average of 73 daily compared with
change their feeding grounds, it being Walk;' but this J did Smylay. stop Roach, etc. as seen in the mysterious 91 daily fatalities in October 1927. •
the National Safety Council an
necessary some years to go back ping here and there to slhdy a tree aspects of fog.
Then again the quiet radiance of nounced Tuesday. There was a big
farther in the dense forests for game or shrub and jot down notes. And
beautiful parkway moonlight
is
very
successfully advance in urban deaths, but this
Ilian in other seasons. Automobiles, after that the
too, have changed the method of hired me on around the shores of handle I. One liyge painting shows was offset by a decline in fatal acci
transportation so that comparatively Jamaica i'ond, over a stone wall and the Wessaweskeag in the glow of dents in the country districts. I’p to
few iteer or hoar are transported by down a sleep bank covered with oaks, early morning, and it makes one re Nov. 1. automobile victims num
train, compared with the old days. hickmi'-s and maples to another gret that there are not more large bered 20.500 persons, just 200 less
The general report of deer brought pond (“Woods." if memory serves subjects. However the sense of the than for the first ten months of 1927. *
out by automobile is that they are me right): aisng winding paths, lined immensity of “outdoors” is happily I
steadily on tlie increase. The one with noble oaks, with a little brook shown in many of the smaller ones
deer law works satisfactorily and tlowing slowly along, growing wide particularly in a study of a rainbow
more hunters have eotne into Maine and, wider as it Hows towards ihe old near Owl's Head. In fact there are
.Back Bay (now the Fenway).
^several pleasing variations of the
this year than ever before,
Then 1 came to another pond—an familiar Owl’s Head theme.
Mr.
"Partridges, or ruffed grouse, have
increased perceptibly over last year artilicial one, made by scuniing out Merchant is particularly successful
and there has been no report of their a large boggy swamp. Here, when a with some of the surf paintings which
wanton slaughter by hunters, but to Ike ton xhoolbny, I bunted for Vir were made at .Monhegan and Isle au
Jl Boxur
the contrary, with few exceptions, ginia raiis' nests—and gathered sweet Ha ut.
A
curious
sense
of
bigness
.and
flag.
Near
by
I
found
a
mocking

sportsmen have used good judgment
and npt taken too many (Tom one birds nest ami eggs, tin* fust record power is felt in all his paintings of
over, or attempted to clean up the of iis nesting m ar Boston ami as far the sea and. his boats are not only
birds in any locality. More large north. Near here is a large athletic real beats but they are real boats
flocks have been reported than for field. within the park system, where seen through the imaginative eyes
many seasons and the birds have (on Sunday) several football games of the artist.
His work has been seen from time
were on. and I paused to watch their
been in good condition.
"Tlie wardens- camps established play. Continuing my walk through to time on the cover o£ the Literary
on the border 10 years ago. although the Fenway past the great Art Digest and just recently that publi
not as numerous as they should be. Museum building, and out at the cation lias bought three more of his
Watch film
for lack of funds to provide a suf portals, or gateway, a line bit of landscapes.
There is one portrait shown, that
ficient number of wardens, have bad rchitecture. and on past
Mrs.
M'S
wholesome effect In the protection Eddy's "Mother" eh nr. h cftifleo; of the late Ca.pt. Andrew Gray who
of the great breeding grounds of tlie thence down Ilnniington ii venue to was master of the bark Caroline
ys
state for all wild life.
ploy square ami tltf- P.nsjon P.iihlie Gray. And again the reviewer wishes
Sold By All
that
Mr.
Merchant
had
more
portraits
"Deer thus protected have increased Jbrai y.
/Dailevs In
o show.
• ♦ • •
rapidly and th&y have necessarily
'ifipecmi Xmas
Dorit
Give
Him
Something
Hell
Mr.
Merchant,
who
usually
goes
to
drifted down nearer to civilization
Here 1 e,ntpr for much-needed, rest
/Boxea of 1Oin reach of the hunters who have not and a little' intellectual recreation. New York in the winters has found
z25-5O <»1O0
Never Use •• Give Rim A Box Of
the time nor the Inclination to go I take from tliv shelves a book on. such a growing market for commer
hack into the remote regions of tlie ‘Life," etc., seat myself at a table cial art work that he has decided to
wilderness. Fur bearing animals have nd «ttn soon fast asleep! 1 awake remain and has fitted up his studio
also been conserved in like manner with a start, look at my watch. and In a most attractive manner.
Simplified Xmas Shotting Foi' Son-Dtoiheil -Sujeei heart and thus prevented tile necessity of nstcad of finding it 7 p. in. as I iniBowl at Can's Alloys to qualify
Oi!
Dad-A Box Of
Cleats-- Watch -Them.- Smileperpetual close season,
agincxl, am sonic sin prised and mys
pliers Nolic* -, l/ou caoA/nos^x^s/rd/n on/
of C/fors cr h(r/7e utCo.
• Afa/ne.
The warden force should be in tified to sec the hands pointing to for the loll off Dec. 13 al 8.30 sharp.
146-148
creased all over the state as there is three minutes of ten! As ihe library
a steadily increasing demand for all loses its doors at 10 p. m.. 1 made
kinds of game, and tlie automobile ill haste to get out. My walk and
now- penetrates farther into the nap have given me an appetite, so
wilderness in many localities than rossinp the square, I enter a cal’athe hunters formerly did who de teria on Revision street. From there
pended whplly on hitting the trail' to the corner of Berkeley street and
for long hikes before reaching the lown into the bowels of the earth to
hunting grounds. Near the settle the subway, boai^i a train for Park
ments, deer in the open, or hanging street and Harvard square and am
around old orchards, often prove too soon in my room on Oxford street in
much temptation for the ‘jacket’’ al Cambridge.
though this season's work by a spe
My work here at the old Agassiz
eial force appointed to look after tlie Museum (now the Museum of Com
interest of the 'jacker,' and the lodg parative Zoology of Harvard Uni
ing of some of these old offenders in versity) a,s assistant to Hie curator
jail is having a wholesome effect.
of M.dlusks. is most interesting and
‘With more wardens and sufficient pleas.int. 'I’wo ;very large roon^s are
funds to carry on with greater rap Occupied with fl^- shell -t db’cLiun.
idity the "building of rearing pools ti now numbering some 7S.OOO lots,
rear large fish for stocking our lakes while a third, just as large, is used as
and streams.. which lias been til
w.orkr*"ip and office. with full equip
settled policy of the department for menl of boojis. tables, desks, cabi
10 years we can have the best of nets. vials, labels, microscopes, pre
sport in Maine, both summer and fall servatiyes. etc. Besides the curatoV
and our own people as well as those
nd myself is a yollege student' fo do
who seek rest and recreation here
the cataloging.
from other states, will be well satis
♦ ♦ ♦ »
tied with an outing in any section of
During
my
first
week 1 received an
the state.
‘More than 40 rearing pools hav< invitation frrtin the director—Dr.
been built thus year with limited Thomas Barbour—to attend a meet
; of tlie museum staff. Some 25
funds, and that number should lie
quadrupled each season for Severn men and a half dozen women came
years, as there is not a county in tlie together at 3 o’clock of a Wednesday
state which is not capable of enor afternoon in the directors’ large of
minis development along reereationa flee and library. Outside of the di
lines without interfering witli or re rector’s private secretary, the li
tarding in any manner any other in brarian and two assistants and my
self and a visiting professor from the
dustry of Maine.”
University of Michigan, all curators
of as many departments, some noted
SUPPORT OUR SHIPS with world reputation, in their spe
cial fields of work.
A New S. 0. S. Call—Ship We sat around in a semi-circle will
Abo-exquisite furniture mode’4
Dr. Barbour presiding. He gave
designed
by expert craftsmen.
ping Board Chairman En short address, telling of the changes
Come in and see them.
being
made
and
to
be
made
in
re

dorses White’s Bill
arranging and reinstalling collections
T. V. O’Connor, chairman of tlie and of plans for future development
Shipping Board, gives high endorse The meeting was then opened for free
ment to the shipping bill prepared by discussion. Prof. Agassiz, grandson
Philco engineers have used Neutrodyne.
Congressman Wallace H. 'White. Jr. of Louis Agassiz, ihe founder of the
famous for purity of tone, and have com
of the second Maine district. Speak Museum spoke at length and feelingly
bined with it super-power, which gives
ing before the Foreign Commerce of his grandfather's and father’s
marvelous distance range, selectivity and
OW, for the first time, radio in color! Vivid colors to
Club of New York, he called upon (Prof. Alexander’s) unceasing labor:
volume —a combination new to radio.
American shippers to support Amor to build up here at Cambridge a great
harmonize
with
your
home!
Your
choice
of
five
exquisite,
“Neutrodyne-Plus.”
ienti ships and thus demonstrate institution for scientific research, and
hand-decorated table models. Come in and see the beautiful
whether they really want an Ameri lie felt very grateful to see that their
Philco Electric Radio in cabinets of color 1
can merchant marine. He said tlie plans and ideas were being followed
Philco is an all-electric A C. set. No
ouLlook for American Shipping is by the present management. Dr
Jackson
followed
with
brief
remarks,
batteries, liquids or acids of any sort.
more encouraging than in many
and the rector then said that he for
Merely attach it to your light socket. Even
years.
an aerial is not essential. This means thut
"Our projects for the future hav one could cat a doughnut if he had
the Philco is portable, and can be moved
been given new vigor and momentum one. This was the cue for the young
from oue room to another with ease.
by the Jones-WJrite net during tlie ladies to pass around refreshments
last session of Congress.” Mr. O’Con including delicious sweei cider and
Yes, we’ll deliver the new Philco for you to try in your own home free!
nor said. "The mail pay provision hot tea. Thus a very pleasant half
We ll just plug it into your light socket and leave it. Then operate it
of that act and the liberal loans an hour was enjoyed, with plenty of talk
Exquisite furniture models at surpris
thorized
for
ship
construction sandwiched in.
you self—see how “Neutrodyne-Plus” gives you better performance and
ingly moderate prices. And - the same
promise not only to hasten the trans
Philco instrument in table cabinet s at popu
greater pleasure than you’ve ever had from radio before. If you’re not
The director then invited us on a
lar
fer of the remaining Shipping Hoard
la : prices. Maximum Philco perjoirnancey
delighted, we’ll take the Philco back and that ends the matter. No obliga m
tour
of
inspection.
I
fell
in
line,
arm
vessels to private American owner
no matter what price you pay.
>"
tion—no charge for the trial.. It’s frecl
ships, hut also promise to stabilize in arm with Prof. Agassiz, and
newed
old
acquaintance
and
mem
and contribute to the success of tlie
ories of our boyhood days. He said
lines already sold.
"It is too early to estimate the full he remembered very well riding out
benefits that will accrue to Ameri on his bike from Cambridge to Slid
can shipping from the provisions of bury and visiting our camp on the
the Jqnes-'SYliite act. Since tlie law banks of the Concord River. Prof.
If you decide to keep the Philco, we make
We will make you a liberal trade-in allow
became effective a number of loans Agassiz tells me that he has a sum
it easy for you to own. Only a small down
ance for your old, out-of-date radio. Now
"neotrodyne-plus’’
for new construction have been an mer honie on North Haven and is to
payment—the balance in easy monthly pay you can have what you've wished for—the
thorized by the hoard, and other visit me at the Knox Arboretum next
ments you’ll never even missi Come in—let
latest and beat in radio—without taking a
loans ore in process of negotiation summer.
us tell you how you can.buy the Philco and
dead loss on your old set. Come in and see
enjoy it while you are paying far it thia easy
Thp total number of ships cannot he
The- day following .this meeting
how much your old act ii worth in trade. No
way.
stated with certainty at this time, but Curator Clench and I were invited to
obligation.
,
it seems probable that approximate a private lunch with Dr. Barbour
ly thirty-five new vessels will hav and his wife, a delightful time.
to be built by lines holding mail con Thursday evening of the following
tracts under the provisions of the week 1 spoke at a meeting of the
Boston Mala colog ica] Club in the li
new law.
"While ail this is very encouraging brary of the Society of Natural His
Come in—see and hear the Philco,
indeed, there is reason to betiev tory, on Berkeley street, m.v subject.
or
send
this coupon. Get the full details
that it represents merely the first “Ten Seasons Collecting Shells in
beneficial effects of the Jones- White Florida.’’ The curaU»r of this muse
of our liberal offer. No obligation.
act, which I confidently predict will um. Charles W. .Johnson, is an old
mark a turning point in American and highly respected friend of mine.
maritime history. The norma! ex Thus birds of a feather flock together.
Please send me descriptive literature on the Philco
patision of our foreign trade, not only
Norman \V.( Lermnnd.
with the old markets of Europe hut
Radio, without obligation. Also the complete details of
also with the newer commercial field
your special Free Trial, Easy Payment, Trade-in offer.
of gouth America, Africa and the
Orient, is sure to call for more and
Natflt .
...............
........ .
Quickly relieved
more tonnage as these markets ai
RETAIL AND WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTOR
by rubbing on
'Tui'tjier developed.
ADD!
‘71 is now the tur.n of -American
643 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND. ME.
TEL. 661
shippers to demonstrate whether or
not they really want an . American
merchant marine."

We Solicit
Your Business!

North National Bam k
Rockland, Maino
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----------Even Sound
. 1■
Sleep Has f
A Label f

IIow restful the morning after the party—all due to the
newer comfort of properly combined, closely coiled,
never-sagging Springs with real fell. A bed that's
always like new—the
Thia Label

MATTRESS

B.C.M

HAND
MADE

CIGARS

brighten UpWhenfle See£
A Box. Of Ctgais Fot A Gift.

A

B.C.M’s -To be Sure!
B.C.M

1

The utilities of a city
are combined
in your motor car

YOIR automobile is some
thing like a miniature eity.
There is an electric light and
power system, a water sys
tem, a fuel system.

In the new Ford, you will
find each of these systems
of the latest design and best
materials. Every part has
been made to serve you faithfully and well at a minimum
of trouble und expense.

Take, for example, the
generator——one ol the most
important parts of the elec
trical system whieli supplies
tlie current for lighting and
for engine ignition.
In the new Ford, the gen
erator is of tlie power-house
type and is distinctive in
many features. It has been
specially designed to pre
vent most forms of trouble.
Oiling is necessary only once
a ve6r. About tlie only thing
you need do is to have the
charging rate changed as
the seasons change.
Closely allied to the elec
trical system is the ignition
system. It, too, is of new
mechanical design in the
new Ford. There is hut one
high tension cable and that
connects tlie eoil with the
distributor. Even cables
from the distributor to tlie
spark plugs have
been eliminated.
Special care lias also

been taken to make the dis
tributor water-proof, thus
preventing short circuits
from rain, etc.
The entire electrical and
ignition systems of the new
Ford are so simple in design
and so carefully made that
they will give yon surpris
ingly little trouble. Yet that
doesn’t mean they should
be neglected. Certain little
attentions are needed from
time to time.
The storage battery
should be given water and
the connections kept dean.
The generator charging rate
should be changed as indi
cated. Spark plugs should
be cleaned at regular inter
vals. Distributor points
should also be kept dean
and the distributor cam
given a light film of vaseline
every 2000 miles.
These are just little
things, bat they mean a
great deal to^our car. You
can have them looked after
at very small cost by the
Ford dealer when you take
the car in for oiling and
greasing.
A thorough eheeking-up
at regular intervals will
lengthen the life of your car
amid give you many thou
sands of miles of
carefree, economical
motoring.

Ford Motor Company

Call and See!

“ Neutrodyne - Plus ’

N

All'Electric

Free Home Trial

At a Price

L

X

Easy Payments

Trade to T,«,2Si.

RADIO

Gome In, Phone or Send
---------- er--

e throats
VICKS

F. W. FARREL CO.

!I

i
I

CARED FOR HORSES

!

G ll'lll S

'

Miami's Finest Bay Front Hotel"
hirvpcan
Plan. Overlooking City
Park and beautiful
Riscaync Rau. In the,
center of all activities.
WM. M. GALE*
Manatjer

EiOCKLfcT AND INfOCMATION HRNISMtP

OK

Ut'QI tST

MIAMI, FLORIDA
Cora the chilling cold gnd ghe

the func

uogr finnly a comfortable winter where every out
door recreation may be had including ocean hafhinq
can livejar less here than at horne- stop of

1/oy

HOTEL

GRALYNN

Wnti for our
Illustrated booklet
and rafts

A beautiful hotel conducted upon

this winter
land of
sUNNY
fruit and flowers,
where living is a joy
the whole year
’round.
Variety and beauty!
Mile-high mountains
—smooth beaches—
orange groves, pepper trees and palms.
World cities—quiet retreats. Every sport
—every day.
On the way Grand Canyon National Park
and the lndian*detour
8. Carlson. Dist. Pass. Agent

Santa Fe Ry.

212 Old South Bldg., Boston, Mass.

Phones: Liberty 7914 and 7043

WHEN IN BOSTON-Remember that you
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette with
the home news, at the Old South New
Agency, Washington St., next Old Soutl
Church.

Regular Sailings from

ROCKLAND
Steamer CORNISH freight only leaves
Rockland for Boston Wednesdays and
Saturdays, at about 5.45 P. XI.; leaves
Rockland for Bangor and intermedi
ate landings, Tuesdays and Fridays
at about 5.30 A. M.
Steamer WESTPORT, freight and
passengers, leaves Rockland for Bar
Harbor and intermeddle landings.
Tuesdays and Fridays at 7.30 A. M.,
for Brooklin and intermediate land
ings. on Mondays and Thursdays at
7.30 A. SI.

EASTERN
STEAMSHIP LINES

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Eastern Standard Time
Trains Leave Rockland

foi

Augusta, tS.OOa.m., t2.20p.m., 52.40p.m., t5.50p.rn.
Bangor, fS.OOa. m , |5 50 p. m.
Boston, t8.00 a. m., |2.20 p. m., §2.40 p. m.,
15.50 p. m.
Brunswick, |8.00 a. m., f2.20 p. m , §2.40 p. m
to.50 p. m.
Lewiston, fS.OO a. m , |2.20 p. m ., §2.40 p. m.
New York, 12.20 p. m., §2.40 p. m.
Portland, jS.OO a. tn , f2.20 p. m., §2.40 p. m.,
t5.50 p. m.
Waterville, tS.OO a. m., t2.20 p. m., §2.40 p. m.,
to 50 p. m.
t Daily, except Sunday.
§ Sunday only.

A

VINALHAVEN
ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5.30 A. M
Stonington 6.30, North Haven 7.30, Vlnalhaven 8.15, due to arrive at Rockland about
9.30.
Return - Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.
Vinalhaven 2.45, North Haven at 3.45, Ston
ington at 4.45 ; due to arrive at Swan’s Island
about 6.15 I’. M.
137-tf
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Remember that you
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette, with
the home news, at Hotaling's News Agency
308 West 40th street.

Quality
is our aim

in preparing and

our

Cemetery

Me

morials.

Let us quote prices and ad*
vise you upon the selection of
a suitable Memorial for your

Cemetery Plot.

W. E. Dornan & Son
Inc.
East Union, Maine
Authorized Distributors of
Granite and Marble

19T-tf
p^ffrtrlt erery grave/

! LAKEWOOD PLAYERS

An Interesting Chapter In the Nugent Family lo Be ScatYouth of Herbert Hoover
tered To the Four Winds
The many Knox County theatre
A hitherto unchronicled chapter in |
tlie ascending career of Herbert goers who have attended the perHoover is revealed by Mrs. Lucy! formances at Lakewood the past sea[f.etcher Brown of New York City.
son will read with interest the folThirty-six years ago this fall, Mrs. lowing letter from Robert Sparks,
Brown was ne of the owners of a
The Nugents. Elliott, Ruth and
private school for girls, up in the
J. C.. all of whom have appeared at
hills near Palo Alto, Calif., and Hervarious times with The Lakewood
feert Hot ver, frt^liman at Leland I Players, have become something of
•d. Jr.. University took care ol ,
Stanford,
tiieatrjcai institution on Broadway.
| l\er
Ijer horse
horses.
I Seldom, if ever, have they appeared
b In the fall of LS92—36 years, al- j separately. Now, however, comes the
ftoat to the month, before Mr. Hoover. i announcement that they will go their
5 is receiviing the greatest popular | various wavs. and for the moment,
and electoral vote ever given any ' the xugent family will he scattered
jandidate for the presidency in this j t0 the lour u jnds of the drama.
SoUjitry-—a youpg man presented
Elliott, heretofore considered one of
fc im seif to Mrs. Brown with a note (he stage's best juvenile comedians.
:n D
Dr. David Starr Jordan, presi- j Jeaves the dramatic stage to try a
* ‘lit of Stanford.
fling at musical comedt. He will re
Tie was "a stocky. square-faced place Eddie Buziell in,Arthur Ham»y in a checked gingham shirt." she merstein’s production of "Good Boy
lid, and silently he handed her Dr. at the Hammerstein Theatre., in
Jordan’s note, which read:
which he will sing and dance with
' I am sending you a young man the best of them. For this departure
who has just come down from Ore- from his more legitimate calling the
son. He is not fully prepared to Nugent throat and feet are under
filter the university, but he is good going stiff training, but scouts re
ftuff. so we are taking him in. He port that he will be fit and ready to
has to earn his way. and he knows enter the cast.
J. C. also wanders from the spoken
all about horses, I think he is just
the boy you want. His name is Her- word to support Lew Fields in that
master musical comedy producer’s
Bert Hoover.”
next production which is due on
ilentlv. Mrs. Brown' said, young Broadway the latter part of Decem
over listened to her instructions ber. The versatility of J. C. how
ever. includ'd the art of “putting
1 in silence he went.to work.
“And that she said, is the last 1 across a song” and doing a few
heard of him—almost literally--—until st£ps wl.en the occasion demands, so
the day. several months later, when ho will not be lost in the confusion
pretty chorus for which all
he came and to4d me that lie had ob- . of a
tained ecough work < n the campus Fields’ shows arc traditionally noted.
Ruth wanders farther than the
to support himself, and that he would
•lend a friend of-his' to work l'or us if rest. \Vith her husband. Alan Bunco,
we wanted him. The friend-came and, also a Lakewoodcr of considerable
incidentally, eventually became su .popularity, she is going to Australia
perintendent of schools in California. where the two will appear in a se
“In all the months he worked- for ries of American plays, among them
hs. I don't suppose I ever said more being “Tom'my.” by Howard Lindsay
plan half a dozen words to him, be and Bert Robinson, seen at Lakewood
yond good morning. Herbert’ or to under the title of “Tommy Helps
give him an order. And I can’t even Himself.” They sail on Dec. 15 from
remember what his vcice sounded San Francisco.
Thus does Broadway break family
like.
He never talked but—you
should have seen the way he,took care ’’ties.
Blanche Yurka, who, as everybody
3f those horses!”
At tbe solicitation of Dr. Jordan, remembers, appeared in the prewho was a friend of her father, the Broadway production of “The Squall”
ate Dr- William B. Fletoher of In in association with The Lakewood
dianapolis, a noted alienist, Mrs. j Players at the unique resort near
Brown—then
Lucy
Fletcher—and I Skowhegan, has returned to Broad
leaner Pearson, one of her class way.
Miss Yurka scored her biggest suc
mates at Radcliffe and nt the Uni
versity of Michigan, went to Cali cess three years ago in an Actors’
fornia in 1892 and founded Castelleja Theatre production of Ibsen’s “The
Hall, a school for girls, which is still Wild Duck.” This year this same or
ganization lias seen fit to revive the
in existence.
“We were established.” she said, famous drama again and Miss Yurka
‘fin a romantic old estate that had appears in her original role. Not
been built and latter .abandoned by a only is she playing in it but she di
wealthy European. It had ponds and rected it as well. It is current at
rose graidens and stables, Since'we the 49th Street Theatre, and is re
were several miles from anywhere, ceiving good patronage.
Prominently in the cast is John
-we-hgd to have horses.,
Daly Murphy, who is, perhaps, one
“I had' ridden and driven a good of the best-loved character men to
ever appear with The Lakewood
gjpal. so. With all the c infidenee in the
world. I went out and bought two Players.

1

Spend tkeWinterin

erecting

Every-Other-Day
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fine hors 's. \Ve called them ‘Mod
MILK WITH FISH HARMLESS
afick DI: i' anA Pejj of l.imavaddy.'
I found that I didn’t kfiow Anything
The age old belief that milk and fish
at all about taking care of horses,
-twwever. Finally one day when Mrs. do not go together has been branded
Louis Aggasiz. widow of the cele as groundless. This belief has been
n w york
brated scientist and dean of Radcliffe, common for generations. People in
came to visit us and almost missed all walks of. life have religiously re
her train because I couldn’t catch
Five Restaurants—
those horses in the paddock. F told frained from partaking of fish and
Dr. Jordan that thp horse business milk at the same meal. But they have
and each one indi
was toa-mneh for'me*‘and asked him always enjoyed oyster soup, creamed
vidual and interest
ko .send a student to take care of fish dishes and ice cream after a fish
tnem. He sent Herbert Hoover.
ing . . . The Astor
“Herbert’s job—or "Mr.> Hoover’s dinner without thinking anything
caters to the epicure!
job. rather—was to* feed them, stable about it. More ' than likely these
them, bring them around with the wholesome combinations would be
"At the Crossroads of the World”
School bus in the morning, and put foregone if the connection (fish and
them away at night.
gave him a milk) were made. But now we can
F. A. Muschenheim
room, somewhere tip on the top floor forget all about this foolish milk ami
and gave him his meals. He ate fish taboo. Health authorities say
TIMES SQUARE
breakfast and dinner in the kitchen, the combination will not hurt us if the
BROADWAY 44 ST..**-45.4T.
ar.d our f’hinese rook used to fix him fish and milk are both fresh. The
up a lunch to carry to college, which only time one is harmed by eating fish
was about three miles away. I can and milk is when the fish is bad. the
see him now, almost, striding away milk sour or the stomach is already
FCRSUNDAYSPORTS up the road with his books under his upset by some other cause.—Tlie
arm, after bringing the horses to the Pa tli finder.
’’
Modified Form of Massachu door.
When he left them, M,rs. Brown
setts Bill Will Be Sought says,, young Hoover went to live at lege. Starting under a disadvantage,
Ec.Hna Half the boys’ dormitory on not fully prepared scholastically and
In Maine
the campus and did odd jobs and with his own way to make, he was
very soon one of the best known stu
tyaited.pn table.
It is expected that a Sunday sports
“I think that is where the slogan dents in college. He had a positive
bill will be offered to the incoming rtihst haVo
Started.
“Send for genius f"i- accomplishing things
Legislature, as well as a new boxing J1 wo yer ’ s hg -said.; ‘ ‘ I t «wa s rem a r k - never worried, never said anything,
bill- The former will he based, it Is aide how quickly he got ahead in col but just went ahead and did things.”
understood, upon the law just adopted-’’
by Massachusetts^ while the boxing
bill will be substantially the same as
that which has been before the last
two legislative sessions.
This Sunday sports bill will carry
with it a referendum clause, so that
the argument can be advanced thaf
the Legislature is taking no respon
sibility: that it is merely “trusting the
people.”
The W.C.T.U..- Civic League and
other civic betterment associations
will, without doubt, oppose its pas*,
sage and submission to the people.
There has been a hint that the meas
ure will not he so broad as the Massa-chusetts law. This is because some of
those who are anxious to see Sunday
sports legalized in Maine have a
hunch that such a law Would he-6k*
large a mouthful for one session. In
stead of asking all concessions they
favor working along the lines which
were followed in Massachusetts.
In that State the first move toward
the legalizing.of Sunday ^parts'>wa..-r
to secure a. law which p« rm.it ted. am a1t.eur baseball and football, .and ^uch-j
events on Sunday at which no admis
sion was charged. Th’s was opposed
very strenuously. It was urged that
it was the entering wedge TmL-lIreadoption of a law permitting proiw7
sional sports and an admission on
Sundays, as it proved to be.
Of course, the amateur sports on
Sunday without admission was a joke
The nurse tells you to take Bayer Aspirin because she knows it’s
so far as admissions were concerned.
safe. Doctors have told her so. It has no effect on the heart, so
While tickets were not sold at the
gate, those who attended all contests , take it to stop a headache or check a cold. For almost instant
aft tied. DuMng the progress of the
relief of neuralgia, neuritis, rheumatism; even lumbago. But be
game “gentlemanly agents.” hat iii "sure it’s Bayer—the genuine Aspirin. At druggists, with proven
hand, passed among the spectators.
directions for its many uses.
Said spectators chipped into the hat
Aspirin Is the trade mark nf Bayer Manufacture
such an amount as was understood
of Monoaceticaeidester of Salicylicacid
to cover the admission fee* The free
admission was a farde.
It is not at all improbable that the
boxing hill of this year, which will
provide for a boxing commission and
no decision bouts, will have a refer
endum clause hung to it

-
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Millions of Families Depend
on Dr. Caldwell’s Prescription
When Dr. Caldwelkstarted to practice medicine, back
1875, the
needs for a laxative were not as
great as they are today. People lived
normal, quiet lives, ate plain, whole
some finxl, and got plenty of fresh
atr and sunshine. But even that
early there were drastic physics and
purges for U>e relief of constipation
which Dr. Caldwell did not believe
were good for human beings to put
into their systems. Ko he wrote a
prescript ion for a laxative to be used
by his patients.
Thq prescription for constipation
that he used early in his practice,
and which he^put in drag stores in
1892 under the name of Dr. Caldw» Il’s Syrup Pepsin, is a Equid vege
table remedy, intended for women,
children and elderly people, and they
need just such a mild, safe, gentle
bowel stimulant as Syrup Pepsin.
Under successful management this
prescription has proven rts w’orth
and is now’ the largest selling liquid
laxative in the world. The fact that
millions of tattles are used a year
proves that it has won the confi
dence of people who needed it to get
relief from headaches, biliousness,
flatulence, indigestion, loss of appe
tite and sleep, Iwul breath, dyspepsia,
colds and fevers.
Millions of families are now never
without Dr. ('aidwell’s Syrup Pep
sin. and if you will once start using
it ytui will also always have a bottle
handy for emergencies.
It is particularly pleasing to know
ilwt the meet of it is taught by
mothers for themselves and the chil
dren, though Syrup Pepsin is just
as valuable for elderly people. All

AT AOC

as

drug stores have the generous bot
tles. Or, to prove at our expense
how much Dr. Caldwell’s Syrup
Pepsin ran mean to you and yours,
use this special coupon:

FREE BOTTLE
Mail to “SYRUP PEPSIN,”
Monticello, Illinois.
Please send bottle of Dr. Caldwell’s
Syrup Pepsin to try, entirely FREE. J

Name
St.
P. 0.
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COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
1

3

2-

13

b

5

7

20

■

17

lb

19

10

ii

14

1

15

9

8

J

■ 21

IS

■

n

28

a

c

16

■ 22

■
■

■

io

3'

37

3b
MO

MM

M3

42

M7

Mb

M5

43

35

39

38

Ml

MS

34

33

3Z

5o

51

53

51

CtHt INTCRNATIONAI. SVkOlCATC

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
38-Son of Seth
40- Unlt of work
41- Wharvea
14- Pertainlng to a holy 43-Obtalned
season
44- Prlnter«' unit
15- Preposition
(45-Part of women's
16-Conclusion of poem
apparel
(pl.)
47- Pronoun
18- Negative
48- Refrr i
19- A bird
50-Peanut
21- Period of time (pl.) 52- Put away
22- Confusion
53- Cavalry swords
23- Enough (poet.)
VERTICAL
25- Pen

HORIZONTAL
1-Llves
7-Shlne»
13- Drlve out

26- Aid
27- Girl's name
29- Agltates
30- Wood cast ashore
, by sea

31- Polish
33-Tricky
36- Unit of weight (pl.)
37- Augment

1- Homes
2- A fruit
3- Preposltlon
4- Expire
5- See
6- Veers suddenly
7- Exult
8- Limbs
9- Half an em (pl.)

VERTICAL (Cont)
10- Pre position
11- Repalrer
12- Noses
17-Distances north or
south

2O-Phraslng
22-Dwelllng

24- Gives notice
25- Appease
28- Hurry
29- Slgnal of distress
31- Directs
32-Stinging insect
34- One who sentences
35- Ether compounds
37- Made public
38- Lees
41- Rod
42- Covered portlce
45- Automobile
46- Cry
49-Leave
51-Exist

Solution to Previous Puzzle
GERMS INFEST CLOTHING

RAMBLES AFIELD
Here, There and Yonder;
Touching the Alluring
Things of Nature.
■
—— A— —— ...........
(Twenty-fourth RambleJ
Winter is close at hand and our
out door rambles must cease, but tbe
house plants must be cared for and
the various pests which attack tljem
must be controlled, so perhaps a few
words along those lines may not be
amiss.
1 am often asked what to do for the
myriads of tiny files which swarm
among the pot plants. My answer
usually is. "you can't do anything for:
them." and when the inquirer begins'
to lobk bewildered and perhaps In
credulous I add, "but you can do a
good deal for the little white worms
which cause them." If those who are
annoyed by those little flies will turn
plant, earth and all out of the pot
and look carefully among the roots
they will find the roots literally
swarming with tiny white worms
from one-fourth to one-half inch in
length. These are working at the
roots of the plant and constantly
changing Into flies which lay more
eggs to hatch Into more white worms.
Sometimes the only way to get rid
of them is to take out all the earth
and repot the plant, but usually they
can be exterminated by letting the
earth in the pot become,almost bone
dry so that the plant begins to droop,
then water copiously with water In
which lime has been dissolved—you
can hardly get it too strong. Let the
lime settle and use only the dear
water. This will kill the worms and
in m4ny cases they will come to the
surface where you can plainly see
them. If one application does not
prove sufficient wait a week or so and
try it again, but once is often suf
ficient for a whole season. If your
plants have proper drainage these
worms and flies are seldom trouble
some. I have generally had trouble
of this kind with plants in tin cans
when 1 neglected to punch a hole in
the bottom.
For several years 1 found my hardy,
out-door primula, (polyanthus) blos
soms eaten and chewed to rags espe
cially in early morning. As I depend
ed largely on these for small bouquets
for Memorial Day sales 1 began tv
study the matter more closely and
soon found the plants over-run with
slugs; crawling creatures like a snail
without his shell. Luckily 1 read of a
remedy in some farm paper and Ithr
mediately began experimenting. I
sliced raw potatoes and placed them
on the ground around the plants at
night. In the morning every sllhe
would be covered with slugs which I
threw to my hens who devoured them
greedily. My blossoms were not mo
lested further and now I seldom find
a slug, nor are the blossoms disfigured
as formerly.
When you find little webs on yoHr
house plants put on your glasses and
look carefully for little red spiders
not larger than the point of a pin
Perhaps "spider" Is not the technical
word for them, but that is what they
are always called among flower
cranks, so I use It rather than hunt for
a long Latin ndme. Cut a piece of
card board a little larger than the
top of the flower pot. make a hole in
the center, then cut a slot from one
side to that hole. This is to slip the
stem of the plant through so as to
cover the earth with the card board
and keep it from falling out when you
turn the plant Up side down to plunge
it in water. A few treatments of this
kind will clear your plant of webs,
spiders and all. I sometimes leave the
plant in water 10 to 15 minutes, but
the little spider pests dislike water so
much that often a weekly spraying
will exterminate t,hem.
When you find small brown spots
on your ferns, if they are distributed
irregularly, it is probably a case of
scale lice, but if placed in regular,
straight rows on the under side of the
leaf, they are the spares or seeds of
the plant, and indicate that your fern
is thriving. I mention this because a
letter to a floral magazine which I
read, showed much anxiety on the
part of a lady who wanted to know
what she could do to get rid of those
brown spots which she feared would
ruin her fern and spread to her other
plants. Her description proved con
clusively that her fern was simply
following Its natural course and
forming seeds. Scale lice cling to the
stems of the fern, but I have never
Tound spores, (seeds) anywhere ex
cept on the under side of the leaved.
Adel la F. Veazle.

If we would keep healthful bodies
we must keep them clean and wear
clean clothing. An Investigator of
tlie University of Nebraska has found
that many bacteria accumulate on
underwear, skirts, etc., when worn for i
long periods without washing. In I
fact it was found that underwear ;
worn one day collects about 400.000 ■
hacteria, chiefly those found on the |
skin and particularly the pus-forming'
fellows associated with pimples and
other skin infections. Thus one can
see the reasons for frequent changing
of < Iothing, especially underthings,
and frequent and regular bathing.
And .as for the soiled and germ-laden
clothing, scientists have found that
We really need a larger army. As
washing witli soap and water and
drying in the sun is the best treat it is, some of the movie companies
ment we know for them.—The Path must wait weeks to get soldiers for a
picture.—New York Telegram.
finder.

INVESTORS
SYNDICATE
PLAN
offer, to thorn with era*
the smallest of incomes, tho
way to comfort, happiness
and prosperity. A home, a
ear and freedom from fi
nancial worry are possible
through thrift ana indaatry. An amonnt as small
■« 812.60 a month invrstrd in Invrstnra Syndicate Certificates for
120 months will pay you in rash—82,000.
These Certificates are harked and guaranteed by the cadre reaoarees
of our Company, amounting to over 822,000,000.

Mail coupon for booklet NTS giring further fartt

mi btfermetim.

Investors Svndicme

■-

' ■

== Established 1894 ====™a

A. C. JONES
-

5 TALBOT AVE.

Name.

Address...

ROCKLAND

TEL. 576

__________________

SAVE
COAL
and
Be Comfortable
by using our

STORM WINDOWS
and

STORM DOORS

W. H. GLOVER CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

137-150

SECOND HAND
FURNITURE SOLD
“Satisfied customers are our best
advertisements." There must be
a reason why we enjoy such lib
eral patronage from surrounding
towns.
For values ;that are
the talk of the town—and our
especially liberal terms—this store
is unexcelled ! New selections of
furniture daily. You can’t escape
New England weather—its east
winds and piercing cold—select
your stove from our assortment.
A complete line of store and
office fixtures.
We have everything needed to
make a home.

Rockland Furniture Co.
15 TILLSON AVE.
ROCKLAND
Telephone 899-R
120STtf

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
8inee 1840 thie firm hae
faithfully e.rved the famlliee of Knox County.
Lady Attendant
Tai. Day 460t Night 711-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

H. M. de ROCHEMONT
PLUMBING, HEATING
Telephone 244-W
106 Pleasant Street
Rockland

9

fi

Telephone Connection

Gilchrest
Monumental Works
Main Street
Thomaston, Main*
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

Call 170

People’s Laundry
17 Limerock Street
We do all kinds of Laun
dry Work. Family Wash
ing a Specialty.
Wat
Wash, Rough Dry, Finish
Flat Work, Shirts, Collars

R. H. BRITT
Civil Engineer
320 MAIN ST.

Surveys,

ROCKLAND

Maps, Plans,
Consultations

Estimates,
139-tf

DR. BLAKE B. ANNI8
Chiropractor
111 Limaroek 8traat
(Corner Lincoln)
Lady in attendance
Phone 1168
Painleee Syetem
of Adjueting

DR. E. B. HOWARD
Dentist
BY THE PYRAMID OF CAJUS
CESTIUS

Dental X-Ray and Diagneele
Office Houre: 9 to 12—1 te ■
OPEN EVENINGS
BY APPOINTMENT
Tel. 1020
407 MAIN 8T.
ROCKLAND

The Epulon, or official appointed to
provide the sacrificial feasts of the
gods, named Cestius. who died in the
middle of the first century before
Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
Christ, desired to be buried in a tomb
in the form of a pyramid This was
Dentist
built in Rome along the Via Ostiense.
iteenland
It is 116 feet high from the level of the 400 Main St.
ancient road, but its interior sepul Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tel. 888-M
Office Houre—J to 13—1 to I
chre chamber is now empty and deco
rated only with frescoes. The monu
fl!v«nln>e by Appointment
ment is covered with white marble,
now blackened with age. I might
DR. E. L.SCARLOTT
not have noticed all this, neither
(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBeofh)
would tourists count this old pyra
Osteopathic Physician
mid such a landmark, were It not for
By Appointment—Tel. 136
the fact that almost within Its
Rockland
shadow, as Thomas Hardy has cele 35 Limerock St.
Graduate of American School of
brated in one of his poems, is the
Osteopathy
grave of “all that was mortal of a
young English poet who. on his death
bed in the bitterness of his heart at DR. LINWOOD T. ROGERS
the malicious power of his enemies,
desired these words to he engraven
Osteopathic Physician
on his tomb: ‘Here lies one whose
390 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
name was writ in water. Fehr. 24.
1821.'” So 1 read the Inscription on
Telephone 1295; Residence 253-M
the tombstone of John Keats, whose
name and "watery" fame has covered
79-tf
the globe and will outlast ail the
elements.
>

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.

• An epigram collector is trying to Office Houre: 1 to I and 1 to I P. M
Residence until • A- M., and hr
learn who first said, “A fool end his
money are soon parted.” Has the
Appointment. Telephone 184
gentleman questioned the gold dig
THOMASTON, MB.
gers?—Council Bluffs Nonpareil,

Eyery-Other-Day

SCHOOLGIRLS NEED HEALTH

Daughter of Mn. Catherine Lamuth

Daughter of Mr». Eva Wood Howe

Box 72, Mohawk, Michigan

1006 South H. Street, Danville, Ill.

“After my daughter grew
“I praise Lydia E. Pinkham’s
into womanhood she began to VegetableCompound for what
feel rundown and weak and a it has done for my fourteenfriend asked me to get her year-old daughter as well as for
your medicine. She took Lydia me. It has helped her growth
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com- and her nerves and she has a
ound and Lydia E. Pink- good appetite now and sleeps
am's Herb Medicine. Her well. She has gone to school
nerves are better, her appetite every day since beginning the
is good, she is in good spirits medicine. I will continue to
and able to work every day. give it to her at> regular in
We recommend the Vegetable tervals and will recommend it
Compound to other girls and to other mothers who have
to their mothers.”—Mrs. Cath daughters with similar trou
erine Lamuth.
bles.”—Mrs. Eva Wood Howe.

E

Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound
I ydia E.

Pinkhatn

Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass.

THE BUSY GRANGERS
Farm Fire Losses Must Be
Reduced — Other Matters
of Interest
Granges throughout the country
have Joined in the observance of Fire
Prevention Week and in hundreds of
meetings from coast to coast the sub
ject of needless fire losses has been
discussed, preventive measures ex
plained and definite local campaigns
set under way to cut down farm fire
losses everywhere. This subject is
especially timely in Grange quarters,
because many local Granges have led
movements in their communities to
buy fire-fighting apparatus and to
foster fire prevention drives: while
millions of dollars of fire risks carried
in Orange mutual insurance com
panies in a score of different states
are involved in the present movement,
so rapidly spreading through the
topuntry to educate people ion the
needlessness of much of each year's
fire destruction.
Among the facts brought out in
these Grange discussions of fire dam
age is that of a total national fire
loss of $450,000,000, approximately
one-third of it occurs on the farms,
while statistics also reveal that up
wards of 3.000 people are burned to
death in farm fires every year. Light
ning alone is charged with causing
$20,000,000 of farm fire loss each year,
nnd the Grange has widely advocated
the use of the best possible lightning
rod protection. It has also inaugu
rated numberless campaigns for the
correction of defects in chimneys and
heating apparatus, and of warnings
against the danger of farm lanterns,
unprotected gasoline supplies and the
recklessness of the kerosene can in
lighting the kitchen fire. In conse
quence. a great reduction in farm fire
losses has been made in the past ten
years, and with the coming of hard
roads the Grange will redouble its
energies for Installing practical fire
fighting apparatus in small villages
and In the rural towns, as well as ex
tending Its campaign of education on
the serious annual losses from fire.
• * • •
Student Granges are now included
among the activities of 11 different
land grant colleges and state univer
sities. with organization prospects in
those of several other states. The
Student Grange movement Is one of
the most interesting phases of farm
organization because it trains its
members during their college and uni
versity life to go back to their home
communities and either identify
themselves helpfully with the local
Grange, or seek the organization of
one if the community is as yet unor
ganized. That this movement will be
influential upon the future of rural
life can hardly be denied and at the
coming National Grange session in
Washington. D. C., a conference of
Student Granges is to be held, with
representatives expected from all the
11 states.

testants to the ages of 12 to 20 years,
and requires that thecontestants must
either themselves belong to a Grange,
or'both parents be members.
• • • •
Gardner Grange in Massachusetts
claims the distinction of receiving the
oldest Initiate of the year in the per
son of the commander of the local
Grand Army Post, who received his
final degrees in Gardner Grange on
the occasion of his 80th birthday. In
spite of his age, he insisted on being
one of the marching candidates in
that Grange class which numbered a
lot of young people, including several
scarcely more than 14 years of age.
• * * *
What is perhaps the largest class
of new members Initiated by any sub
ordinate Grange in the United States
during 1928 was a group of 134 per
sons. who on one occasion were ad
mitted to membership in Jackson
Grange in Ohio. The evening this big
class was taken in was a time of
great enthusiasm and joy for the
lucky Grange. Classes of 100 and
more have been known at different
times among ihe Granges of the coun
try. and many of from 50 to 75 have
betn received Into different Granges
during 1928.
* * ♦ •

A Grange in New Jersey set going
a mighty lively topic for rural dis
cussion when it staged a debate for
one of its meetings on "How far
should children be transported to
school and to how great a distance
should, they provide their own trans
portation. or walk.” It can easily
be believed that it wat not necessary
to urge participants for this debate,
with a lot of volunteers eager to air
their views. About every phase of
Ihe rural school problem can easily he
worked in when the above topic gets
thoroughly under way.
OVERALLS FOR WOMEN

Have Succeeded Smocks In Two
Massachusetts Textile Mills
A few years ago it was smocks.
Now it's overalls for women.
Overalls
a working costume for
women in cotton mills not only are
approved but suggested by cotton
mills in New Bedford and Fall River.
It is a safety measure, intended to
obviate the danger of dresses catch
ing in moving machinery. The woman
workers have reacted favorably and
many have already donned this work
ing costume of denim.
The spectacle of overalled women
trudging to and from work through
the streets is not part of the picture
yet, however. The overalls are sel
dom worn outside the factory.
Wearing of the garments is volun
tary. Several styles and colors are
available. They may be unbleached
white, khaki or regulation blue. A
sample costume shown may be worn
either full length and reaching to
the ankles, or bloomer style, buttoned
tightly around the knees.

• e• •

lorn Needed. Is
always available
and at.Cow Cost
CHASSIS

PRICES
MERCHANTS EXPRESS
—110* wheelbase

*665
COMMERCIAL TRUCK
—120' wheelbase

•775
IH-TON-I30' wfa«Q»M

•595
1U-TON-140' whctlMM

•1965
1%.TON-1»0' wheeHnw

*1345
lfc-TON-165 * whe.lb...

•1415
S-TON-UO’ wbeelb.w

•1545
2-TON—165' wheelbaie

•1615
J.TON-1J5’ whe.ib.wi

‘

*1745
J-TON—165' wbmibue

•1775
J-TON-IS? ’ whwelbo.

•1845
Ckante t. a. k. DttreU
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That is the truck owner’s esti
mate of what Repair Service
should be to keep his trucks
rolling .... That is the Repair
Service that owners ef Graham
Brothers Trucks depend upon,
and know they can depend up
on, everywhere.
-rtf

•

These fast, powerful, sturdy
trucks—in sizes to fit 96% of
all hauling needs—are built by
Dodge Brothers to make money
for their owners year after year,
mile after mile. This objective
guides ever? manufacturing
step—from design and selection
of materialato final inspection.

Then, after me truck is at work,
we stand ever ready to keep it
at work.

A Grange in Oregon staged a unique
form of entertainment designed to
put the abilities of the members se
verely to a test. Without any previous
announcement the one In charge of
the program informed the members
that everyone present would be ex
pected to relate the most improbable
occurrence which they could possibly
concoct, and that a prize would be
oflered to "the greatest liar" present.
A brief interim was allowed for the
members to gather their thoughts and
then the “incidents” were related
Both men and women competed and
one of the former won!
• • • •
A significant undertaking is being
carried out by the Grange in Sus
quehanna
County,
Pennsyvania,
where every subordinate lecturer is to
sponsor a speaking contest among the
members of the local Grange, from
which the two best speakers shall be
selected to compete In Pomona finals.
The county Grange offers cash prizes
for the best speakers, limits the con

WE LIKE TO TALK

New England Has More Telephones
Than Old England And. They’re
Busy

New England has more telephones
than old England: more, in fact, than
Great Britain and the Irish Free
State combined.
A survey by the bureau of commer
cial and industrial affairs of the Bos
ton Chamber of Commerce showed
that these six northeastern Ameri
can states had more telephones than
any foreign nation in the world ex
cept Germany.
With 1,548.678 telephones in these
states at the end of 1927 they had
an increase of more than 36% per
cent since 1921.
Electric Ironer—Electricity does
the work, you merely guide the pieces
through. Finished in white ducco;
portable; irons in one-third the time.
Price $79.50. Central Maine Power
Company.
140-153

WHITE
OAK
COAL
MORE HEAT-LESS ASHES
FOR SALE BY

ROCKLAND COAL CO.
TELEPHONE 72

Let us show you the chassis and
body type that exactly fits your
needs.
i

DYER’S GARAGE. INC.
54 PARK STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

GRAHAM
BROTHERS
TRUCKS
» -

•

01

BUILT BY DODGE BROTHERS

Build—lor the yeare to come, with an eye to firesafety, fuel economy and low upkeep. For the
walls of your home we recommend—

SHEETROCK
—the fireproof wallboard. It is an excellent in
sulator (fuel-saver); it never cracks, walps or
buckles; it makes a perfect base for any deco
ration (joints are concealed without need for
paneling). Co6t is low. Easy to apply (saws
and nails like lumber). Telephone or call at—

W. H. GLOVER CO.

contractors
453 MAIN ST.

TEL. 14

COSTS HIM MONEY

A Sudden End to
Stomach Trouble

‘Penny Wise” Policy Works
To Detriment of Poultryman.

Penny wise and pound foolish” is
the charge often hurled at the Ameri
can farmer by Students of economics.
They contend that. In an effort to be
thlrfty. he often follows what appears
to be the cheaper course, only to dis
cover that the "penny wise” policy is
costing him money.
The poultry flock of the average
farmer furnishes a good illustration
of this. Figures from the United
States Department of Agriculture re
veal that the average farm hen pro
duces about 70 eggs a year, when
poultry experts agree that a hen must
lay 90 eggs before it pays for the feed
it eats.
Ninety eggs, at an average of 25
cents a dozen, will bring a revenue of
about $2 It costs that much to feed
Jgi
find care for a hen for one year. Until
example of millions all over the world
the farm flock shows a higher average
who use "Pape’a Diapepein” to end
than 90 eggs to a hen, the farmer is
indigestion and allied stomach trou
not profiting on his chickens. The
bles.
reason for the .70 egg average on
With “Pape’s Diapepsin” handy you
farms is due. of course, to lack of
ean eat and enjoy whatever you fancy
care in securing good stock for the
without fear of pain or discomfort to
flocks.
follow. At any rate, it’s worth the
Since a high producing hen and a
trial, for lota of folks hare found a
low producing han consumes the
new freedom at the table.
same amount of feed, it is easy to see
that the lazy bones” Is a poor
SOMERVILLE
investment. Too often this poor
Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Turner and stock is perpetuated on the farm be
Miss Marie Turner were at home cause the farmer or his wife keeps on
from Hartland over Thanksgiving. using eggs from their own poor stock
E. H. Philbrick of Rockland has to set under their heps.
A change for the better is indi
been passing a few days with rela
cated in statistics showing thut 500,tives and friends here.
J. B. Brown visited relatives at 000,000 chicks were purchased from the
hatcheries of this country last year.
Weeks’ Mili9 over the weekend.
Dr. S. C. Cates of East Vaasalboro Since reliable hatcherymen sell only
was a professional visitor here Tues pure bred chicks, these figures show
that the farmer is beginning to real
day.
Mrs. Fred A. Turner went to Ap ize that his poultry flock Is one of his
pleton Monday to visit her sister, best investments, If he uses tlie same
care with It that he does with his corn
Mrs. A. D. Fish, who is very ill.
. • • .
or wheat.
Foremost hatcheries have recently
Mr*. William E. Hisler
united in an organization pledged to
Evelyn, wife of William E. Hlsler, Improve quality of chicks and to
died Saturday Dec. 1, at the home ol assist customers through personal
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert L: service and advice. These hatcheries,
MacDaniel, at the age of 18 yeass and operating under the slogan, “Hatch
5 days. She is survived by her hus ery Chicks For Greater Profits,” in
band, an infant daughter, three weeks clude some of the largest and most
old; a sister, Mrs. William Austin reliable hatcheries in the United
brother Vlvan MacDaniel, two grand States. They afford a convenient
fathers William MacDaniel and means of securing information for the
Charles Ferrin, a great-grand farmer who.is interested in checking
mother, Mrs. Place and a large circle up on the actual value of his barnyard
of friends. Funeral services were biddies.”
•
held at Somerville Corner schoolhouse Monday. Rev. RUfus Jones
of South China officiated with F. E.
Moody of Windsor in charge. The
many beautiful floral tributes be
spoke the love whicli was felt for the
deceased. Interment was mide in
Sand Hili cemetery. Heartfelt sym
pathy is extended the bereaved fam
ily.
AIN or discomfort
following a meal
doesn’t mean you
must go on a‘‘diet”
Nine times out of
ten indigestion,
acidity, flatulence
and heartburn are
caused by excess
stomach acid and
food fermentation.
After too hasty a lunch, ar too
hearty a dinner, a little “Pape'a Diapepsin," instantly neutralizes excess
acidity, stops that fermentation, and
eoothes and heala the acid-inflamed
stomach lining aa if by magic. Your
recovery ie quick and complete. Make

folk* who say there ia a difference. We invite you to test for yourself
the truth of our slogan * “Better Groceries at Low Prices".
Our
prediction ia that you will be more than satisfied.

Fancy large Santa Clara Valiev fruit f

amONh*

3,b* ZV

Prunes
Extra fancy MmRom rice i

Ihe.

Rice
Evaporated

Golden Bantam

CORN

MILK

Fancy Maine

Ctovsrdalo

3.~_Z8'
Heins

Ketchup
SXl'
AB earleliet at MUa low price f

.

,h

Nanki Teat S.7 I5*
Aunt Jemima's Pancake Flour
Vermont Maid Syrup
Cloverdale Mince Meat
Peppermint Patties
Cloverland Chocolates

2 rxot.
rr. jug
rxc.
LI. sox

LI. BOX gO^

BBMBFIT. For uniform results I

lb. can

Baking Powder

2Sf
2gf
12f
2gf

Flrischmann’s Yaaat

CASK

23
it

) CAKES

Salox

Speed Soap*

Cleans a million thinye /

Loa rxc. IS?

2

Oaklte

25'

TheCloverdaleCo
Better Groceries at Low Prices

TRY OUR FOR SALE AND TO LET ADS.

TENANT'S HAROR DAYS
There have been three histories of
Eureka Lodge F.&A.M., St. George,
printed in 1871, 1969, 1924. I have a
copy of each. That of 1871 is particu
larly Interesting as It is almost history
of St. George. It was written by Wil
liam S. Codman. M. D., Junior War
den, and recites the events from the
formation of the Lodge July 27, 1853,
to 1880.
I have seen the original record
book, kept by a different secretary at
each meeting. The first meeting was
held in the sail loft of Brother S. H.
Jackson at Tenant’s Harbor and tho
next at Mosquito Harbor. There
were 14 original petitioners to th?
Grand Lodge praying to be congre
gated into a regular lodge i n the
town of St. George, County of Lin
coln. In May 1856 a charter was
granted, to date July 17, 1853.
The historian remarks, “During the
first year the lodge w’as financially
in a bad condition, in fact the ex
chequer was empty.' Not particu
larly encouraging, but those worthy
brethren persisted and won out.
May 13, 1858, annual meeting and
election. The lodge then formed in
procession and marched to the Sec
ond Baptist meetinghouse, where the
officers were installed in the pres
ence of a large assemblage, which
had congregated to witness the first
public ceremonies of the kind ever
performed in this place.
The above-named church is located
on Turkey Ridge and as Dad was liv
ing in Turkey at the time I wonder
If he attended. He did not Join the
lodge until 1863, when it was meetr
Ing at Tenant's Harbor. The first
meeting there was Sept. 10, I860.
At the annual meeting Jan. 20. 1859
the historian Informs us, “The lodge
proceeded to discuss the merits of a
most excellent clam chowder, ap cx,travagance which the funds of the
lodge heretofore would hardly admit.”
And clams could be had for the
digging!
Feb. 21, | 1860, Brother Nathan
Bachelder was installed as worship
ful master. His son Granville X.
Bachelder, secretary of the lodge, was
historian in 1924. Nathan Bachelder
was “raised" In St. George Lodge.
Warren, June 13. 1853. August 23
1861, it was “voted to exempt
Brother Nathan Bachelder from pay
ment of hie dues, and all other mem
bers of' the lodge, while they re
mained in the service of their coun
try.”
May 24, 1863. the lodge attended
the funeral of Major General Hiram
G. Berry of Rockland and assisted in
paying the last tributes of respect to
that
distinguished general and
brother Mason.
Aug. 26, 1865, the annual dues
were raised from twenty-five cents
to one dollar, the original amount re
quired.
In the first fifteen years in the his1 tory of Eureka Lodge the degrees
were conferred upon 104 candidates,!
which certainly showed that the men
of St. George believed in Masonry.
Jan. 13, 1890, when) Dad was 35, he
was elected worshipful master, and
was re-elected In 1871-74-'75-'77-’78'88 and 1900—when he was 66.
Un 1900 when 1 was 35. I was elect
ed worshipful master of Joseph War
ren Lodge of 'Boston—so father and
son were masters of lodges at the
same time. I never knew of another
instance Just like this, although It
probably has occurred many times.
Boze.

ROCKLAND

Just Another Chain Store?
Not if you can credit the statement of thousand* of New England

Somerville, Mass.

WHEN IN NEW YORK—Remember th.t you

can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette, with
the home news, at Hoteling's News Agency,

il08 Weal <Otb street.

ONDERFUL things are happening—by telephone. Pictures are flashed
across the continent Typewriters obey fingers miles away. Men talk
casually overseas.
Seeing by telephone is just around the corner, if not
already here.

W

No tricks of magic, these, set in telephony's show window to
catch the crowd. Increasingly, each serves a useful end.

A marvelous
ALL AROUND US every day ohe
whispering wires weave their everdenser fabric of speech Today, in
our own New England more than
S'x million local calls will be placed
and relatively few will fail. Today in
New England nearly half a million
calls will be made to the next town,
the next state, or across the nation.
And few, relatively, will fail.
Is this a lesser marvel because within
common ken ?

CONSIDER, IF YOU WILL, the
progress of telephony in linking dty
with city, town with town.
a
Do you know that speed of service
on the main highways ef speech is
less than a minute on all but
really long-haul calls I And that, on
the less-traveled ways where special
handling and re-handling is required,
calls now go through in two-and-a-half
minutes by the clock ?
Averages, of <
Some calls take mote time. Some less.
But these are the averages fior/Ee halfmillion, either to coasgdetion or to a
definite report.

Twice as fast on the simple caQs that
were always speedy. Three times as
fast on the harder, slower ones.
That’s the speed gain of the last
five years.

THE KEY TO SPEED is simplicity.
The key to simplicity is calling by
number, near or far.
Most wanted numbers you know.
Our Information Operators give you
at once, or get for you promptly, a
distant number at need.
For two years and more we have
made it possible for you to give the
number of any one of more than a
million New England telephones to
any one of more than ten thousand
New England operators, with reason
able expectation of a connection while
you hold the line.

V
NEIGHBORHOOD service. New
England one telephone neighborhood.
Doesn't that mean something to you?
V

TWENTY-FIVE MILES for a quarter.
Sixty-four miles for fifty cents. For
a dollar, a hundred fifty-two miles
as the crow flies. This for three min
utes, with longer time in proportion.

Two-way talk. The next best thing
to dealing face to face.

For business, question and answer,
and issues settled on the spot
For the home, as much of the social
graces as you choose, and the advant
age of substantially lower evening
rates.

AMAZINGLY fast, wonderfully dependable, sound in its values,
Neighborhood Telephone Service, as we know it in New England, holds its
head high among the modem marvels of telephony and takes no back seat.

New England Telephone
and Telegraph Company

I

EVery-Other-Da^
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COOLIDGE MESSAGE

Prosperity At Home; Good
Will Abroad, He Is Able
To Tell Congress
Prosperity at home, good will
abroad, a “more pleasing prospect”
than ever has greeted a convening
(’(ingress, were held up to the House
and Senate Tuesday in President
Coolidge’s account of his stewardship
—his final annual message to the
legislative branch of the government.
While praising the •integrity and
character” of the American people in
making this happy situation possible,
the President warned Congress that
these good qualities would have been
exercised in vain had it not been for
"the constant
co-operation and
cheerful administration of the Fed
eral government.” Continuation of
the present economy policy, be de
clared, was vital.
Taxes had been drastically re
duced four times, lie pointed out. efteh
time with such ■resulting stimulation
to business” that incomes bad been
increased and a surplus produced by
the enlarged taxes that resulted.,
Eternally vigilant economy has
been necessary, he pointed out. call
ing attention to the fact that only
last June a deficit of 194.000.000 was
anticipated, but that rigid economies
he ordered, plus increased prosperit>
which enlarged tax receipts, has
turned this into a surplus of about
137,000.000.
In the last year the national debt
lias been reduced, about $900,000,000.
while the refunding and retirement of
the Second and Third Liberty Loans
have saved the Federal treasury
about $75,000,000 a year in interest.
These enormous savings which
mean permanent reductions in the
cost of running the Federal govern
ment and make it all the easier for
future Administrations to pay off
the debt faster, thus leading to fur
ther tax reductions, had been effect-

Acid —or Sour

Stomach
This is a symptom of indigestion often
caused by faulty diet, sometimes by
overeating. Less sweets, starches or
pickles lor a while will help relieve the
trouble. But be sure to use this safe and
^ure family remedy, “L. F.” Atwood’s
Medicine. 50c hottie contains 60 doses,
trial size 15c.

L. F. Medicine Co., Portland, Me.

cd. Mr. Coolidge pointed out. without
pruning at the expense of “any legit
imate public need.”
Among The outstanding recommen
dations in the message are:
Creation of a Federal farm board
to aid the. farmers in solving the
problem of disposing of their sur
pluses.
Authorization of the construction
of the fifteen new fast cruisers.
Approval of the Kellogg multilat
eral treaty renouncing war as a
method of deciding international dis
putes.
Legislation designed to hasten rail
road consolidations.
While the president put much
stress on the prosperity of the coun
try. and the great importance of con
tinuing it and making it greater, he
sounded also an unselfish note to
ward other countries of the world,
and a spiritual mite for America, lie
said:
• -Peace and prosperity are not fin
alities. they are only methods, it is
too easy under their influence for a
nation to become selfish and degen
erate. This test has come to the
I'nited States. Our country has been
provided with the resources with
which it can enlarge its intellectual,
moral ami spiritual life. The issue
is in the hands of the people. Our
faith in man anil God is the justi
fication for the belief in our con
tinuing success.”
Again he said:
‘ We must extend to other countries
the largest measure of generosity,
moderation and patience. In addition
to dealing justly we can well afford
to walk humbly.”
Advising that the present econo
mic policy be continued President
Coolidge virtually promised vetoes
for new appropriations for additional
outlay unless provision were made to
provide for them bv new revenue.
•Otherwise.’' he warned, “we shall
reach the end of the year with the
unthinkable result of an unbalanced
budget. For the first time during
my term of office we face that con
tingency. I am certain that the Con
gress would not pass and 1 should not
feel warranted in approving legisla
tion which would involve us in that
financial disgrace.”
Mi. Coolidge was particularly
pleased with the status of America’s
relations with the rest of the world.
He dwelt with pride on the Sixth In
ternational Conference of American
States at Havana last winter and its
“contribution to a better understand
ing and co-operation among the na
tions.”
Eleven important conventions,” he
pointed out were signed, and sev
enty-one resolutions passed. During
the year, he said, eleven new arbitra

tion treaties had been signed, and
twenty-two more were under nego
tiation.
'
As for Nicaragua, which promised
for a time to prove such an embar
rassment to this country both at
home and in foreign capitals, "a free
and fair election lias been held and
has worked out so successfully that
both parties have joined in request
ing like co-operation from this
country at the'election four years
hence. Our country must he grati
fied at such an exhibition of success
and appreciation. Nicaragua is re
gaining its prosperity and has taken
a long step in the direction of peace
ful self-government.”
With almost equal pride the Presi
dent pointed to the working out. ap
parently of the Tacna-Arlca dispute
between Peru and Chile, to the
restoration of good feeling with
Mexico and the solving of that coun
try's problems and to the restoration
of order in China.
Of the Kellogg anti-war treaty,
his comment was:
“The observance of this covenant,
po simple and so straightforward,
promises more for the peace of the
world than any other agreement ever
negotiated among the nations”
In asking for passage on the cruiser
bill, the president asked that the time
clause be eliminated. While he did
not amplify this, the belief is that he
was thinking more of the budget than
of any possible trading point in ar
mament reduction conferences. There
i^more disposition in the Senate and
House to oppose him on this removal
of the time limit than on the'appro
priation itself.
Mr. Coolidge was firm in his dis
cussion of the Boulder Dam proposal
on the* point that the electrical field
should be left to private enterprise.
He recommends to Congress consid
eration of the special hoard’s report,
which he accepts, so far as the Black
Canyon site Is concerned, though he
is dubious as to the economic fea
tures.
GLAD TO GO BACK

Vice President Charles G. Dawes
has announced that he will return to
Ute banking business after Senator
Curtis steps into office March 4. ”1
have never made an announcement
that gave me greater pleasure.” the
Vice President said. Mr. Dawes’ po
sition as chairman of the board of
directors of the Central Trust Com
pany. Chicago, ha?Wn vacant since
he resigned to become Vice President
in 4924. Previously he was president
of the bank.

Massaehusetts, there she stands:
but
rather lonesome.—St. Louis
Globe-Democrat.

Christmas Gifts
& X Practical and Useful Presents for
Men and Boys

..... HERE IN WIDE VARIETY......
Those who know us and the goods we sell naturally turn to us for the
proper gifts

MEN’S BEAUTIFUL CHRISTMAS TIES
Thousands of beautiful Four-in-Hands, made of rich silk, both domes
tic and imported. The greatest collection and variety
we have ever had
#

HATHAWAY SHIRTS
Percale, Madras, Silk Stripe and English Broadcloth
No gift involving an equal amount of money will give a greater
pleasure

BATH ROBES AND HOUSE COATS
are practical gifts that every man appreciates

MEN’S AND BOYS’ SWEATERS, SPORT BLOUSES AND
LEATHER COATS
We carry a wonderfully large assortment of Sweaters of every
description

APPROPRIATE GIFT SUGGESTIONS
Beautiful Neckties
Kid Gloves and mittens
Imported Grey Mocha Gloves
Buck Gloves
Fur Lined Gloves
Lamb Lined Gloves and Mittens
Belts
Suspenders
(in individual boxes)
Pajamas
Silk, Linen and Cotton Initial
Handkerchiefs
Silk Armlets and Garters
(in fancy boxes)
Cuff Buttons
Scarf Pins
Mufflers

Linen Collars and Cuffs
House Coats
Bath Robes
Silk Hose, plain and fancy
Lisle Hose
Cashmere Hose, plain and
fancy
Sweaters
Mackinaw Coats
Soft and Stiff Hats
Girls’ and Boys’ Toques
Hathaway White and Fancy
Shirts
Caps
Night Shirts
Flannel Shirts
Overcoats
Suits

i
NEW ENGLAND CLOTHING HOUSE

LJL'll

TO MAKE SURVEY

MANY COMPLETED

Commission
State Club Leader Shibles Development
To Learn Facts Concern
Points To Sticktuitiveness
ing Water Power.
of Four H-ers
“This year Maine had 4070 4-H
club members enrolled and 3905 of
this number, or 83.5 per cent com
pleted their projects.” says Lester H.
Shibles. state club leader. Fniversity
of Maine, “and.” he continues, “from
the standpoint of total membership
and the high per cent completing
their projects, it has been the best
year we ever had.”

Announcement was made Tuesday
by Clarence C. Stetson, chairman
tuo Maine Development Commission,
that the commission will, for the util
ization of the next Legislature, un
dertake a “fact finding survey” of
the power resources of thp State, the
Governor and Council at their meet
ing having approved the plan of the
Three hundred and nine clubs were commission and having made avail- :
organized in the state and the mem- able out bf the contingent fund for.
the use of the commission the sum
of $15,000.
To carry out this “fact-finding stir- ‘
vey?‘ the commission will set up a
special survey committee, as it has
for its other surveys, which will be
authorized t » engage a non-partisan
engineering service to collect, check
and analyse all available data rela
tive to tlie power situation in tlie
State.

of

Brings Lower Prices
on the

New Frigidaire
The unprecedented public acceptance of the New Frigid
aire has resulted in the greatest increase in volume in the
history of the business.
Quiet operation, surpassing beauty and lasting economy
have further increased an already overwhelming prefercnce of buyers everywhere.
This tremendous volume has resulted in further produc
tion economies. In accordance with the fixed policy of
General Motors these economies are being passed on to
the public.

The survey will be in no way con
cerned with questions of law or of
policy.

Lester H. Shibles

bership composed 1SC3 boys and 2811
girls. Of the 309 clubs, 258 qualified
for a charter which means that they
had a local adult leader, regular
meetings a definite program and
duh officers of the 258 clubs. Two
hundred thirty five qualified for
higher honors and received a seal.
In addition to the requirements for
a charter, a seal is given to those
clubs who give a demonstration in
the community, a judging contest and
have 60 per cent or more of their
members complete their work.
Maine 4-H members were active at
the
Eastern
States
Exposition.
Springfield. M;p>. Five club demon
stration teams represented Maine at
Camp Vail and two individual mem
bers were present at the Training
School.
Two lmys and two girls from the
4-H (lubs in Maine went to the Na
tional 4-11 Club Encampment. Wash
ington, D. (’. in July. *
The National 4-H Club Congress
which is being held this week in Chi
cago in connection with the Inter
nation il Livestock Exposition is at
tended by Margaret Williams, a club
member from West Franklin. Miss
Williams is accompanied l»v Mildred
G. Brown, assistant state dub leader.

Among the questions which will be
studied will be the'present develop
ment. future development and its
probable cost: what per cent of de-»
veloped and
undeveloped pqwer
might safely be called primary power,
including steam ^engineering: what
further economies would result if
connection he made with other steam
and hydro plants throughout New
England, and so far as possible, the
costs of generation and transmission
for various uses.
The survey will likewise cover the
demand in Maine for primary and
secondary power, also the present
surplus and the surplus after future
development.
When these facts are gathered and
analyzed, they will be assembled in
a report prepared in simple form so

Savings as great as $90
VVe therefore announce a
sweeping reduction in the
prices of household models,
amountingto as much as $90,
effective December 10th.
AcomparisonofFrigidaire
value, with any other electric
refrigerator will emphasise
the importance of this
further reduction of prices.

as tn be underntandabio by the lay
man. as well as the technical n.
The whole purpose is to present
“facts” and in such form as to assist
in clarifyirg the public mind on a
question of so much importance to
the fit ate.
It is expected that, the rtfwrt will
be ready for the legislature not
later than Feb. 15.

*

announcement at the pres
ent time for it will enable
many additional thousands
of homes to have the advan
tages of Fr igida i re Automatic
Refrigeration for Christmas.
The NeW Frigidaires,and
details of prices and terms
are now available at Frigid
aire display rooms every
where.

We are glad to make this

FRIGIDAIRE CORPORATION, Stthtidiary of General Motor*, DAYTON, OHIO

PRESIDENTIAL PENALTIES

The President-elect is one of the
most camera-shy persons in public,
life, say White House photographers.
Mr. Hoover objecls to close-up pic
tures and to extended posing. Twelve
feet is the dead line for photographers
who are snapping the President
elect: should they cross it they will
be waved back
According t" Mrs.
Hoover, it Is a strict rule in the fami
ly not to pose for photographers at
close range.—The Pathfinder.

| COAST GUARD'S WORK

Munsey Motor Company
21 Limerock St.
Rockland

Maine

-

3558

For training in agriculture and the
breeding and care of livestock in the
Andean Mountain region, a school bi,yn. preferably of the Indian race. clude the cultivation ot cereals, for
will be established at Tingua. Peru. In addition to stork raising and vet age, and plants for textile use: for
Provision will be made for 300 to 100 erinary medicine the course will in estry; fruit raising and gardening

and the making of butter, cheese.
Soap, oils, dried fruits, and products
peculiar to the Andean region.

Included Rescue of 3983 Per
sons During Past Fiscal
Year
Dining the fiscal year nf 1928, the
report said tin- Coast Guard rescued ,
3.983 persons from peril, aided shipsvalued at >39,479.729 on which theb*''
were 17 383 persons and seized or,
reported for law Violations 1,534 j
vessels. During the year derelicts
valued at 1103,320 were recoveied|
and restored to their owners, while J
167 derelicts and «ohstruetions to
navigation were destroyed.
The work of the Coast Guard in
preventing the smuggling of liquor"
into this country the annual report
declared, has lieen satisfactory, but
with tlie resources in vessels and
men now in command, they said it,
is Impossible to do more. Rum row,
it stated lias been entirely wiped out
and liquor smuggling on tile sea
coasts has been ‘'tremendously cur
tailed."
Declaring that there still remains
a great deal of liquor smuggling on
the Great bakes, the report said
that "it is believed that in this
matter the Coast Guard has accom
plished all that is possible to ac
complish with its present resources."
It continued, however: "It is firmly
believed that the Const Guard can
go the rest of the way toward a
practically complete prevention of
smuggling on our coasts if it tie
given the resources with which to
do it.”
The standards of morale and disci
pline among the enlisted men in the
service, were reported to have' been
• very high" but there were 410 sum
mary Coast Guard cases during the
year with 633 Coast Guard cases re
viewed. Of the summary cases. 21
were sehtenced to be dishonorfl-bly
discharged; 75 were discharged for
bad conduct, while two cases were
withdrawn, 24 acquitted and 15 dis
approved.
The floating equipment of the
Coast Guard consists of 17 first class
cutters; 16 second class; 25 Coast
Guard destroyers, 38 harbor cutters
and launches 33 patrol boats 125
feet long and 13 boats 100 feet long.
107 boats 75 feet long and 105 picket
boa's. Five new cutters are being
built while five others have been
authorized. All of them arc armed
with modern filing equipment.
The personnel of tlie Coast Guard
consists of 303 commissioned officers,
65 temporary commissioned officers,
73 cadets. 487 warrant officers, 415
temporary officers, and 10,392 enlist
ed men.
A COSTLY STEER

A record breaking price for the
grand champion steer of tlie Interna
tional Livestock Exposition was paid
Thursday when the Hereford year
ling owned by Clarence Goecke, 1
years old. of State Center. Iowa, was
knocked down on the auction block
for $7 a pound. Tlie previous high
price, paid in 1926. was $3.60 a pound.
The purchaser was the J. C. Penney
Co., of New York.
WHEN IN BOSTON Remember lb,-it .von
can boy copies of The Cmirtcr-Gazette with
the home news, at the (>1«1 South News
Agency, Washington St., next Old South
Church.

Another Shipment of ELECTRIC REFRIGERATORS
■Just in Time for Christmas
Much les* than nationally advcrtit.d pries"

The fond husband who has been looking forward to
making his wife a gift of an electric refrigerator this
Christmas can now fulfill his desire, and hers, at a sub
stantial saving.
*

<

<

An extra large order of electric refrigerators, on top of
an already big year, has induced our manufacturers to
give special holiday prices which in turn will be passed
on to our customers.

me

«

These electric refrigerators, a popular make carried by

us throughout the year, are nationally known and na

tionally advertised. For this reason we have agreed not
to advertise the special price.
A double guarantee with these
refrigerators—by the manufacturer and by us

Joys of Electrical Refrigeration
Name and special price

Freeze your own sherbets and mousses

withheld by agreement

Buy food in larcer quantities . . . keeps perfectly, certain kinds
even improving; temperature varies scarcely more than a degree
from the constant 45 degrees Fahrenheit, the zone of perfect re
frigeration.

with manufacturer.

Come

in

and

learn

about a proposition |hat

means a big saving to
you.

Convenient, requires even less attention than winding your watch.

“It's a Yuletide Gift That's Useful the Whole Year Thru”

Central Maine Power Company
at any of

our stores

